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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Supporting Nuance in Groupware Design:
Moving from Naturalistic Expertise Location
to Expertise Recommendation
by
David Wright McDonald
Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science
University of California, Irvine, 2000
Associate Professor Mark S. Ackerman, Chair

The design and implementation of groupware systems that support nuanced interaction is
a difficult, open problem for Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. The problem of
supporting nuance in groupware is indirectly investigated through the nuanced problem
of expertise location. The problem of finding expertise to solve difficult day-to-day
problems, expertise location, is engaged both socially and technically in this work. The
fieldwork and system development is framed in the socio-technical design cycle. This
methodology is capable of encompassing both empirical social inquiry, and system design
and implementation through an iterative process. The work begins with a detailed,
qualitative field study of expertise location at a medium sized software company. The field
study found a framework of expertise location that accounts for the social and cognitive
details of expertise identification, expertise selection, and a method for fixing breakdowns
called escalation. This framework is used to guide the design and implementation of a

xv

collaborative recommendation system. The recommendation system can be used to
suggest individuals who have the expertise necessary to solve specific problems in an
organization. The system employs heuristics and information sources similar to those used
by the participants in the field study. Two evaluations were conducted to validate the
utility of the specific identification and selection heuristics as implemented in the
recommendation system. The evaluations found that individuals agree with the
identification heuristics, but had significant concerns with the selection heuristics as
implemented. The evaluations suggest methods for improving the implementation of
identification and selection heuristics. The support of nuanced interaction in groupware
systems is reconsidered in light of the evaluation. Nuance is found as part of both
expertise identification and expertise selection, however the problem of supporting
nuanced interaction in the resulting recommendation system is only partially solved.
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CHAPTER 1
Supporting Nuance in
Groupware Systems

1.1 A “WICKED” PROBLEM
We have all experienced this problem. We send a piece of email to a friend and that friend
responds as if we had publicly defamed and slandered them. Why? Well, it’s just a small
misunderstanding. But where did that misunderstanding arise? The answer is largely in
the difference between what we take for granted in day-to-day interaction and the way
computer systems that support collaborative work, groupware, actually mediates
interaction. Our day-to-day interactions with others are heavily nuanced and nuance is a
difficult problem for groupware systems.

Before engaging this problem, perhaps it is best to clarify what is meant by the term
nuance. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines nuance this way:
nu·ance (noun)
1 : a subtle distinction or variation
2 : a subtle quality : NICETY
3 : sensibility to, awareness of, or ability to express delicate shadings (as of meaning,
feeling, or value)
- nu·anced /-"än(t)st, -'än(t)st/ adjective

1

2
All of the forms suggest important aspects to the qualities of our interpersonal interaction.
Subtleness in distinction, variation and quality are all important parts of the way we
interact (or chose to avoid) each other. But definition 3 carries the strongest characteristics
of our interaction with an emphasis on action. This definition conveys the notion of an
ability, an active quality, an expressiveness that we take for granted in our interaction but
with which groupware systems struggle.

Most people can accept that interpersonal interactions are nuanced. However, the idea
that software could be capable of supporting, facilitating, or mediating nuance is much
harder for many people to accept. Misunderstandings, like in the example above,
demonstrate the need for groupware to capably handle nuance.

1.1.1 Tacit and Explicit
The very nature of nuance is that it is tacit and explicit at the same time. It is tacit in the
way we learn it and understand it. Yet nuance can also be very explicit in certain forms,
such as vocal inflection. Our day-to-day interaction assumes and accounts for nuance
both in our own actions and in others with whom we interact. It is in the tacit aspects of
nuance that the subtly is conveyed. This represents a very sticky situation. The problem is
that of making the tacit aspects of nuance more explicit. Making a tacit behavior or tacit
attitude explicit has the unfortunate side-effect of making it less nuanced, less subtle.

Like the example above suggests, computing systems remove the nuance that we
intentionally and unintentionally express. Do these systems fail to convey the nuance
because they can not express it or because the subtleness must be made explicit? The
answer to that question is really a function of the specific groupware system. That
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computers and groupware systems are poor at supporting nuance is likely a given at this
point. The problem is how, or even if, nuance can be supported in collaborative activity
that is mediated by groupware systems.

1.1.2 The Essence of Wickedness
The problem of supporting nuance in groupware systems carries the essence of a “wicked”
problem as it was defined by Rittle and Webber [63, 64]. Rittle and Webber were
specifically interested in governmental planning problems and how planners, as a
profession, are forced to engage difficult social problems. These wicked social problems
are a contrast to the “tame” problems which scientists and engineers commonly engage.
The wicked nature of a social problem was not a value judgement on the social state itself.
Instead the notion of wickedness was an attempt to convey the cyclic, tricky, interrelated,
and aggressive nature of the problems when they are engaged. In their work, Rittle and
Webber describe ten aspects of wicked problems:

1. There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem.
2. Wicked problems have no stopping rule.
3. Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good-or-bad.
4. There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem.
5. Every solution to a wicked problem is a “one-shot operation”; because there is no
opportunity to learn by trial-and-error, every attempt counts significantly.
6. Wicked problems do not have an enumerable (or an exhaustively describable) set
of potential solutions, nor is there a well-described set of permissible operations
that may be incorporated into the plan.
7. Every wicked problem is essentially unique.
8. Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem.
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9. The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in
numerous ways. The choice of explanation determines the nature of the problem’s
resolution.
10. The planner [designer] has no right to be wrong.
The nature of a wicked problem is that it cannot be completely solved and, in some cases,
not even completely defined. Wicked problems present a difficult dilemma or set of
dilemmas. As one designs a possible solution the nature of the problem itself shifts
resulting is a slightly different problem or set of problems to be solved. This creates a
cascade of problems that are, as well, wicked problems.

A wicked problem is not simply a problem with a very difficult solution. There are hard
problems, problems for which the solutions are difficult to design, problems for which the
solutions are difficult to implement, and problems for which the running time of the
solution is longer than humanities time on earth, but which are not wicked problems. The
essence of a wicked problem lay in the dilemmas presented by any and all proposed
solutions.

The wickedness in the problem of supporting nuance is that by designing solutions, each
solution makes part of the nuance more explicit. In making the nuance more explicit, a
design makes nuance less subtle. Part of the dilemma here is that by designing a solution
to support nuance in groupware, the design destroys the nuance itself. An alternative
argument is that by designing a solution that supports nuance, the aspects of what are
nuanced in a computer mediated interaction shifts. This shift creates a new set of wicked
problems which then need solutions. In either case, the existence of these dilemmas define
the problem of supporting nuance in groupware as a wicked problem.
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1.1.3 Opportunities for Nuance
This wicked problem of supporting nuanced social interaction with groupware systems is
entirely too difficult to solve in a single dissertation. As well, by definition, it is not
possible that the problem can be solved in any general manner. The question then is, how
can one engage a problem with no solution? How can one investigate a problem that may
take an entire career to even understand?

The sharing of knowledge and personal experience is one social interaction that is rich
with nuance. The social aspects of the exchange, as well as the work that individuals
perform to seek out people who have just the right experience to share, is filled with
possibilities for studying nuance. It is with the goal of gaining a better understanding of
nuance and the design work necessary to support nuance in groupware systems that this
research focuses on expertise in a workplace setting.

1.2 A SINGLE CASE: EXPERTISE
Everyday, people in organizations must solve their problems to get their work
accomplished. Often a great deal of effort is expended to find a solution or a person who
has the expertise to help. The effort to understand who has expertise and the social and
cognitive aspects of choosing a specific person to pursue for expertise is expertise location.
Expertise location is not an entirely new problem. There have been years of studies of
expert performance, information seeking, and interpersonal exchange which have
approached portions of this problem. But little research has been attempted with the
specific goal of augmenting the natural expertise locating behavior of people.
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Recommendation systems are a promising technical solution to assisting users with
expertise location. Recommendation systems as a category, represent a range of attempts at
solving problems with information delivery and information overload. These systems are
also known as social filtering systems and collaborative filtering systems. They attempt to
highlight or deliver relevant items to specific users. These systems maintain a profile of
each user based on prior system utilization or information which the user supplies.
Recommendation systems have several well know problems that must be addressed when
applying these techniques to a new situation, such as, expertise location.

People regularly rely on co-workers to answer questions and solve problems. In the
workplace, key people often make referrals. These referrals are similar to the way
recommendation system work, however, the referrals suggest a person who supposedly
has the necessary expertise to solve the problem. Somehow, using the context of the
workplace, people come to know who has specific expertise. The activities of day-to-day
work and searching out solutions when problems arise contribute to sharing knowledge
about who has expertise. This dissertation seeks to answer the fundamental question of
how to augment organizational information systems such that they can provide relatively
natural support for finding expertise in an organization.

This chapter introduces an important overarching theme of the work and the specific
problem that will be engaged. Chapter 2 describes the methodological approach that is
being taken by the work. Chapter 3, Collaborative Recommendation Systems, is a survey
of work in recommendation systems that focuses on the collaborative aspects of prior
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recommendation systems. Recommendation systems that are focused at echoing an
individuals’ preferences are not covered by the survey.

Chapter 4, Expertise Location in a Naturalistic Setting, is a field study of expertise location
behavior in a medium sized software company. This chapter begins with a small overview
of characteristic approaches to defining expertise and presents the definition employed by
this work. It includes a small survey of prior research with experts and expertise seeking
that frames the goals and needs of the ethnographic work. The bulk of the chapter consists
of a description of the site, analysis of the data and a presentation of the results. The
chapter concludes with a brief presentation of the development and analysis of a social
network representation of the field site and it’s relationship to the participants
understanding of expertise.

Chapter 5, The Expertise Recommender, describes the recommendation architecture and
a specific implementation of an expertise recommendation system based on the results of
the field study. Chapter 6, Evaluating the Expertise Recommender, presents two specific
evaluations of the recommendation system that attempt to validate claims about the
system that are lain out in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes contributions from
both the fieldwork and the system development. Chapter 7 presents some possible future
research and attempts to frame the contributions in the context of the wicked problem of
supporting nuance in groupware systems.

1.3 SUMMARY
The problem addressed by this work is one of supporting natural expertise locating
behavior. Expertise is heavily nuanced in how a person comes to know that others have it,
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how a person picks another to pursue for it, and the exchange that results in a transfer of
expertise. A system capable of supporting expertise locating behavior should address the
nuanced aspects of expertise location. Through the problem of supporting expertise,
hopefully, we can gain a better understanding of how groupware systems can more
capably support nuance.

CHAPTER 2
Methodology

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Classic software engineering might define the problem as one of collecting the correct
requirements. By collecting the right requirements, groupware could be built to support
nuanced collaboration. The previous chapter presents a simple argument that the very act
of making these requirements explicit has the effect of destroying the nuance. Therefore,
the problem of building groupware that supports nuance is not amenable to traditional
software engineering requirements gathering techniques. Instead, the problem must be
attacked with techniques that are appropriate to a social space.

This work is composed of two disparate, interlocking parts: a field study and system
development. The socio-technical design cycle [56] is one methodology that can
effectively encompass both parts. This methodology results from an understanding that
technical artifacts are intertwined with the social milieu in which they are used. The
choice of this method is motivated by a somewhat radical stance that software designers
should directly engage the social phenomenon for which they intend to design and build
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systems. The following sections briefly describe the philosophical basis for this stance, the
specific type of socio-technical design cycle which is used in this work, the methodology
specific to the social inquiry, and the approach to systems development.

2.2 PHILOSOPHICAL STANCE
A large portion of Alfred Schutz’s writing was motivated by his desire to improve the
practice of science in the social sciences. In [67, 68] Schutz describes the problems of
conducting science by relying on observation and model building. Schutz states that part
of the problem with conducting social science is the intersubjective nature of common
sense (erfahrungsvorrat). Briefly, we are all socialized to share large amounts of common
knowledge and meta-knowledge. In the absence of sharing exact, identical perspectives
we are socialized to envision the physical and social perspectives of each other.

The intersubjectivity of common sense is the root of a difficult problem for social science.
When an observer (social scientist) observes a social situation she is both part of the
situation and an outsider at the same time. The observer shares some common knowledge
(common sense, erfahrungsvorrat) with the observed and in this sense is part of the
situation. The intersubjective nature of the situation facilitates the establishment of the
common interpretation on the part of the observer and observed. However, at the same
time there is a portion of the situation which is outside the purview of the observer. This
unshared, unobserved portion is not seen and therefore missed by the observer.

Schutz saw one goal of science as the construction of models based on empirical
observation. In social science, models are based on the observed behavior of people in
social situations. Schutz believed that social science needed to move beyond models that
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were based on common sense (erfahrungsvorrat). The development of a rigorous scientific
language and rigorous empirical observation techniques were the tools that Schutz felt
would push social scientific models past mere erfahrungsvorrat.

Software that is designed to facilitate or augment a social situation suffers from problems
worse than those described by Schutz. The design of software is, by nature, a process of
modeling. Software designers often attempt to build software (a model) based on the
models of the social world. This is one full abstraction away from the actual social
situation. This is a recognized problem for software design and various methods have been
proposed for bringing designers more fully into the social situation where the software will
be used (c.f. [15, 53]).

However, as software designers more fully engage the situation of future users, they engage
the same problems of common sense and intersubjectivity which Schutz described for
social science. Simply, applying new methods does not eliminate a fundamental problem.
Figure 2-1 recasts this fundamental problem in terms relative to designers, users and the
designed artifact.

Figure 2-1 attempts to convey the relationships between the designer’s world, the user’s
world and the designed artifact. In Schutz’s terms the intersection of the designer’s world
view (the observer) and the user’s world view (the observed) is the common sense
(erfahrungsvorrat) that they share. As the diagram suggests there are many things that are
not shared by the designer and the user. This problem is then confounded by the need to
build an artifact. As in Figure 2-1, the artifact intersects only a portion of the common
sense area that the designer and user share. There are other portions of the user’s world
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which the designed artifact can not cover, because it is not understood by the designer.
Because of this problem, a designer may never completely fill the needs of a user with any
design that the designer creates on her own.

User’s
World/Experience

Erfahrungsvorrat
"Common sense"
Designer’s
World/Experience

Designed
Artifact

Figure 2-1. The problem of intersubjectivity and common sense recast.

Accordingly, this dissertation has a very simple philosophical stance. In order to improve
the fidelity and sensitivity of the resulting software design it is essential for designers to
deeply engage the social situation for which they intend to design software artifacts.
Software designers must move beyond the common sense of design; they must move
beyond erfahrungsvorrat to build more effective software models.
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2.3 THE MISMATCH

IN

LEVELS

OF

ABSTRACTION

The argument presented by Schutz is not the only one that supports a radical engagement
of a social phenomenon by the designer. The mismatch between the levels of abstraction
present in social science and the levels of abstraction in computer science create
difficulties that might be overcome through a more fundamental understanding of a social
situation by systems designers. Both Schutz and the communities trying to build systems
based on the results of social science note the mismatch through abstract representations.
Each discipline develops representations that are critical to the individual discipline.
These representations present a problem or solution at different levels of abstraction based
on the needs at the time the representation is created. The Figure 2-2 is an attempt to
picture the different levels of abstraction.

In the social sciences, most observation and research begins with human behavior itself.
Through empirical study, social science builds models of behavior. Some models are small
and relatively detailed, but necessarily these models are an abstraction of the actual human
behavior which is modeled. Models that have some robustness are eventually generalized
and become theories about human behavior. These theories are even more abstract than
the models on which the theory is based. These levels of abstraction are represented on
the left side of Figure 2-2.
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Discipline
Social Science

Systems Design

More Abstract

Theory

Requirements
Specification

Level of Abstraction

Behavioral
Model

More Concrete

Detail
Design

Human
Behavior

Code

Figure 2-2. A mismatch between levels of abstraction

In computer science, specifically in the design of new systems, the gathering and
specification of the requirements is one of the abstract representations of the eventual
system. At the level of requirements a common representation includes prose statements
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of needs. Even less abstract is a detail design. In a detail design, the requirements are
represented in a more concrete way through diagrams, Application Program Interfaces
(APIs), and pseudocode. A very detailed representation for a system is the code itself.
These levels of abstraction form the right side of Figure 2-2.

Social science and computer science have representations in addition to those presented in
the figure, more abstract and likely more concrete, but these represent commonly used
abstractions. In both disciplines, the exact form of the representation can vary but the
amount of detail present in each level is fairly consistent. Even within each discipline
moving between levels of abstraction is a source of difficulty. In moving a problem or
solution up levels of abstraction, detail is necessarily removed. Likewise, as a discipline
moves down the levels of abstraction, more and more detail is required to create the
representation.

The different levels of abstraction are problems within each discipline, but a bigger
problem arises when working between the disciplines. The levels of abstraction and the
representations are not amenable to reliable transition between the disciplines. In moving
a social science representation to a computer science representation not only is there
trouble in moving between the disciplines, but in the transition a choice must be made to
move to a more abstract or more concrete representation. This choice can include
undesirable consequences. In crossing disciplines to a more abstract representation, detail
is lost. The lost detail may be essential to create a usable system. Alternatively, in moving
between disciplines to a more concrete representation, detail is required that may not be
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present, resulting in gaps in the concrete representation. Figure 2-3 is a portion of
Figure 2-2, and represents the costs associated with a transition between disciplines.

Detail
Design

Loss

etail
of D

Human
Behavior
Req
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s Ad

ditio
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etail

Code

Figure 2-3. The costs of transition.

The mismatch is important to this discussion because it is another argument in support of
a radical engagement on the part of a system designer. Schutz, the socio-technical design
cycle and the mismatch in levels of abstraction all point to the importance of a deep
engagement. Representations are important to the way each discipline understands
essential phenomena, so one can not dispense with the representations. Instead, designers,
social scientists, programmers, and really any group which claims ownership over this
problem space must capably handle the difference in the levels of abstraction and the
necessity of transitioning representations between what happens socially and what
happens in system design and implementation.
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2.4 SOCIO-TECHNICAL DESIGN CYCLE
The socio-technical design cycle results from the understanding that the social setting
where a technology is used and the technology itself have a direct impact on each other.
The impacts on the social setting include intended as well as unintended social
consequences. The impacts on the technology can include disuse or changes to the design.
The socio-technical design cycle is an attempt to utilize the interaction between a social
setting and a technology to understand the social setting more fully as well as improve the
technology. Figure 2-4 represents the canonical form of this methodology.

Empirical
Social Study

Evaluation/
Adoption

Analysis/
Requirements

System
Implementation

System
Design

Figure 2-4. The socio-technical design cycle.
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Figure 2-4 demonstrates a simple cycle of social inquiry and analysis used to inform and
shape the design and implementation of a technical system. At the same time the
introduction of a technical system can shape the nature of a social inquiry and influence
the type of social results. Various forms of this methodology are prevalent in the
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [56] and Participatory Design (PD) [9]
literature. The variations in this methodology stem from subtle differences in where to
start, the number of cycles required to achieve a desired goal, and where to end.

Often people start with what they know or with what they believe to be the ‘right’ place to
start. Developers who know how to build technical systems often start the socio-technical
design cycle by building some type of system. They may use some social theory to frame
the design, but essentially they build a system and then attempt to introduce the system to
a social setting for further study. Researchers and practitioners who know how to study
social settings often begin with a social inquiry. It may be the case that a particular social
setting is interesting because a technology has already been introduced, but this is not
always true. Those who start with a social study hope to use the results to influence the
design and implementation of some future system. Ultimately, where to start in a cyclical
design methodology is a matter of choice and underlying beliefs.

Another possible variation in a cyclical design methodology is the number and frequency
of cycles. The PD community promotes a larger number of iterations more frequently in
the effort to effectively mesh a technology to a specific social setting. The CSCW
community is accepting of a single iteration of this cycle. In some cases CSCW work has
consisted of simply a quarter-turn of the socio-technical design cycle. Specifically, in some
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cases the CSCW community will accept just a social inquiry or just system development as
a significant contribution.

2.5 SUMMARY
The work in this dissertation employs the socio-technical design cycle in the tradition of
the CSCW community. The social-technical design cycle frames the work that composes
this dissertation. The work follows the cycle, beginning with a field study, an analysis,
(Chapter 4 Expertise Location in a Naturalistic Setting), then by the design and
implementation of a system (Chapter 5 The Expertise Recommender) and ends with an
evaluation of a portion of the implementation (Chapter 6 Evaluating the Expertise
Recommender). As explicated above, the philosophical stance that people and work
practice must take preeminence in systems design requires that this work begin with a
detailed field study.
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CHAPTER 3
Collaborative
Recommendation Systems

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Lisa enjoys traveling and plans to spend her summer traveling through Europe. But
Europe is a big place and Lisa is not sure what she would like to see. She decides that a
travel guide would be a great help. At a local bookstore, Lisa is faced with a wide array of
possible travel guides; should she choose one by Fodor’s, Let’s Go, Frommer’s, The Lonely
Planet or one of the many others?

Lisa’s problem is illustrative of a type of problem people face everyday. The problem is one
of choosing from among a relatively similar set of items (e.g., in this case travel guides
about Europe). In these situations people will ask for some help or a suggestion about
which item to choose. The suggestion is commonly known as a recommendation.
Recommender systems are computer software designed to assist users by providing
suggestions or recommendations about items. Recommendations are a natural part of our
social experience. People seek out recommendations from their friends and respected
strangers to guide their choices. Recommendations are firmly entrenched in our everyday
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consciousness. The colloquial phrase “Two thumbs up” has come to symbolize a positive
collaborative recommendation.

Recommender systems represent a range of attempts at augmenting the natural social
behavior of making and receiving recommendations. Social filtering, collaborative filtering
and rating systems can all be considered approaches to making recommendations. These
systems highlight or deliver relevant items to individual users. They maintain a profile of
each user based on prior system utilization or information which the user supplies. These
profiles can be used in several different ways. In some cases the profiles are used to make a
prediction about whether or not a user will like an item. In other cases the profile is used
to group and cluster users who all have similar likes and dislikes. In all of the
recommender approaches an item can then be scored, ranked, highlighted or delivered to
a specific user.

This survey considers the origins of recommender systems and establishes criteria for
distinguishing collaborative recommendation systems from the larger body of
recommender systems. This survey presents a framework for comparing collaborative
recommendation systems along several important dimensions. Next, a representative set
of collaborative recommendation systems are compared using the framework as a guide.
Finally, this survey describes several open issues for collaborative recommendation
systems and recommendation systems in general.

3.2 THE ROOTS

OF

RECOMMENDATION

Recommender systems have their origin in information retrieval (IR) and information
seeking research. These two areas motivate very similar problems which, over time, have
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begun to share more similarities. Broadly, the IR version of the problem is to satisfy a
request or query for information by a given user. There are many IR approaches to solving
this problem including text-routing, categorization schemes, selective dissemination of
information (SDI) and filtering [6].

In the information seeking community recommender systems are seen as potential
solutions to the problem of information overload. Information overload is the problem of
finding the interesting or relevant information in a fast moving stream of communication
or in a very large archive. Indeed the motivation and the problems in both communities
are very similar. Both research communities rely on filtering and selecting techniques with
the goal of getting just the right resources to the user.

A paper that commonly marks the roots of recommendation systems, Intelligent
Information-Sharing Systems by Malone et al. [50], frames three key human information
sharing behaviors; cognitive filtering, social filtering, and economic filtering. Two
behaviors, cognitive filtering and social filtering, form the primary models around which
current recommender systems are built. Cognitive filtering is when a person selects or
shares an item based on the characteristics of the content of the item. In social filtering a
person gauges the value of an item based on the social relationships that surround the
item. Malone et al. describe an example system, the Information Lens, that supports some
aspects of both cognitive filtering and social filtering.

Cognitive filtering and social filtering raise two important questions for recommender
systems. First, is it possible for a system to effectively characterize an item such that it can
determine whether or not an item is important to an individual user? Second, can a system
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understand enough of the social context surrounding an item such that it can determine
whether or not an item is important to an individual user? This cognitive/social dichotomy
is important to understanding many of the current approaches to recommender system
development.

Recent work by Resnick and Varian [62] declares that the first recommender system was
Tapestry by Goldberg et al. [28]. The Resnick and Varian definition includes systems
where individuals may or may not specifically collaborate and all manner of systems that
make positive recommendations as well as systems that filter out uninteresting items.
However given the criteria set out by Resnick and Varian, Information Lens by Malone et
al. does qualify as one of the earliest recommendation system.

Still, the work by Goldberg et al. represents a key contribution. Tapestry is an example of
a “collaborative filtering” system. Tapestry represents the first concerted effort to engage
substantively the social context of recommendations in a recommendation system. The
Tapestry system includes a query language which allows the filtering and selection of
messages based on which other users have read or responded to those messages. Tapestry’s
filtering based on social context was a significant step past Information Lens which could
only filter based on the explicit sender or recipient of a message.

Features like those in Tapestry that include the implicit or explicit participation of more
than one person are key to differentiating collaborative recommendation systems from
other types of recommender systems. The following section describes one initial criterion
which systems must satisfy to be considered a recommender system. A second criterion is
defined and used to distinguish collaborative recommendation systems from the general
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category of recommender systems. Together these two criteria are used to select systems
that are covered in this survey.

3.3 DIFFERENTIATING RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
None of the prior work in recommendation systems has set out definitive criteria that
distinguish recommender systems from other large scale information sharing systems.
Instead most authors have relied on the common notions of what it means to recommend
or make a recommendation. This can be useful, but the appeal to this approach results in
an imprecise and confusing research dialog. For example, most dictionary definitions of
‘recommend’ would exclude systems that filter out uninteresting items for a user. This is
contrary to the types of systems which Resnick and Varian want to include in their view of
recommender systems.

Recommender systems need to meet one single criterion. They must be selective in the
items which they return in response to a user.

Selectivity – A recommender system must be selective when responding to
a user request. That is, given all of the items about which a system knows
something, when an individual uses the system she should only be given
suggestions to pursue a reasonable subset of all of the items.

The selectivity criterion places no restrictions on how the selectivity is achieved. A system
can make recommendations by eliminating uninteresting items and presenting the
remainder as interesting or by specifically selecting individual interesting items, or by any
other means. A system which arbitrarily trims a large list would even qualify as a
recommender system. However, systems that recommend based on arbitrary actions are
less interesting than those that make careful recommendations.
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The selectivity criterion does not eliminate large database systems, organizational memory
systems, and many other systems. It is clear that by filtering and sorting these systems are
selective about the information which they present to a user. These systems have a
recommendation character to them, but these systems are defined and presented with
objectives other than making recommendations. These systems are eliminated because the
goal of the system is not recommendation.

The selectivity criterion eliminates systems that have broad open-ended goals from
consideration; systems like Usenet news, distribution lists, the web and web page hot lists.
These systems are not selective: every user sees every item. In a sense there is a self
selection by individual users. When a user picks a web page or chooses a news group,
some selection is being performed. But in these cases it is clear that the user, not the
system, is meeting the selectivity criterion.

Many recommender systems are tailored to the specific needs and interests of a single
individual. Systems that are highly personalized and do not share or use information
among users when making a recommendation are not collaborative. Applying one more
criterion can distinguish between collaborative recommendation systems and single user
recommender systems.

Multiple Agency – Collaborative recommendation systems must include
the implicit or explicit participation of two or more individuals or their
agents to make a recommendation.

The term agency is meant to convey purposeful activity by people involved in the
collaboration. The purpose of the activity is what may be most troubling. In this criterion,
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agency, purposeful activity, may not always be the explicit giving and receiving of a
recommendation nor the rating of items to create a profile. In this regard an action that
can reasonably be construed as implicit interest in an item will be considered as satisfying
the agency requirement.

As well, this definition of multiple agency specifically includes the provision for
surrogates, intelligent agents, or some other technical construction to represent a user in a
collaboration. This is an important provision. Almost all recommendation systems create
some kind of profile of the users who both make and garner recommendations. These
profiles need to be seen as a reasonable representation (a persona, perhaps) of the
individual that the profile represents. Under the multiple agency criterion, an interaction
between a user and her own profile (surrogate, or persona) is not a collaboration. While
some social theories allow collaborations within oneself, the common definitions of
collaborative work applied in Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) require
more than one individual. This definition of multiple agency attempts to reflect the more
common CSCW approach.

In the remainder of this chapter the term collaborative recommendation system will be
applied to systems which can satisfy both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria.

3.4 DIMENSIONS

OF

ANALYSIS

Resnick and Varian (R&V) [62] create a framework to categorize general recommender
systems. The R&V framework, while focused on general recommendation systems,
includes many important issues for collaborative recommendation systems as well. R&V
compare systems using four broad domains each having multiple dimensions. The
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domains used by R&V to compare systems are the technical design space, characteristics
of items evaluated, characteristics of the participants, and characteristics of the
evaluations. Each of these domains are then broken into several dimensions.

The R&V framework is not without problems. The large number of domains and
dimensions make the R&V framework cumbersome and difficult to use. As well, it is clear
that the dimensions are not equal in weight or significance. Some dimensions are more
important than others when characterizing recommendation systems. R&V suggest that
the dimension that they call “Aggregation” is one of the most important aspects to
recommendation systems. Also, R&V attempt to split the technical and social dimensions
of recommendation in their framework. The attempt to split social and technical aspects of
a system which has rich social nuance suggests that this can or some how should be done.
The social and technical aspects of recommender systems interact in significant ways. The
social and technical split should not be artificially enforced through a comparative
framework.

This survey will compare collaborative recommendation systems along eight key features.
These features are not arbitrarily grouped into technical or social categories. Instead, each
feature is allowed to include both social and technical details as necessary. The eight
features are not completely orthogonal and independent. Indeed, choices in one
dimension may limit and constrain the choices available in one or more of the other
dimensions. The eight features are defined and discussed in turn. Two features, evaluation
method and participatory style, are largely borrowed from the R&V framework and are
noted below.
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3.4.1 Collaboration Model
This dimension characterizes the type of collaboration model built into the
recommendation system. There are many possible collaborative recommendation models.
It is not always the case that the builders of a recommendation system even recognize the
model which they have included. Some collaboration models are more relevant during the
collection of the recommendation, other models may be more relevant when a
recommendation is provided. A few possible collaborative recommendation models
include:

•

One on One – In this model a single individual makes a specific recommendation to
another individual. The recommendation may or may not be specifically requested.
Another way to view the one-on-one model is as the ‘volunteer’ model. In this view
one person volunteers himself, capabilities or opinions as the recommendation.

•

Birds of a Feather – This model follows the social phenomenon that people who share
similar interests tend to like and dislike the same things. This model does not always
work, but in domains dominated by issues of taste, such as movies or music, this
social clustering and interest sharing is very reliable.

•

Democratic – A democratic model provides for social participation through discourse,
discussion and voting. Voting can be handled in any reasonable manner including, but
not limited, to a one-person one-vote (OPOV) strategy.

•

Opinion Leader – Often social groups include individuals whose opinions are valued
more than the opinions of other members. These opinion leaders set standards for
what is preferred or valued in that social group. Recommendations that are provided
by an opinion leader will be prioritized (primacy) over other received
recommendations.

•

First Mover – This collaborative model is related to the opinion leader model above. In
a first mover model, it is not the status of the individual who makes the
recommendation, but the fact that he was first with the recommendation that makes
the recommendation important. First movers sometimes have access to an item earlier
than the remainder of the community. This early access is a two edged sword that can
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make an early recommendation valuable or irrelevant depending upon possible
changes between the time the recommendation was made and when the remainder of
the community gains access to the item.

•

Social Network – Social networks are graphs that model the relations and affinities of
people in social groups. Recommendation systems that include a social network model
augment the recommendation based on a representation of a social network of the
participants. Social network systems assume some previously existing social
connections among the participants. Systems for broad public distribution or systems
that include anonymous or pseudo-anonymous interaction are not likely to work well
with social network models.

A collaboration model is relevant whenever a recommendation is garnered or presented to
a participant. The model governs how the recommendation system mediates the relation
among the collaborators. Some systems may build collaborative models that enable or
restrict the various roles which a participant may take. For example, a system that allows
participants to take only one role is described as enforcing role uniformity (e.g., every
participant must make recommendations in order to get recommendations). Alternatively,
a system that allows users to pick from among various roles supports role differentiation.
Role differentiation allows a system to leverage a natural difference between people who
like to make recommendations and those who like to receive recommendations.

3.4.2 Aggregation Technique
This dimension characterizes the method for combining many individual actions into one
recommendation representative of the members of a group. Some of the common
aggregation techniques include counting, weighted sums and clustering. Aggregation
techniques often support and enable specific collaborative models. However, there is no
a priori reason that any individual collaboration model rely on any specific aggregation
technique.
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3.4.3 Evaluation Method
The evaluation method is the mechanism that the recommendation system uses for
collecting a rating or evaluation of an item from a user. This dimension is the same as the
dimension which R&V called “Explicit Entry.” The name of this dimension has been
changed because the R&V terminology is misleading, since there are implicit as well as
explicit means of evaluating or rating items.

There are several common means of collecting ratings. Items can be explicitly rated by the
participants. A movie recommendation system collecting recommendations with explicit
entry might request the user to rate movies on a scale of one to seven with one
representing “loved the movie” and seven representing “hated the movie.”

Items can also be implicitly rated by observing the behavior of the user with regard to the
items. Implicit evaluation methods are often called ‘over the shoulder’ techniques. This
means the recommendation system watches user behavior to infer what the user is doing
with the item. The user behavior is interpreted as approval or disapproval of the specific
item. For example a system that rates MP3 audio files might keep track of how many times
each MP3 file was requested and played as indicative of approval or positive rating.

Another technique used by recommendation systems to collect evaluations is data mining.
The term data mining is used here in a generic sense to imply a collection of related
techniques. The assumption underlying data mining is that in large repositories of data
implicit and explicit relationships can be discovered that demonstrate like or dislike of
items being rated. When discovered, like or dislike can be attributed to a user and the
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recommendation system can both aggregate the rating and modify an individual user
profile.

3.4.4 Social Purview
The social scope, the number of participants and the social relationships of the
participants, in the recommendation system is another important feature to consider. The
social scope of recommendation systems can range from complete public participation
down to small groups. The social purview is often a function of the collaborative model
and the aggregation technique chosen for the recommendation system. Some collaborative
models and aggregation techniques work best with very large numbers of participants.

3.4.5 Participatory Style
The participatory style reflects the way in which a user interacts with the recommendation
system. The style will have implications for the way in which a user both makes ratings
and garners recommendations. R&V present a dimension similar to this in their survey,
however, they do not make a distinction between the participatory style for rating and
garnering recommendations.

Participatory styles can range from anonymous to pseudo-anonymous to known. In the
known case an identifier is attached to each user and these identifiers remain constant
across each interaction with the system. The known participatory style often provides a
mechanism for finding the associations between the identifiers and users. In a pseudoanonymous style the identifier associated with each user may or may not stay constant
across interactions with the system and often there is no explicit way to associate an
identifier with any single individual. An anonymous participatory style removes any
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identifier and does not provide a mechanism for identifying individual users. All three of
these participatory styles apply to the two common interactions with the system,
evaluating items and garnering recommendations.

3.4.6 Recommended Artifacts
The artifacts being rated and recommended by the system are another important
dimension. Common artifacts for recommendation systems include web pages, Usenet
news, email, music, movies, books, and restaurants. Some artifacts have content which is
more easily analyzed directly by the recommendation system. The ability for the system to
read and analyze the content allows different or additional evaluation methods and
aggregation techniques.

3.4.7 Query Method
The query method is the way in which the user requests a recommendation from the
system. In recommendation systems that are similar to filtering systems, the request is
more like a query with key words and possibly boolean operators. In other
recommendation systems a query is simply a request for the best match of some item, like
a movie. Still, other systems present recommendations through web pages that can be
browsed. Some recommendation systems have an active nature and do not require the
user to make any kind of request or query.

3.4.8 Personalization
Recommendations may or may not be tailored to the individual who requested the
recommendation. Given the identical recommendation request from two different
individuals, a system that further modifies the results of the request to adjust for the
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individual preferences of the person who made the request has personalization. The ability
to personalize the recommendation is related to the participatory style that is supported
by the recommendation system. Systems which support known or pseudo-anonymous
interaction are more likely to support personalization.

These eight dimensions will be used to compare and contrast the systems in this survey.
Figure 3-1 presents an overview of how each system supports each of these eight
dimensions. The following sections will discuss systems that meet the selectivity and
multiple agency criteria guided by the dimensions of the framework.
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Figure 3-1. Feature comparison of collaborative recommendation systems.
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3.5 COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
The following sections provide brief descriptions of prominent collaborative
recommendation systems. The systems are presented in a roughly historical order. Each
system is briefly described, highlighting key features and unique contributions of each
system. Each system will be briefly compared and contrasted to the relevant systems
which historically preceded it.

The first system presented here, Information Lens, is an exception to the rule. Information
Lens does not meet both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria. Historically,
Information Lens is significant because it laid a foundation upon which many subsequent
collaborative recommendation systems were built. All of the other systems presented in
this survey meet both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria making them
collaborative recommendation systems.

3.5.1 Information Lens (1987)
The Information Lens [49] is a multi-user messaging system and represents an early
attempt at solving the problem of information overload. The paper contributed key ideas
regarding cognitive filtering, social filtering and economic filtering as described in the
section on the roots of recommendation above. The system applied cognitive and social
filtering techniques to identify messages which were particularly interesting to a user.

The Information Lens is a type of electronic mail and bulletin board system shared among
a group of participants. The system is organized around semi-structured text messages.
Semi-structured text provides sets of standard key-value pairs that simplify parsing of the
messages. Different types of messages have different sets of standard key-value pairs. For
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example a memo message might have structured fields for sender, date, title and space for
a message body and an event message might have all the fields for a memo as well as
additional fields for event location, event time and event cost. Simple message types might
have a small number of fields while more complex message types might have a large
number of text fields.

Messages can be sent to individuals or previously defined groups of people. When a
message is sent it is indexed and stored in a message database. A user receives her
messages by starting up the system and reading the messages that were specifically
addressed to her or reading messages addressed to groups that include her. The messages
always remain in the database. Users can read, respond to, and filter messages in the
database.

Information Lens supports both cognitive and social filtering. Cognitive filtering is
supported by indexing both the semi-structured fields of the messages and the message
body. A user can write a structured query to find and filter messages based on words that
appear in specific fields or in the body. Social filtering is supported by indexing the
message sender and the intended recipients of the message. A user can develop a
structured query representing a social filter by searching the message database for
combinations of senders and recipients.

The Information Lens does not meet both of the criteria to be a collaborative
recommendation system. It fails to meet the multi-agency requirement. It is the case that
people interact through the system. However, the recommendations which are made by
the system are a function of a single individual; the user who formed the query.
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3.5.2 Who Knows (1988)
Who Knows [78, 79] is an early collaborative recommendation system that comes from
the information retrieval (IR) tradition. Who Knows attempts to solve the problem of
finding an individual who can answer questions about a problem. This is distinctly
different from Information Lens which focused on the content of messages. Who Knows
recommends other individuals, not messages. The novel contributions of Who Knows are
the application of Latent-Semantic Indexing (LSI) techniques to both represent profiles
and for matching queries. As well, it recommended people instead of messages or artifacts.

The recommendation of people has the unique problem of how to represent the
knowledge held by each individual. Prior to system deployment, the developers of Who
Knows collected text based samples that were representative of the peoples’ work. These
samples were processed using LSI techniques to create a multi-dimensional term vector
profile for each person. These term vectors were then used as a representation of each
persons’ knowledge.

When a user wanted a recommendation he would type several words or a phrase to
describe the problem. Who Knows would perform an LSI decomposition on the phrase.
This LSI representation was then compared to the set of profiles. The best matching profile
was picked and the person represented by the profile was recommended. Contact
information was provided as part of the recommendation.

Who Knows is unique among all of the collaborative recommendation systems in its use of
LSI. In Who Knows, LSI is both the aggregation technique and part of the query
technique. The concept of LSI as an aggregation technique might seem odd. But effectively
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the LSI profile of each individual can be thought of as a multi-dimensional score. In some
dimensions a person is highly rated and in other dimensions they may have no rating at
all. These multi-dimensional scores can be easily compared and ranked in order to make
recommendations.

The use of natural language, words and phrases, as the query form is distinctly different
than the structured query method supported in Information Lens. Who Knows performs
an LSI decomposition of the query text and matches the resulting multi-dimensional
representation of the problem against the user profiles. This technique satisfies the
selectivity criterion because users are guaranteed to have profiles that differ in one or more
dimensions.

The system has an explicit model of collaboration that is attempting to pair a person who
needs help with someone who has key information. In this model an individual is actually
recommending herself to potential collaborators. In the framework this model falls in the
one-on-one category as a volunteer variant. A person submits sample work, effectively
volunteering herself as a recommendation. The more representative the sample, the better
the profile and the more accurate the recommendation.1

1. The use of work samples was both a creative solution and an Achilles heel for Who Knows. In a
personal conversation with George Furnas [24] he noted that Who Knows was very popular
with the management at Bellcore. It was so popular that profile maintenance became a formal
part of an annual employee review. Managers expected employees to bring samples of work to
be included in Who Knows. It was Furnas’ understanding that this was seen as a rather onerous
task by the employees and contributed significantly to the disuse of Who Knows.
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3.5.3 Tapestry (1992)
Tapestry [28], like Information Lens, is an attempt at solving problems of information
overload. Tapestry and Information Lens support many of the same functions. Tapestry is
a messaging system that supports email and bulletin boards through the use of semistructured text messages. Posting, reading, replying to messages and filtering messages are
all functions supported by Information Lens and Tapestry. However, Tapestry’s capabilities
surpass those provided by Information Lens in several ways.

The messaging system in Tapestry includes two additional features. The system attempts
to track when a user reads or views a message. The ability to track when a person reads or
views a message provides an important event hook that can be used when filtering
messages. Additionally, Tapestry provides an additional way to respond to messages.
Tapestry supports a special purpose message called an annotation. Annotations are
another type of semi-structured text message. Annotations can be viewed like full fledged
messages or restricted so that they are seen by only one or a small number of other people.

Tapestry supports a full fledged query language, Tapestry Query Language (TQL), with
syntax and semantics much like SQL (Structured Query Language) for regular databases.
The capabilities of TQL as applied to the message content is very similar to that of the
structured boolean queries supported by Information Lens. TQL also supports boolean
searching and filtering through any of the semi-structured text fields and the message
body.

TQL goes beyond the capabilities of Information Lens with specific support for queries
about the social activity of users in messaging conversations. TQL can select messages
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based not only on the sender and recipients of a given message but also based on who has
read a message, who has annotated a message, and who replied to a message. TQL forms
the basis for Tapestry’s sophisticated social filtering.

The query language in Tapestry provides the mechanism to satisfy both the selectivity and
multi-agency criteria. Query results easily select subsets of messages by satisfying one
differentiating term in the query. This functionality meets the selectivity criterion. The
collaborative model built into Tapestry is an opinion leader model. A Tapestry user who
knows that another Tapestry user is a Unix guru may set up a query that selects messages
from a Unix bulletin board which the guru has either replied to or annotated. In this
manner only the most interesting Unix messages must be seen, where the measure of
interesting is defined by the Unix guru’s messaging activity. The explicit action by the Unix
guru forms an implicit recommendation to other users who choose to query for those
recommendations.

3.5.4 GroupLens (1994)
GroupLens [45, 61, 66] follows in the footsteps of The Information Lens with several
improvements. As well, GroupLens itself has been through at least one major revision
building on what has been learned through prior development and earlier systems. The
bulk of this description is based on the early version of GroupLens. The nature of the
improvements have been to move the system from dependence upon dedicated Usenet
news clients and GroupLens specific servers toward a more open system. The rationale for
most of these improvements has been to allow GroupLens to engage more public
recommendation environments.
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GroupLens differs from prior systems in several significant ways. First, GroupLens is built
around an open, previously existing messaging system, Usenet news. This differs from
Who Knows which is a closed monolithic system. Secondly, GroupLens was designed as a
highly distributed architecture which could support Internet scale distribution. Tapestry
also has a distributed architecture, but it was clearly designed for a local area scale.

The major difference between GroupLens and prior systems is the explicit collection of
numeric evaluation or rating of the messages read by a user. When a user reads a message
she can decide to rate the message on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 is “Bad” and 5 is “Good.”
These evaluations are entered into a profile for the individual user. User profiles are
compared looking for clusters of users who rate sets of articles similarly. Clustering is
performed with a Pearson r correlation. These clusters are used to make predictive
recommendations.

A predictive recommendation is made by considering the cluster into which a user falls.
The system looks at all of the messages rated by other members in the cluster and returns
the average of all ratings for articles which the current user has not read. The
recommendation for each message is displayed with the author and subject. Articles
which have not been rated by any member of the cluster are displayed normally, with out
any recommendation information.

One improvement in GroupLens extends the method of collecting ratings to include
implicit ratings [45]. The model for implicit rating assumes that the length of time reading
a given message is related to the level of interest. The more time a user spends reading a
given message the higher that message is rated.
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The most recent improvement in GroupLens adds content rating as a mechanism to
mitigate problems with rating sparsity [66]. In the domain of net news it is estimated only
1% of Usenet messages are ever rated. The recent version of GroupLens augments the
architecture with filterbots. A filterbot is written by a user to consider and rate the content
of messages. The filterbot suggests interesting items to the user, much like other content
filtering system. However when the user has not explicitly rated an item filterbot ratings
are used in place of explicit ratings from the user.

GroupLens satisfies the two criterion, but not without some oddities. GroupLens clients
maintain compatibility with the previously existing Usenet news architecture and as such
must follow the convention of displaying all of the news in a newsgroup. As well, without
displaying all the news in a newsgroup GroupLens would have no way for a user to rate
messages which have not been previously rated. With this caveat, GroupLens does not
recommend every message to each user. GroupLens only recommends a subset of the
messages which it displays and thus satisfies the selectivity criterion.

GroupLens also satisfies the multiple agency criterion. A participant can explicitly choose
to rate messages. This activity is a very direct method of collaborating to share
recommendations. The newer version of GroupLens augments the method of collecting
evaluations with an implicit collection scheme based on the amount of time spent reading
a given message. But the underlying assumption is still based around an activity by
another user.

The use of profiles allows GroupLens to implement a birds of a feather collaborative
model. This model assumes that people who like similar things will tend to continue to
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like similar things. GroupLens was one of the earliest implementations of this
collaborative model.

3.5.5 Bellcore Video Recommender (1995)
The Bellcore Video Recommender (BVR) [33] condenses collaborative recommendation to
the barest minimum. BVR helps users choose a film on video from the huge number of
possibilities at the local video store. Many people choose a video based on a
recommendation from a friend or relative. BVR automates this common social behavior by
creating clusters of users who like and dislike the same videos.

The creation of an initial user profile, also called bootstrapping, is a difficult problem for
many recommendation systems. BVR solves this problem directly. BVR was the first system
to require a user to pre-rate a large list of items before receiving any recommendations.
The ratings that are returned by the user are compiled to create the initial profile. This
approach is now the most common method of creating an initial user profile.

Users interact with BVR through email. A user must first sign up for BVR by sending
email, much like signing up for an automated distribution list or listserve. BVR responds
to the user with a list of 500 alphabetized video titles and requests that the user rate as
many as possible. The user rates the videos on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being low and 10
being high. A user may also indicate whether a movie is a “must-see” or “not-interested” if
he has not yet seen a given movie. These ratings are returned to BVR and are used as a
profile for the new user.
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New user profiles are correlated with a random sample of other participant profiles. The
profiles found to have the highest correlation with the new profile are used to create a
multiple-regression equation. The equation is used to evaluate all movies which a user has
not yet seen. The movies which have the highest predictive scores are saved as future
recommendations.

A user requests recommendations by sending email to BVR. BVR scans the list of movies
which have the highest predictive scores for the individual user and returns the top three
recommendations in each of seven different movie genres (e.g., drama, science fiction,
comedy, etc.). BVR also returns statistics on how well the users’ ratings correlated with
each genre and how well they correlated with the ratings of the other most similar users.

Recommendations can be improved over time. A user can improve the quality of
recommendations by requesting to rate more videos. BVR sends the user a list of videos,
removing those which the user has already rated. The user rates the videos, using the same
1 to 10 scale and returns the list to BVR. The system adds the new ratings to the existing
user profile, correlates the new profile, and generates a new multiple-regression equation.
This new equation can then be used to generate new, more accurate recommendations.

BVR satisfies both criteria for a collaborative recommendation system. The
recommendation algorithm satisfies the selectivity criterion by setting a threshold for
predictive scores and recommending videos which score higher than the threshold. The
multiple agency criterion is satisfied through the explicit rating activity of all of the
participants that are then used to create the predictive regression equations.
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BVR shares some similarities with prior collaborative recommendation systems. BVR is
like GroupLens in the collection of explicit evaluations or ratings from a user. BVR and
GroupLens also share the same collaborative model, birds of a feather. The
recommendation of video, rather than text, presents BVR with a challenge like that
presented in Who Knows. BVR and Who Knows are recommending items, videos and
people respectively, whose contents cannot be explicitly analyzed. BVR and Who Knows
can not do content recommendation and must rely on techniques which circumvent the
need to know features of the recommended content. Systems that recommend text
messages, like Information Lens, Tapestry and GroupLens, can apply text parsing and
analysis techniques and use content knowledge to improve recommendations. BVR and
GroupLens share the bootstrapping problem which is common to all recommendation
systems which require users to rate a large number of items before any meaningful
recommendation can be made.

3.5.6 Active Filtering (1995)
Active filtering [51] is a response to Tapestry, Information Lens, GroupLens and similar
systems. Maltz and Ehrlich argue that prior systems are ‘passive’ in the generation of
recommendations. Prior systems wait for a user to request a recommendation before
providing one. As well, these passive recommendations are often lacking crucial context
which makes the recommendation valuable. Maltz and Ehrlich argue that this is
unnatural. They note that people tend to hand each other recommendations, often
without an explicit request.
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The active filtering system was constructed to solve some of the problems with passive
filtering systems. In particular active filtering was built to address ease of use and context
problems through a direct, active, recommendation process. This recommendation system
is not stand alone. Active filtering is an add-on to the Lotus Notes system.

A user takes no explicit action to receive a recommendation; recommendations show up
much like email. Instead, the work of recommendation is done by the user who makes a
recommendation. A user makes a recommendation by sending a pointer and a brief bit of
context information to another user. When received, the recommendation is simply a
hypertext pointer to the relevant information that can be read or viewed by clicking on the
hypertext link.

Active filtering shares no similarities with any of the prior systems. Active filtering requires
one user to specifically point out an interesting item to another user. This style of
interaction satisfies the selectivity and multiple agency criteria easily. Active filtering
implements a one on one collaborative model. This particular social model as
implemented in active filtering does not require an aggregation method.

3.5.7 Ringo/Firefly (1995)
Ringo [72] provides recommendations for music albums in the same way that BVR
recommends videos. Ringo interacts with the user through email. When a user first signs
up for Ringo she is provided a list of 125 artists and albums to rate. Ratings are on a 1 to 7
scale where 1 is a low rating (“Pass the earplugs.”) and 7 is a high rating (“BOOM! One of
my FAVORITE few! Can’t live without it.”). The returned list of ratings is used as a profile
for the user. The new user profile is compared to other users’ profiles to find users who
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have similar music interests. The profiles which are most similar to each other are used to
make recommendations.

Ringo satisfies both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria. The recommendation
algorithm recommends albums based on the similarity of the profiles. This limits
recommendations to a subset of all albums know by the system. In addition, the
recommendation algorithm tends to further limit recommendations to a subset of all
albums known by the similar profiles. The multiple agency criterion is met through the
explicit collection of evaluations from all users.

Ringo and BVR are so similar that it might be difficult to see the contribution which Ringo
made to collaborative recommendation. The central contribution of Ringo was the wealth
of data and the use of that data to compare several social clustering algorithms. At the time
of publication Ringo had over 2100 participants, over 3000 musical artists and over 9000
albums. This data set was used to compare a Mean Square Differences, Pearson r,
Constrained Pearson r and a reverse clustering based around a Pearson r algorithms. In
general they showed that a Constrained Pearson r was best on their data set. After
publication, Ringo was commercialized as Firefly.

Although the authors describe Ringo as automating “word of mouth” there are few or no
words exchanged between participants. When Ringo provides a recommendation it may
also send an album review if another user has provided one. But this review is
unidirectional and there is no mechanism to subscribe to the reviews of any particular
user. Ringo implements a collaborative model like BVR, birds of a feather, which clusters
users who share similar profiles and bases recommendations on a single cluster.
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3.5.8 Phoaks (1996)
Phoaks (People Helping One Another Know Stuff) [34, 80, 81] recommends URLs
(Uniform Resource Locator) based on the number of unique times a URL is mentioned in
a Usenet news group. Phoaks specifically tracks individual URLs, but the intent of the
system is to provide recommendations about the content that is represented by those
URLs, web pages.

Phoaks uses a voting strategy as a way to aggregate evaluations. Phoaks processes every
Usenet news group message, looking for URLs in the text of each message. Each URL
found in a message is considered a potential “mention.” A URL mention is when the URL
appears in the body of the message as new text, not a reply and not in a signature. A URL
mention is considered unique when it is found in a news group posted by a user for the
first time. Each unique mention of a URL is considered one vote for that URL. The total
number of mentions (votes) for each URL in a news group is maintained in a database.

The primary means of getting recommendations from Phoaks is through the Phoaks web
site. The Phoaks site is structured and organized using the same topic hierarchies as
Usenet news. A user navigates the topic hierarchy looking for a desired topic. When the
user finds the appropriate topic she is given a list of the top 40 URLs mentioned in the
equivalent Usenet news group. From the initial recommendation page the user can
traverse different hyperlinks to:

•

view the web page associated with the URL,

•

view the individuals who have mentioned the URL in the group,
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•

view the context of the URL mentions from redacted versions of the Usenet messages,

•

view the individuals who have mentioned the most URLs in the group,

•

view all of the URLs mentioned in the group by an individual.

Phoaks satisfies the multiple agency criteria through the reuse of URL mentions in Usenet
messages. URLs are often mentioned in messages as the answer to a request for help.
Phoaks satisfies the selectivity criteria by presenting a limited, specific number of URLs
per newsgroup. Phoaks only presents the 40 most mentioned URLs in any news group.
This arbitrary threshold does lead to some selectivity problems. Some news groups do not
have more than 40 URLs mentioned. In these news groups it may appear that Phoaks is
not being selective.

Phoaks is different from prior systems in many ways. It is the first system to make
collaborative recommendations of web resources. Phoaks is the first system to perform
data mining to reuse the recommending activity that is natural in daily discourse. The
aggregation method of simply counting votes for a URL is unique, as is the parsing and
cataloging algorithms that attempt to enforce the one-person one-vote evaluations. Phoaks
is the only system that implements a democratic collaborative model.

3.5.9 DICA (1997)
The Do-I-Care Agent (DICA) [2] was primarily designed to recommend “interesting”
changes in web pages to a single user. In this model, the user identifies a set of web pages
that she wants to monitor and then trains a DICA to recognize changes to those web pages
that the user thinks are interesting.
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DICA reads the contents of a web page and parses the page into chunks. A chunk is
considered to be text delimited by HTML tags. The set of chunks that compose the web
page are then compared to a previously stored version of the same page. The differences
between versions represents the changes that were made to the given web page. These
changes are fed to a bayesian classifier which determines which, if any, of the changes are
interesting to the user. In a training mode, DICA can be trained to differentiate interesting
and uninteresting changes.

If DICA could only be used to recognize and recommend changes for an individual, then
DICA would not meet the multiple agency requirement as a collaborative
recommendation systems. However, DICA also had a multi-agent mode, where several
DICA agents could be made to point at each other. In this mode, DICAs could be
cascaded, such that the output from one agent is fed into the next agent. The final output
was effectively the intersection of the changes that were found to be interesting by all of
the agents participating.

DICA represents an early attempt to apply multi-agent systems to the problem of making
recommendations. It meets the selectivity criteria because these systems, through training,
are designed to recommend only a small number of the items which they process. DICA
specifically meets the multiple agency requirement through the ability to cascade existing
DICA agents. In many ways, the application of multiple agents, similar to the cascading
approach used by DICA, is like a birds of a feather collaborative model, but with a very
small number of participants.
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3.5.10 Referral Web (1997)
Referral Web [41, 42] is another approach to finding a person who can answer a question.
Referral Web introduces ‘referral chains’ as a mechanism for tracking down people who
have special knowledge or skills. The basic concept is to find a referral chain, a series of
person-to-person relationships, between oneself and the knowledgeable person. These
relationships can then be used to gain access to the individual who can provide help.

Referral Web supports referral chains through the use of a social network. A social
network is essentially a graph of individuals and their relations. Referral Web models the
social network incrementally based on the co-occurrence of names in publicly available
web documents.2 The more frequently a set of people share references, the stronger is
their social connection.

A user requests a recommendation by using the Referral Web web page. The most
common recommendation is for the system to find a referral chain from the user to
another specified person. The system can also be used to find a subnet of people who are
‘experts’ in a particular topic. Searching for experts is based on the entry of several
keywords. Experts are people whose publicly available documents have a high enough
occurrence of those key words. With these two capabilities a user can first find an expert
and then find a referral chain to gain an introduction to an expert.

Referral Web satisfies both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria. The system uses a
Jaccard coefficient3 to cut off node relations that fall below an internal threshold. As well,

2. Other versions of Referral Web have used documents that also suggest a significant interaction
between two or more people (e.g., co-author relations in conference papers or journal articles).
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the interface defaults to a limited distance when displaying the social network. The
thresholds and display defaults effectively restrict the people who will be recommended
satisfying the selectivity criterion. Referral Web relies on the activities of people outside
the system for evaluation. The system assumes that the activity of listing another person
on a web page or co-authoring a paper with them is a form of positive endorsement. This
is an open assumption. However working with this assumption, the system includes
explicit activity by multiple people which satisfies the multiple agency criterion.

Referral Web and Who Knows are two approaches to solving the same problem; they both
recommend people. However, the similarity between Referral Web and Who Knows ends
there. Referral Web is like Phoaks in the use of simple data mining techniques to collect
evaluations. Referral Web seems to do some limited content evaluation, but the details of
this are not clear. Referral Web is the only system in this survey to implement a
collaborative model based around social networks.

3. The Jaccard coefficient is commonly used to assess the similarity or difference in biodiversity
between two arbitrary geographic regions. In this particular case it is used to assess the edge
similarity between two nodes in a graph (the social similarity between two people). Given two
nodes in a graph N1 and N2 and the set of edges incident on each node. The similarity between
the nodes, S, can be expressed as
En 1 n 2
S = -------------------------------------------------En 1 + En 2 + En 1 n 2
where En1n2 is the number of edges that nodes N1 and N2 have that are incident on the same
other nodes in the graph, En1 is the number of edges that node N1 has incident on unique
nodes, and En2 is the number of edges that node N2 has incident on unique nodes. The
similarity ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 and a threshold must be picked to determine what is similar
enough to connote a connection between two specific nodes. The work on Referral Web does
not detail what threshold was picked or what guided the choice of a threshold.
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3.5.11 Yenta (1997)
Yenta [23] is a matchmaking system designed to solve the problem of finding a person to
answer a question. Yenta shares some similarity to Who Knows and Referral Web because
they all attempt to solve the same problem. In many respects Yenta is a highly distributed
version of Who Knows. However, Yenta does not rely on LSI techniques to analyze and
cluster interests.

Yenta is described as a personal information assistant. Each user who wants to get
recommendations must have a Yenta. In the Yenta model each user sets up a profile of
their knowledge by providing Yenta text based examples of their work such as email,
reports and papers. This personal Yenta creates a profile of the local user by analyzing the
text samples, creating a keyword vector for each sample and then clustering keyword
vectors.

Yenta makes recommendations through a network of communicating individual Yentas.
When a user wants to find a knowledgeable person, he asks his personal Yenta by entering
keywords as a query. The network of Yenta communicate to identify other people in the
Yenta network who have a cluster of keyword vectors which most closely match the query.
If a knowledgeable person is found, the Yenta network transports an anonymous question
and anonymous response between the two parties.

Yenta satisfies both the selectivity and multiple agency criteria. The selectivity criterion is
met in the way the Yenta network searches for other individuals who have the knowledge
that matches the query. Yenta currently stops searching when it finds at least one person
who is a match. The multiple agency criteria is met when individuals create profiles by
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supplying their individual Yenta with examples of their work. This is a very deliberate act
of participation in the Yenta system.

Yenta is so similar to Who Knows that it might be easy to miss the unique contributions.
Yenta is a highly distributed system. Each user has their own Yenta to mediate their
participation. Who Knows is a monolithic system. In any multi-agent system there is a
problem of how the individual agents find out about each other. A Yenta simulation
showed the various ways which Yenta could overcome this problem in a reasonable time.

Yenta implements a one on one collaborative model where each person volunteers a
recommendation of himself through the materials he submits to create a personal profile
for his individual Yenta. The participants in the Yenta system do not necessarily know each
other prior to their participation. Initially, all exchanges are anonymous and mediated by
the Yenta. There are no incentives or motivations built into the system to encourage
participants to assist one another. Yenta does not provide support for sustained interest
groups. And there is no model for moving anonymous interaction into a known
one-to-one or one-to-many interaction. Yenta does not support sustained interactions
between individuals; identical requests by a user may match different people at different
times.

3.5.12 Fab (1997)
Fab [4, 5] is a hybrid system that combines content and social filtering to make
recommendations about web pages. Fab recommends web pages that a user will like based
on the content of the page and other users who share similar interests. By combining
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content filtering and social filtering Fab claims to gain the power of both approaches while
inheriting none of the common problems.

Fab partitions the recommendation problem into two steps. Fab first collects items into a
manageable collection and then selects items from the collection to present as
recommendations. Fab uses a collection stage to identify new or interesting web pages that
should be added to the growing collection. Collection agents search the web and select
pages based on a cluster of similar users’ profiles. Pages identified as interesting are
recommended to users in the cluster.

User profiles are generated based on user feedback. When a collection agent has identified
what may be some interesting pages, the user views the pages and then rates them. Ratings
are explicitly collected on a seven point scale ranging from 3 through 0 to –3, where 3 is
high rating (“Excellent”) and –3 is low rating (“Terrible”). The page is processed to extract
a term vector that characterizes the page. The rating, the term vector and the current user
profile are supplied to a learning algorithm which updates the user profile.

Fab satisfies the multiple agency criterion through the users’ explicit rating of the
recommended web pages. This feedback can be considered as serving two purposes.
When a user rates a page she tells Fab whether the recommendation was good or not and
how well she liked the content of the page. The selectivity criterion is met through the
recommendation presentation page. A collection agent passes along potentially interesting
pages to a selection agent. The selection agent compares the pages to the user profile
removing any pages which the user has already rated and displaying only the pages which
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receive the highest predictive recommendation score. The selection agent presents the user
a maximum of ten recommendations for each request.

Fab and Phoaks both recommend web pages (URLs), but that is the only similarity. Fab
requires a user to rate web pages before they can receive reasonable recommendations. It
is possible to participate in Fab without rating pages, but feedback (rating) is required for
Fab to provide better than random recommendations. In this respect Fab is similar to BVR
and Ringo which require ratings from users before any recommendation can be made. Fab
and the latest version of GroupLens share the most similarity in that both systems attempt
to combine profile clustering and content evaluation to improve recommendations.

3.5.13 Other Systems
There are a large number of collaborative recommendation systems about which very little
has been written. Many are research systems or prototypes which have been abandoned or
stalled for some reason. Other systems are commercial applications of collaborative
recommendation techniques. Commercial developers of recommendation systems are
reluctant to divulge details which may be trade secrets. The comparison and description of
the systems in this section is based on publicly available sources or trial usage.

There are a whole series of systems which apply the profile clustering techniques used in
the Bellcore Video Recommender (BVR) and Ringo. These systems require the user to
provide some kind of rating or evaluation before recommendations can be made. This
technique has been applied in several commercial systems for example moviecritic.com,
moviefinder.com, and the book finder part of amazon.com.
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Two systems have implemented hybrid content and social filtering techniques similar to
those in Fab and the later versions of GroupLens. Siteseer [65], a system being
commercialized by Imana recommends web pages based on profile clusters and web page
content. Siteseer uses web browser bookmark (favorites) lists as a user profile in creating
user clusters. Autonomy (www.agentware.com) uses a collection of parsing, clustering and
artificial intelligence techniques to create systems that can make recommendations. Both
Siteseer and Autonomy are being marketed as software toolkits capable of being used to
create targeted marketing, advertising, and interest communities.

Beehive [35] is a prototype system which uses email contacts to build clusters of people
who know each other. These clusters form communities of interest which can be quickly
sent recommendations by an individual user. Beehive is very similar to the Active filtering
idea. The contribution of Beehive is that the user can send a quick little bit of information
to a group and those groups are maintained by Beehive.

3.6 OPEN PROBLEMS

IN

RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS

This survey has considered a number of different collaborative recommendation systems.
It compares and contrasts systems, identifying important features which the systems share.
Next, this survey identifies several open problems for further research in recommendation
systems.

Recall that our travel buff, Lisa, was looking for a travel guide. Faced with several,
relatively equivalent choices, would it be possible for Lisa to garner a useful
recommendation? Lisa’s problem exposes several difficult issues in making good
recommendations.
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•

Sparse Data — First, travel guides are specialized texts. Compared to other books
ratings for travel guides are relatively scarce, in the sense that a person does not
purchase many travel guides on the exact same destination over a longer period of
time. The relative scarcity of the artifact creates problems for traditional collaborative
recommendation approaches. The scarcity results in a lack of items to be evaluated
which in turn creates very sparse user profiles. A sparse profile cannot be effectively
clustered. But, as a result of the techniques employed, a sparse profile will end up in
some cluster, which can lead to unusual recommendations for other members of that
cluster.

•

Genre Requests — The fact that Lisa is more focused in her travel destination means
that a collaborative recommendation system can not suggest just any travel guide. Few
of the current recommendation systems are very effective at handling special content
requests. A system may create a profile of content that the user finds interesting, but
how many travel guides about Europe will a user read and rate? User profiles based on
content are powerful, but they often hinder focused recommendation requests.

•

Profile Bootstrapping — Focused requests also point out the problem of bootstrapping
user profiles. In the case of a travel guide for a specific destination it is unlikely that a
recommendation system could quickly generate an appropriate profile of the user. A
user is only likely to read and evaluate a small number of travel guides on a specific
destination before they are planning their trip to another, different, destination. As
well, the maintenance of a user profile with the wax and wane of a users’ interests is
very difficult.

•

Artifact Specificity — Most recommendation systems are designed around a single
artifact; books, Usenet news, web pages, movies, videos and music CDs are common
examples.

•

Single Collaborative Model — Current collaborative recommendation systems employ
a single collaborative model. Taken as a whole, the recommendation systems covered
in this work represent a reasonably diverse set of collaboration models. But each
system is only capable of implementing a single model.

•

Architecture Specificity — All current recommendation systems are designed as one
off systems. The architectures are designed to solve a single recommendation problem.
The ability to work with different sources of ratings, different artifacts, and different
models of collaboration are constrained by the architectures employed.
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Collaborative recommendation systems have been incrementally exploring solutions to
these problems. The variety of systems demonstrate a range of technical and social
approaches to collaborative recommendation. However, even with the variety of systems
there is still a large expanse of social and technical design space yet to be explored.

3.7 SUMMARY
Recommendations are a social phenomena in which we all participate. At times we
provide recommendations to friends, while at other times we seek recommendations.
Systems that allow people to make and garner recommendations can be built with
different orientations. In one orientation, a system learns preferences for a single user and
by applying those preferences to new items, makes recommendations to the user. In a
collaborative orientation, a system uses the activities of a group to know how different
items are valued by that group. This survey has examined systems that take a collaborative
orientation

Collaborative recommendation systems have explored several technical mechanisms for
augmenting this social behavior. However, these systems demonstrate several problematic
technical and social issues. These problematic issues are the focus of research in the
recommendation system community. As well, several of these issues will be addressed in
the following chapters that describe and evaluate a recommendation system designed to
recommend individuals who have expertise.

CHAPTER 4
Expertise Location in a
Naturalistic Setting

4.1 EXPERTISE

IS NOT A

PROBLEM

… And what I, I am the expert in, I am the expert in knowing. I’m the one that
knows who has the answers. … If you want to know who is an expert at any
given module, just ask [me]. — Eyal

If only the management of expertise could be so easy. A one stop clearing house, a
document or a person with the capacity to span all areas of an organization and truly
know what it is that everyone else knows is a highly desirable tool for managing expertise.
Given a resource (person, or thing) capable of doing this, then one critical problem of
knowledge management would be solved.

Expertise and knowledge management are not just practical problems; they are
management problems. And the development of a single expertise resource creates several
management problems. Consider, if it were possible, a single directory which reflects the
true expertise in an organization. Vesting a single directory with all this knowledge makes
it all valuable and raises associated risks should that resource be lost. For the directory to
be useful it must be widely distributed within the organization which increases exposure
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of valuable internal people. As well, when the directory is widely disseminated, expertise
resources are available to many people in the organization, which may serve to overload
the individuals who have expertise.

But a resource that knows what it is that everyone else knows does not exist. The classical
approaches to building a single resource include building organizational knowledge
directories and relying on specialized people, mostly managers, to network and share
knowledge resources. A single person may be able to keep track of many things, but in
large organizations the number of people and the number of activities become too many
and too varied for a single person to completely know and understand. And any directory
that collects and catalogs what people know is often out of date by the time that it is
compiled and published.

Yet, people in organizations somehow find the expertise necessary to solve difficult day-today problems. Organizations charge their members to actively seek out solutions, reusing
old ones and when necessary developing new ones. In many organizations, when a person
encounters a problem, simply waiting until the problem resolves itself is not an option.
Varying levels of expertise are sought out to solve these problems. Rarely do individuals
consider how it is they locate and acquire some specific expertise; it just fades into the
background. Most people somehow figure out how to satisfy their day-to-day needs for
expertise.

But how is it that people learn to get by? How is it that a person, like the person in the
quote that begins this chapter, comes to consider themselves an expert at knowing what it
is that other people know? The fieldwork that is the basis of this chapter attempts to
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directly engage the issue of expertise location in a naturalistic setting. The fieldwork, and
this chapter, is primarily oriented around answering two questions:

1. How does a person come to know what expertise other individuals have?
2. How does a person pick a source of expertise from the possibly many potential
sources?
This is a long chapter that covers a large territory to ultimately end up in a very small
place. The chapter begins by creating a working definition of expertise; the definition used
by the fieldwork. The working definition is based in prior studies of expert performance,
expert decision making, and naturalistic studies that sought to understand aspects of
human information seeking. The working definition is followed by a short survey of prior
research, Section 4.3, that motivates the two questions listed above. The survey considers
prior work in information seeking that dealt closely with the two research questions and
by extension can be thought of as research in expertise location. The main component of
this chapter is a naturalistic field study of expertise location at a medium sized software
company. Section 4.4 presents the field study, providing details about the research site, the
work that is done by the participants, and how they perform expertise location.
Section 4.5 describes how a social network is constructed for the organization in the field
study and considers the role of the social network in expertise location. The chapter
concludes with a summary of the contributions from the fieldwork.

4.2 DEFINING EXPERTISE
Most people do not really think very deeply about expertise; they just “know it when they
see it.” When pressed to define expertise one is likely to come up with one or more
prominent features of expertise and expert performance. Common definitions of expertise
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rely on factual knowledge or procedural abilities (skills). Still other definitions might
combine skills and facts with a performance (creative) ability that somehow ties the skills
and facts together. In rare cases, definitions of expertise include an attributional (social)
feature that accounts for why some people are said to have expertise while others are not.

The following discussion is not meant to provide a detailed survey of the many ways in
which researchers have defined expertise. Inevitably, there are as many definitions of
expertise as there are investigations into expertise and expert performance. Instead, the
goal here is to provide a working definition of expertise used in this work. A more in
depth engagement of some issues raised by these definitions can be found in [7]. Some of
the work cited in this section is discussed in greater detail in the later survey of prior
research related to expertise.

4.2.1 Expertise as Fact or Skill
One common definition of expertise relies on factual knowledge or specific skill ability. In
the case of factual knowledge the definitions often rely on a measure of intellectual
performance. For skills, the definitions rely on the demonstration of some level of skill. In
a majority of cases these demonstrations are tests that attempt to objectively gauge
performance. Often a threshold is defined where any person who performs above the
threshold is said to have expertise or demonstrated an expert level of performance. For
lack of a better term, these types of definitions will be called skill definitions.

Skill definitions are prevalent in some of the earliest studies of experts and expertise. The
psychology literature is full of examples of research that rely on skill based definitions of
expertise. For example deGroot [16] and later, Chase and Simon [13] studied expert chess
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players, defining expertise as someone who was a Master or Grand Master chess player.
Studies of typing, a well-studied physical skill, often define expertise as a function of the
number of words-per-minute (WPM) [25] or number of years participation in a profession
which required typing. These examples demonstrate that physical and mental capabilities
are both part of skill based definitions.

Skill definitions have fallen out of favor because they fail to capture the dynamic, changing
character of expertise. Definitions that rely on knowledge of facts or skill mastery are often
tied to specific situations and are therefore static. These definitions are criticized because
they focus entirely on the individual and isolate the individual from the environment or
context in which facts and skills are applied. As well, skill definitions fail to account for
the way people become experts or gain expertise.

4.2.2 Expertise as Process
Some researchers have addressed problems with skill definitions by adding a procedural
or process component. These definitions take facts and skill as important to expertise and
expert performance but add a layer that accounts for how people learn facts and acquire
skills to become capable of performing at the level of an expert. This work will refer to
these types of definitions as process definitions.

An example of this approach is Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ [17] model of expert skill4
acquisition. The model presents five stages of expertise (Novice, Advanced Beginner,
Competence, Proficient, and Expertise) and distinguishes between each level. Effectively,
4. Dreyfus and Dreyfus use the term “skill” in the same way and in the same sense that it was used
and defined above. That is, Dreyfus and Dreyfus use “skill” to refers to both knowledge of facts
and skill mastery.
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what differentiates each level is improved performance through the internalization of rules
and more efficient discrimination among situations that require the given rules. This
particular model implicitly includes learning, which moves the developing expert from
one stage to the next.

The process definitions address two criticisms of the skill definitions. The process
definitions includes the internalization or routinization of facts and skills. Many of these
definitions attempt to account for how people learn expertise and become experts.
Secondly, process definitions often account for the external environment. These
definitions recognize that expertise is demonstrated in situations and that subtle
differences between situations can differentiate competency from expert performance.

But process definitions are not without criticism. The main criticism centers on the
routinization of facts and skills. The criticism is that routinization denies the possibility of
expertise and expert performance in the face of very different or completely novel
situations. That is, if expertise is mostly routine, how is it that experts are capable of
creating new solutions to difficult problems?

4.2.3 Expertise as Creative Endeavor
Other definitions of expertise combine both skills and facts with process and conclude
that there is something crucial missing. The simple application of facts or the routinized
skills do not completely demonstrate expertise. Instead, these definitions hold that a key
component of expertise is the ability to take skills or facts and adapt them to new
situations, in effect, creating new solutions where none had existed before. Research areas
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like decision making or problem solving often rely on definitions of expertise with a strong
creativity component.

A collection of recent research in naturalistic decision making [88] provides numerous
examples of highly contextualized (“naturalistic”) experiments on expert decision making
that often require some creativity on the part of the subject. A short survey by Shanteau
and Stewart [71] also points to the importance of both the environmental context of the
decision making process and key creative insights.

Research in a slightly different direction also demonstrates the importance that creativity
plays in defining behavior as a demonstration of expertise. Both Orr’s [58] study of copier
repair technicians and Harper’s [32] detailed ethnography of Willie the handyman are
demonstrative of this approach. A key aspect to each of these enthnographies is the way in
which the participants adapt to novel situations and create new solutions. In Orr’s study,
this adaptation is shared through “war stories” which mark an individual as having some
valuable expertise. In Harper’s study of Willie, the fact that Willie can keep machinery
running, which seemed to be beyond hope, marks him as having expertise that is valuable
to the community.

4.2.4 Expertise as Social Attribution
In rare cases expertise is defined and considered from a purely social and attributional
point of view. Definitions of expertise that fall in this category consider expertise to be a
contextually relevant set of abilities that are attributed to a person by others. These
definitions do not rely on a demonstration of specific expertise by a person, just the
attribution that the person has the expertise. But it is more often the case that the person
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who is attributed as having expertise demonstrates it with some regularity. That is, the
attribution of expertise is not purely attributional, there is activity that supports the
attribution.

The context and setting also play an important role in social and attributional definitions
of expertise. In certain settings a particular ability will be highly valued and individuals
who have that ability are also seen as having expertise. In other settings, the same ability
will not be as valued and a person who has that ability does not stand out. As a result, the
attributional definitions of expertise are highly contextualized.

The work by Sternberg and Frensch [76], Orr [58], and Cicourel [14]all have social and
attributional components. In each of these studies, expertise is attributed to a person
through the social context of their interaction with others.

4.2.5 A Working Definition
All of the prior discussions include reasonable and important features of expertise. The
definition which one chooses needs to fit the empirical stance of the research and align
with the research questions being asked. Accordingly, since the focus of this work is to
understand how individuals come to know that others have expertise, an appropriate
working definition will be more closely aligned with the social and attributional
definitions of expertise. But that same definition can not be completely devoid of the
notion that specific skills and knowledge are a portion of the judgements which people
make about expertise.
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In this work I define expertise as the embodiment of procedural and factual knowledge
that is enacted and valued within a specific social, organizational and institutional context.
That is, expertise is something that is characteristic of a person when she takes action.

4.3 PRIOR STUDIES

OF

EXPERTISE

The discussion above considered different definitions of expertise and presented the
definition used in this work. Two of the four definitional stances, the creative and
attributional, are most closely related to the definition used in this work. This section
briefly considers prior studies of expertise which are closely aligned with the attributional
and creative definitions.

Allen’s [3] studies of engineers who develop new technologies are a good starting point for
understanding expertise in a natural setting. Allen’s book is the summary presentation of a
set of studies conducted throughout the 1960’s. These studies describe the
communications among engineers and are based in natural work settings. Allen’s studies,
while performed in natural settings, often takes a quantitative stance. The studies
demonstrate many key findings which are either rediscovered in later work (e.g.,
technological gatekeepers) or which form the basis for subsequent in-depth study (e.g.,
collaborative communications in science [46]).

Technological gatekeepers are a key organizational role from Allen’s work. Gatekeepers are
people who fill a key, often informal, organizational role. They serve to disseminate
information throughout an organization. They bring information into an organization by
attending to external literature sources and through communication with other people
who have expertise and who are outside the organization. Gatekeepers disseminate
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information through an organization by participation in work teams and being sought out
by others for their expertise. Gatekeepers disseminate information by making referrals to
literature and people; both those external to the organization and people inside the
organization.

Allen defines several characteristics that identify a person as a gatekeeper. First, a
gatekeeper is a high technical performer. She is seen as technically competent by her peers
and they consider her to have expertise in her field. Second, a gatekeeper has tenure with
the organization. She has been employed with the same organization for six to eight years.
Often a gatekeeper has both professional and organizational status. That is, she often has
an advanced degree or has organizationally sanctioned management and leadership
responsibilities. Lastly, a gatekeeper is busy, often distributing time over many different
projects. She works with many people, preferring to collaborate rather than work alone.

Allen also considers the social network of gatekeepers. Allen’s studies found that
gatekeepers have many more significant relationships with others. A gatekeeper often
spends time to maintain relationships with many people inside and outside an
organization. These relationships, the social network, are important to the gatekeeper’s
ability to make good referrals.

Other researchers have found organizational roles that have much in common with Allen’s
technological gatekeeper. The gatekeeper is a role that, to some degree, is tailored to the
organization in which the gatekeeper works. Even Allen’s description may reflect
characteristics of gatekeepers who perform industrial research in his specific sites. Ehrlich
and Cash’s [18] information mediator is a gatekeeper role that specifically works in
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document centric environments, such as public or corporate libraries. The information
mediator refines requests for information, assists with searches, and satisfies requests by
identifying key document sources. The information mediator is a gatekeeper who
specializes in satisfying the document (e.g., journals, manuals, technical reports, etcetera)
related needs of the information seeker. Paepcke [59] also identified another type of
gatekeeper. Paepcke’s contact broker specialized in providing referrals to other people.
Paepcke does not provide details of the contact broker’s behavior and how the referrals are
satisfied, but from the limited description of the role and the type of person who fills the
role it seems that the contact broker is another specialization of the gatekeeper role.

Clearly, the gatekeeper role is important to providing access to expertise in an
organization. A gatekeeper can often solve problems directly because of her technical
sophistication, but when the solution is not immediately evident, requires too much time,
or when the gatekeeper is too busy, the gatekeeper can rely on her knowledge of the
technical literature and extensive social network to provide an accurate referral that is
likely to put the information seeker in contact with an appropriate source of expertise. In
one way, the gatekeeper is an expert and makes decisions about the appropriateness of
other expert sources. But the gatekeeper role and the expertise that she has raises several
key questions: How does a gatekeeper come to know who in the organization has
expertise? How does a gatekeeper match an information seeker to an appropriate source?
Allen’s work describes the extensive social network which gatekeepers have, but does not
specifically address these two questions.
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In many ways, these two questions are not just key to the performance of gatekeepers. In a
natural work setting, everyday, people will encounter problems that they can not solve on
their own. In the work to solve these problems, each person will need to answer these two
questions for themselves. That is, when faced with a problem, people need to figure out
which others are likely to have the expertise that they need and then make decisions about
who to ask for help. These two question are not just a function of the gatekeeper role,
indeed, they are generalized questions that affect every person every day.

The desire to answer these two questions is not entirely unique, as evident from the
discussion above that motivates the definition of expertise used by this work (c.f.,
Section 4.2). There is a range of prior work that has sought to answer these questions
albeit from a different point of view. Research in expert decision making has made some
attempts at understanding how experts make decisions. And, information seeking
research has considered how intermediaries match information seekers with particular
sources.

Research on intermediaries [19, 20, 54, 57] has described in great detail the social
exchange between an information seeker and an intermediary who works to satisfy the
information needs of the seeker. The literature describes the collaborative aspects of the
search, how searches are refined over time, how intermediaries work to clarify the
information requests, and the ways in which the information is finally used. But research
on intermediaries does not delve into the specific decisions which an intermediary makes
about the appropriateness of an information source. In this area, the problem of matching
a source is simply one of whether the source has the desired information or not.
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In their survey on decision making research, Shanteau and Stewart [71] argue that the
history of decision making research has demonstrated that an expert isolated from her
surroundings is often no better than a novice. This point is reiterated and elaborated by
Zsambok [87], who notes that this very issue led to the development of the “Naturalistic
Decision Making” field. The name of this field should not be too broadly construed. A
majority of the work in this research area is positivistic. A relatively recent collection of
work in this field [88] did not include a single study that maintained an interpretivist
stance (naturalistic, qualitative, nor ethnographic) in anyway. Naturalistic decision making
is a research area where the term naturalistic refers to sophisticated simulations and
laboratory experiments that attempt to come close to a natural environment while
maintaining control over many parameters that may affect expert performance.

Sternberg and Frensch [76] discuss the attributional characteristics of expertise and call
for interpretivist studies that provide a deeper understanding of how the attribution of
expertise is made. Coming from a positivist background, Sternberg and Frensch did not
know about prior work by Cicourel [14] and Hutchins [37] that answers the call for
interpretivist studies of expert performance. Hutchins studies the problem of navigating
ships in open water and demonstrates, in practice, the cultural and attributional aspects of
expertise that Sternberg and Frensch describe in the abstract.

Cicourel [14] not only engages cultural and attributional aspects of expertise, but also the
process by which the attribution of expertise is made. Cicourel studies the problem of
teaching medical interns how to make diagnoses in a teaching hospital. Cicourel describes
the attributional process as one that is a combination of role, demonstrated authority in
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the subject matter, and institutional vesting in a person, that setup expectations and
mutually serve to reinforce expert and expertise attribution. This result has a high degree
of face validity in an institutionalized, formally structured, organization like a teaching
hospital.

More recent work by Orr [58] also engages the attributional nature of expertise in a much
less formal work environment. Orr studied copier repair technicians. These technicians
tend to work independently, in relative isolation from other technicians. Orr found that
while the work was performed isolated from each other, technicians regularly met to swap
“war stories” and assist in diagnosing particularly difficult problems. The war stories are
narratives that allow technicians to demonstrate their expertise and competence over
difficult problems and a wide range of equipment. These narratives allow technicians to
attribute expertise to the individual who tells the story.

Bringing this survey full circle, research that takes a social and attributional stance toward
understanding expertise often identifies social relationships, the social network, as
important to the way individuals are understood as having and demonstrating expertise.
Allen [3], Cicourel [14], Ehrlich and Cash [18], Orr [58], Paepcke [59] have all noted the
importance of social relationships in providing context and facilitating expertise.

There is certainly more work which can be seen as relating to the two research questions
asked in the introduction to this chapter. This small survey has attempted to present key,
representative, findings in affiliated research literatures that is closely related to the
questions addressed by this fieldwork. These two questions are only partially answered in
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the literature, not because they are uninteresting, but because they are difficult and much
of the prior research has not specifically considered them in depth.

With this overview, we now turn to consider a field study in which the primary focus was
these two research questions. The work takes an interpretivist stance in an attempt to
understand the social and cognitive aspects that influence expertise location from the
participants’ point of view.

4.4 NATURALISTIC EXPERTISE LOCATION
The field study began with the goal of understanding and answering two key questions:
How does a person come to know that other people have some expertise? How does a
person pick a source from the potentially many sources of expertise? The research took a
socially motivated stance and used naturalistic methods to engage these two questions in a
way that is distinctly different from that of prior research. This fieldwork looks at the
cognitive and social behaviors which guide and influence the decisions which people
make as they locate expertise.

This section begins with a description of the research site and the participants in the study.
It discusses the data collection techniques and briefly covers the analytic framework used
to analyze the data. The primary findings of the field study are presented at length.
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4.4.1 Site Description
The study took place at Medical Software Corporation (MSC)5, a company that builds,
sells and supports medical and dental practice management software. MSC sells its
software pre-installed on a high performance Unix server as a turnkey system. MSC has
been in this business for almost 20 years and they have a large share of the group medical
and group dental markets.

MSC is a medium-sized company, with just over 100 employees at the corporate
headquarters in Southern California. MSC has sales and service staff in several locations
throughout the United States. A small portion of the development staff, programmers,
technical writers, and management, work from their home or small offices in Washington,
Arizona, Maryland and New York. However, the majority of the workforce is in Southern
California.

Shortly before the study was begun, MSC purchased two smaller software companies. The
first company, MedPC, had a product that was similar to MSC’s medical practice
management system, that runs on a personal computer (rather than a Unix server). The
other company, Clinical Records Management Corp. (CRM), was developing a clinical
records management product. These companies were purchased because of a perceived
need to expand MSC’s existing product lines and because MSC management felt that the
respective products reflected a “best of breed” in these new areas. The purchased
companies’ headquarters were in Pennsylvania and Atlanta, and so far, have been allowed
to run as independent, wholly owned subsidiaries of MSC.
5. This is not the actual name of the company where the study was conducted. Throughout this
work pseudonyms have been used to protect the organizations and the participants in the study.
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MSC and the activity at MSC’s headquarters is the focus of the field study. But, the
subsidiaries have played an interesting role in motivating MSC’s management to engage in
activity that would help them know what expertise exists in the subsidiaries. The details of
the projects and motivation behind MSC’s management will be discussed later (see
“Experts Directory” on page 118).

MSC’s main business is building, selling and supporting practice management software.
This software provides functionality distinct from that of clinical management software.
Practice management is primarily concerned with appointment scheduling, treatment
planning, patient recalls, insurance billing, patient billing, and payment reconciliation.
These functions are often considered the business side of medical and dental practice.
These functions support clinical management (treatment) of the patient. Practice
management is considered the ‘business’ of running and managing a medical or dental
practice.

MSC systems are very complex and very customizable. Many of MSC’s customers
specifically choose this product over that of other competitors because of the extent of
customizability. But with customizability comes a measure of complexity. Once sold and
delivered, an MSC system requires a person to maintain and administer it. Every MSC
customer has at least one person who maintains the Unix system and acts as a liaison
between the customer and MSC. One key role of this customer based administrator is to
screen all support related questions before they are sent to MSC, handling the common
questions and passing on only the most difficult questions.
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The focus on group medical and dental has been both good and bad for MSC. Large group
practices, like medical and dental HMOs (Health Maintenance Organizations), can absorb
the infrastructure costs associated with a complex system. Consolidation in medicine, and
the rise of HMOs has allowed MSC to sell many systems over the years. MSC has more
than 400 group medical customers alone. But there are still significant portions of the
medical and dental practice management market which simply can not afford the costs
associated with a system from MSC. This fact has lead MSC to make several attempts at
providing more economical alternatives. These attempts range from creating practice
management services to the acquisition of MedPC and CRM that have promising
economical alternatives.

In the past 20+ years of business, MSC has had to adapt and accommodate a rapidly
changing technological environment. In the early years of MSC, the hardware platform
was the MAS-90, a type of mini-computer. Like many mini-computers of that age, the
machine included an operating system and a default programming language that could be
used to write applications. The MAS-90 included a proprietary BASIC interpreter. MSC
wrote all of its software in MAS-90 BASIC and shipped their software as a turnkey system
on MAS-90 hardware. MSC was faced with a crisis when MAS Computer Corporation
went out of business and stopped shipping MAS-90 machines.

A sharp programmer at MSC found a solution to the immediate demise of MSC’s preferred
hardware and software platform. The programmer found publicly available source code
for a BASIC language interpreter that could be compiled for just about any machine
running the Unix operating system. A small team of MSC programmers re-worked the free
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BASIC interpreter so that it could execute MAS-90 BASIC. With the new BASIC
interpreter as an intermediate software layer between the specific hardware and operating
system combination, MSC had effectively ported all of its existing BASIC software to any
hardware that could run Unix.6

MSC is not always reacting to changes in the technological environment. MSC has also
developed key technologies that were far ahead of the times. In the early years, MSC had
just a few, very large, customers across a wide geographic area. MSC foresaw problems in
providing software upgrades, patches and in providing adequate technical support. MSC
partially solved these problems with the development of a proprietary, modem based
network. The modem network is critical infrastructure that supports software applications
that were, themselves, far ahead of the times. The network is used to distribute software
patches, most software upgrades, and for email like communications between MSC and
customers.

From one perspective the technology and adaptations which MSC has made are brilliant.
From another perspective these technologies and adaptations have become so entrenched
that subsequent change and adaptation has become very difficult. The BASIC interpreter
and the modem network are both examples of power and the problems that confront
MSC.
6. In order to appreciate this development as a technologically sophisticated achievement it is
necessary to compare the BASIC interpreter which MSC developed to the notion of a virtual
machine. In the late 1990’s Sun Microsystems developed a programming language, Java. One of
the strengths of Java was that it runs on a virtual machine. The virtual machine concept abstracts
away the details of a specific hardware and operating system combination. This abstraction
allows an application programmer to write an application once, for the virtual machine, and
have the application run on any hardware and operating system combination that runs the
virtual machine. MSC had implemented this “write once, run anywhere” concept, in a limited
way, ten years before Sun Microsystems and Java.
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The BASIC interpreter which saved MSC still serves them today and is a source of power
and problems. It is powerful because MSC has avoided a very costly rewrite of both
medical and dental practice management systems. The problem is that the BASIC language
and MSC’s body of source code is an anachronism in the computing community. Older
technologies are scorned by both programmers and the institutions that teach
programmers the trade. As a result it has become increasingly difficult for MSC to find and
retain people who are willing and capable of maintaining software written in BASIC.

The modem based network, which was a truly insightful solution to a whole set of difficult
problems, has recently become a serious problem for MSC. As modem technology
produced ever faster modems, MSC’s network was able to keep up, but only to a point.
The software relationship between Unix and the modem hardware created problems with
modems that could receive and transmit faster than 9600 baud. The work around for this
was to install faster modems and use software to fix the modem speed at 9600. Recently,
the modem based network has been completely eclipsed by Virtual Private Networks
(VPN) using the Internet and TCP/IP. It is not yet clear exactly how MSC will adapt to all
of these changes.

In the end, the character and flavor of MSC as an organization is a function of the people
who work for MSC and who run the company. The technological adaptations and new
technology development are the result of people who had an idea for a solution and
worked hard to see it through. Indeed, this is a key place where “expertise” exists in an
organization, in the people. Indeed the working definition of expertise, presented in a
prior section, focuses on people. The organization that is MSC, the people who make up
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the organization, and the expertise that those people demonstrate are tightly intertwined.
With that in mind the description turns to characterize the relationship between MSC as
an organization and the people who work there.

The majority of the participants in the study work in three departments, Technical
Development, Technical Support, and Technical Communications. These departments
were chosen because they represent the production and support core of MSC’s
business.The main responsibilities of these three departments center around the creation,
maintenance, and support of MSC’s software products. Each department provided access
to entry-level, senior, and management employees. Additionally, a few people in Human
Resources and Customer Relations were interviewed as they became involved in critical or
interesting events that occurred during the study.

Technical Development
Technical Development (development) is responsible for new feature development,
customer contracted enhancements and maintenance of the software. Development is
responsible for the medical and dental software, but also maintains a large collection of
applications that assist MSC with running its own business. This collection of applications
includes a text editor, a computer based time card system, inventory system, a program
version control system, a work order system and various databases. Development, with
assistance from Technical Support, also maintains the technical support system which
includes a primitive email system, a customer call tracking system, and an issue tracking
database, among other things.
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Development has 18 programmers, four administrative assistants, three managers and one
technical consultant. The technical consultant is a programmer who has been with MSC a
long time and earned this title through years of assisting in solving difficult problems. The
programmers are loosely divided into three groups; one that works on the medical system,
one that works on the dental system, and one that works on operating system level
interfaces, software tools, and auxiliary application development. Five programmers,
located at a branch office in Washington state, mostly work on the operating system
interfaces, software tools, and auxiliary applications. The programmers at MSC’s main
office work mostly on the medical and dental software.

The primary focus of development is customer contracted enhancements. MSC sells its
software as a highly customizable system. The software can be configured in many
different ways to meet the needs of a customer, through the use of existing configuration
flags and software settings. But tailorability does not stop there. MSC sells its product with
the promise that a customer can request enhancements to meet changing business needs.
The details of any enhancement, the requirements, the implementation, and costs, are all
open to negotiation.

The initial enhancement request and subsequent negotiation is known internally as the
Software Request (request) process. The Software Request administrator, who is also a
manager in development, is central to the request process. The request administrator
shepherds each enhancement request through the process until the requesting customer
either signs a contract committing to the agreed upon changes or decides it is no longer
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interested in the enhancement. Effectively there are no bounds placed on the type of
enhancement request a customer may make.

The successful culmination of the request process results in a contractual relationship
between MSC and the customer. Internally, this contractual relationship results in the
generation of one or more work orders. A work order specifies the required software and
documentation changes, sometimes indicating specific files that need modification, and
the number of hours which are allocated for the change.

The work that programmers do is driven by work orders. The programmers follow a set of
standardized work procedures and practices. When a new programmer is hired she is
given a two week training course and mentored by a more senior programmer for the first
month. During the first month work assignments are closely monitored by the mentor to
ensure the work conforms to MSC’s procedures. The goal of the training is to orient the
new programmer to MSC and make clear the expected work practice.

The work process for a programmer begins with a manager assigning a work order to the
programmer. The programmer reviews the work order to make sure she understands what
is required. She checks out files from the version control system and makes changes to the
code. The normal procedures for modifying code includes modifying the first line of each
program. The first line of each program is a standardized comment. The programmer
modifies this comment line to show the date of the change, the version of the program, the
work order that specified the change, and adds her mnemonic.7 After completing the
changes the programmer does some testing and if the changes seem to work, the new code
is placed back into the version control system. Lastly, the programmer uses the work order
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to document which files were actually changed and, more or less, how those files were
modified. When the work is completed the programmer passes the work order to an
administrative assistant who verifies that the work is complete.

The administrative assistant validates the changes in the version control system, the work
orders that divide multiple changes, the time spent on the changes, and the total time and
accounts for each feature. Since many features are the result of a contractual obligation
between MSC and a specific customer, accounting for the work done (“billable hours”) is
an important aspect of the work process. Each day, programmers track the time spent on
every project with an electronic time card system. The administrative assistant is
responsible for making sure that the work was completed and the recorded aspects of the
work are in balance. This validation serves to reinforce the formal work practices of the
programmers.

Managers in development are free to assign any work order to any available programmer.
With few exceptions, MSC does not practice code ownership. In some software
development organizations, a specific programmer often works on the same pieces of
software and is responsible for how those pieces of code function. In a sense, that
programmer “owns” those pieces of code. At MSC, programmers work on the pieces of
code as required by the work order which they are assigned. Programmers at MSC work in
the dental, medical, shared libraries, and in-house systems as necessary.

7. A mnemonic is the user’s unique login identifier and is often two or three case insensitive
characters. A mnemonic is assigned to an employee the day he is hired and almost never
changes. The mnemonic is loosely equivalent to the initials of the new hire, however when the
initials are the same as a mnemonic already in use then other letter combinations are chosen.
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Technical Support
Technical Support (support) handles day-to-day requests for help from MSC’s customers.
A majority of the requests that support receives are software related. Help requests that are
hardware related are passed along to Field Service (service). The Field Service group is
officially part of support. However, service has its own manager and a majority of service
employees are located in a physically different building. Service handles all hardware
related issues. Service installs new systems, upgrades existing systems, and helps diagnose
and resolve problems with hardware. The majority of the requests for help are software
related and stay with the support group8.

The support group is composed of 15 support representatives, two support managers, and
one administrative assistant. Unlike the programmers in Technical Development, a
support representative specializes in either the medical or the dental system. One manager
is assigned to oversee the 6 dental support reps and the other manager supervises the
medical reps. (MSC has more medical customers and more requests for help with the
medical system.) In each product area, support reps are divided into two classes, junior
support reps and senior support reps. This division is informal and is not a function of
different requirements or of job classification. The distinction is related to the number and
sophistication of the customers which the support representative serves.

8. A statistical report which a support manager provided showed that only 12% of all questions
were hardware related. The single largest category were questions about how to use or access
features in the software (e.g., “How do I add an insurance plan?”) and composed 30% of the
questions. The other 30 to 50 question categories each accounted for somewhere between 5%
and 1% of all questions.
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A new hire begins as a junior support representative and, should she stay with MSC,
works her way up to become a senior support representative. Junior support
representatives are assigned a small number of specific customers, between 3 and 5, that
generally have simpler requests for help. As the junior support rep becomes more
knowledgeable and efficient at handling requests for help, she is assigned more customers
and customers that often have more difficult questions. When the junior support
representative has demonstrated her abilities by competently handling a large enough
number of customers, then she is considered to be a senior support representative.9

A new support rep is trained over a period of several months. Junior support
representatives are provided formal training in the system. MSC has a Training
department, which holds courses for new customers and for customers who are making
significant upgrades. As space is available, junior support reps take these formal classes
with customers. Alternatively, MSC has Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) that covers
many of the essential features for the medical and dental systems. When space is not
available in formal training courses, a new support rep will use CAI. However, a majority
of the detailed training is provided on the job through mentoring by the respective
manager (either medical or dental) and a senior support rep.

The day-to-day work of a support representative is driven by “calls.” A call is a request for
help from an MSC customer. These requests are not normally phone calls; however, a few
9. The two support managers never referred to any support rep with less than one year of service as
a “senior” support representative. However, the managers would regularly refer to people who
had anywhere from two years to 12 years of service as being senior support representatives. This
seems to reflect both a marker of the relative nature of the “senior” designation and a function of
the time frame in which junior representatives either leave the support group or gain the
necessary competency.
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requests each day may come in over the phone. Most help requests are submitted via an
electronic messaging system that is built into the MSC practice management system. This
messaging system looks and works much like electronic mail (email).

When an end-user has a problem with the system he invokes MSC’s context sensitive help
system. If the user can not get they help he needs, then he can use the help system to
compose a message describing the problem he is having and what he did to attempt to
solve it. These messages are reviewed by the customer’s system administrator10 and,
hopefully, the local administrator handles the problem for the end-user. When the local
administrator does not know the solution then the problem is marked to be forwarded to
MSC customer support. The local administrator can modify each request for help to make
it clearer or more specific before it is forwarded to MSC. However, it does not seem that
local administrators ever take the time to really do this. Several times each day, MSC’s
modem network is used to upload the requests that were not handled by the customer’s
local system administrator. MSC’s central support system receives each call, notes the
customer, the user who originated the request for help, logs the time that the request was
made, and assigns the call a unique call number.

As the calls are collected they are assigned by the central support system to the support
representative who is responsible for the customer who entered the call. Support
representatives interact with active calls through the call list. To see all unanswered calls
10.The abilities of the local system administrator and her familiarity with the MSC system varies
widely from customer to customer. It is not uncommon for large customers to hire an MSC
employee away from MSC as an administrator to provide better end-user support. This has a
number of interesting side effects. For example, a local administrator, who is a former MSC
employee, often knows who to contact and what to say when she wants solutions, bug fixes, or
new features expedited.
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that are assigned to him, a support rep enters his mnemonic into the support system and
the system displays a prioritized list, one line for each call. The single line presentation is,
necessarily, a brief representation of the call details. A support rep can view the details of a
single call by selecting the call from the call list. The detailed view displays a wealth of
information about the call. The detailed view includes the date the call was logged, a
projected due date, problem severity, the customer, the program module where the
problem was encountered, a brief description of the symptoms, and much more.
Unanswered calls are assigned a priority based on a customer supplied severity and the
time at which the system logged the call. Calls that remain unaswered slowly rise in
priority.

A support representative can take several different actions when handling a call. The most
straight-forward action is for the support representative to satisfy the request for help and
mark the call as complete. This is the desired end-point for all calls. However, calls are
rarely solved on inspection. The simplest requests for help are handled by the local
administrator, so support representatives regularly get calls that require some problem
solving and thus require more time.

When a call requires more time, the support rep will contact the customer’s administrator
to let her know what is happening with the call and to clarify or get more details about the
problem. The choice of notification is often a function of the customer supplied severity.
For lower severity calls, the support representative will likely use MSC’s electronic
messaging system to notify the customer’s administrator. If the call is high severity then the
support rep will likely phone the administrator directly. A call that requires extra time can
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be annotated in the call list to indicate that the problem is being researched or that the
solution is in process.

On rare occasions, there are problems which can not be solved (e.g., a bug in the software
with no work-around, a new feature desired by the customer, etcetera). In these cases the
support representative will annotate the call, collaborate with development to facilitate
some other solution, and put the customer in contact with a manager at MSC who can
help resolve potential conflicts (i.e., a client manager).

Additionally, not every call that is marked solved by a support representative is actually
solved. Many of the non-trivial problems that support representatives handle are
submitted by the customer’s administrator. The administrator will review the solution
provided by the support rep, run the patch code, try the work-around, or attempt to
follow the directions to activate a specific feature. When the administrator is not satisfied
that the solution actually works, she can re-open the call, or submit a new call and
annotate the new call as a repetitive problem.

The norms regarding the handling of the call list have developed over time. MSC’s support
system was developed in-house and has been modified over time to satisfy past problems
in providing support, the need to satisfy a varied customer base, and the need to manage
support representatives. As a result, the call list is a public record of the current activity of
a support representative.11 A support rep can see what other support representatives are

11.The call list is public in the sense that any person in MSC can view the call list of a support rep,
if the support rep’s mnemonic is known. The call list is not public to customers or people
outside MSC. And in practice, the only people who seem interested in a support reps’ call list are
the managers and other support reps.
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doing by entering the other person’s mnemonic into the system and viewing the other rep’s
call list. Managers can use this to move open, unanswered, calls from one, overworked,
support rep to another support rep whose customers are currently quiet. As well, the
support managers use the call list to take an active role by mentoring and acculturation of
junior support representatives in how to handle calls.

Technical Communications
The Technical Communications (communications) group handles all internal and external
publications for MSC. Communications composes three newsletters each quarter; one for
the customers of the dental product, one for the customers of the medical product, and
one for corporate employees. Communications also writes all product manuals, the
context sensitive help files that are built into MSC’s systems, and the technical notes that
are distributed to every customers system administrator. The communications group does
not regularly handle communications that might be considered as marketing. On the
surface the formal responsibilities of communications are much what you would expect
from technical writers.

The communications group consists of two technical writers and a manager. The technical
writers both have degrees that could naturally lead to careers in writing, but neither of the
writers began their careers at MSC in communications. One of the writers was originally
hired as a support representative and the other began as the software request
administrator. Because of the role that the technical communications group plays in the
development cycle, communications is co-located with development.
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Communications plays two non-traditional roles in the development cycle. This was
facilitated by the career path of these two writers and MSC’s need for well written
documentation. Communications participate in the early stages of the development cycle
by writing requirements specifications for new features and software enhancements. As
well, communication serves as an informal software quality assurance group as a
byproduct of writing user manuals and context sensitive help for MSC’s software.

The communications group is responsible for writing the software change specifications
that are part of the software request process (c.f., page 82). The software requests
administrator involves the technical communications group when the requests process
needs some specifications that can be presented externally to the customer who is making
the modification request. The specification is often modified as the customer and the
programmers debate the requirements of a new feature. Communications continues to
modify and edit the specifications, working with the programmers, the software request
administrator, and the customer until the customer is satisfied that the specification
accurately reflects the desired features. These specifications then become part of the
contractual obligation between MSC and the customer.

Communications is responsible for writing the context sensitive help that is part of the
MSC system. The help text is not generated from prior specifications. It is generated based
on the minimal documentation produced by the programmers and by attempting to access
each feature of the system. That is, the technical writers attempt to use a specific feature of
the system before writing the context sensitive help that describes what the feature does
and how it works. This has two consequences. First, the technical writers often have a
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very clear understanding of exactly what a feature is designed to do and how it works. A
writer will clarify his understanding by directly communicating with the programmers
who implemented the feature. Second, the technical writers serve as a quality assurance
department. The technical writers are often the first non-programmers to encounter flaws
(i.e., bugs) in the software, user interface, or installation. The flaws can be handled any
number of ways depending upon the severity of the flaw and the phase of the
development cycle. In some cases the flaw is one that can be handled by modifying
existing documentation or publishing a work-around in a technical note. In other cases, a
programmer must modify the code to fix the flaw.

The day-to-day character of MSC and the three main groups form an important basis for
understanding the people at MSC. The above site description is an important frame for the
details to come. This work now turns to details of the data collection and several vignettes
that are characteristic of the problems that the people at MSC encounter in the course of
their work days.

4.4.2 Data Collection
I was at MSC daily for five months and conducted follow-up interviews for another four
months. MSC has allowed continued access for over 36 months through several rounds of
additional data collection and evaluations.12 Data were collected through participant
observation [40], semi-structured interviews [52], and informal open-ended interviews
[21]. In total, 37 formal interviews and more than 80 informal interviews were conducted.
Formal interviews were taped and transcribed. Additionally, MSC provided access to
12.The results presented in this section are from the initial time spent in the field. However, some
of the examples and quotes are the result of the longer term interaction with MSC.
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various internal communications including memos, internal and customer oriented
electronic bulletin board systems, and a large number of online historical files.

The data was analyzed using standard qualitative techniques [21, 26, 77], including open
coding, axial coding, and the use of code notes to create memos that were often
transformed into narrative and prose. The data was approached using a Socially Shared
Cognition framework [36, 60], since it considers the social context concomitant with the
participants and the artifacts of work.

External representations are important to an analysis based on socially shared cognition
(c.f., Hutchins [36], p. 50, p. 118). The external representations present at MSC that are
(more or less) universally shared exist in the form of on-line information systems (e.g.,
databases, text-only documents, program change history, software change requests, help
requests, the support system, etcetera). None of these have any explicit barriers or security
that prevents one user from monitoring another’s activity. These artifacts are used and
shared in the cultural environment that is MSC. A difficult problem is understanding how
the participants use these external representations to guide the choices they make.

The behavior of asking for help is the most visible, externalized, representation of an
individual’s cognitive state with regard to the social choices that were made. As we will see,
the people at MSC make careful choices about who will be approached for help. Those
choices are interesting when compared to other, reasonable, alternatives and when the
initial choices fail to result in the necessary expertise to solve a problem. A failure is
instructive because it forces a re-evaluation of the problem and the available expertise that
might solve the problem. In the instances where the initial attempt to locate expertise
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failed, the need to solve the immediate problem forces some reflection into what may have
been an otherwise automatic reaction. Viewing asking for help as an externalized
representation that becomes shared among multiple participants through time, afforded a
fresh perspective on expertise and expertise seeking.

There is no magic window that allows a researcher to peer into the cognitive process.
Instead the artifacts which the participants choose at a given time, the social norms that
surround the “proper” use of those artifacts, and the self-reflectiveness of the participants
are the translucent windows through which the cognitive process can be observed.
Perhaps one surprising thing is the number of self-reflective responses to formal and
informal questions. The methods chosen for this study specifically allowed observation,
repeated questioning, and encouraged self-reflection among the participants throughout
the duration of the study.

4.4.3 The Nature of Their Problems
The types of problems which MSC employees face stem from the complexity of the
software and the expansive feature set. An appreciation of the complexity that these
informants face on a day-to-day basis is important to understanding why they work so
hard to find just the right person to answer their question or help with a problem. The
medical system is a good example of the complexity of MSC’s systems.

The medical system has a text based interface and is often used with text only terminals.
The top level menu of the medical program has over 100 specifically identifiable features,
and it is common for a top-level menu item to have sub-menus. There are even sub-menus
attached to what are primarily data entry screens. The software is written entirely in a
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proprietary version of BASIC that supports chaining.13 The features are spread through
more than 200 medical system specific programs. There are numerous shared libraries;
programs that are shared by both the medical and dental system. As well, there are many
programs that contain customer specific customizations.

As previously discussed, MSC’s software is somewhere between shrink-wrapped software
and completely custom. The standard application is highly customizable. For many
customers, customization is handled with a large number of customization flags that are
not always mutually compatible.14 The business needs of a majority of MSC’s customers
can be met through a common set of flag settings. When a customer has special needs,
often different customization flag settings will meet the needs. Customers who are not
satisfied with the features and flexibility supported by the customization flags can request
new features through the software requests process (c.f., page 82).

The software is in a relatively constant cycle of new feature development and maintenance.
New feature development is often the result of requests from existing customers. When
enough new features have been added to the software they are integrated into a complete
system, and that new system is declared to be the next version. This new version is then
offered to all customers for minimal cost. A customer is never forced to upgrade to a new
version of the software.

13.In this version of BASIC, chaining is an overlay technique that allows two BASIC programs to
share variables. This whole approach can be considered similar to a procedure call, but without
the ability to automatically return to the prior execution context.
14.One informant, Walt, described it this way, “there are lots of different little flags, on and off this,
turn this off, turn that off and under each of those you’ve got, you know, this sort of spaghetti
thing happening where each of those options that we turn on or off or if you turn two of these
off and two other ones on you get a different thing, it’s very complicated.”
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The integration of new features leads to problems when the new features conflict with
existing customizations or pre-existing default behavior. The solution to a conflict is to
create a customization flag that can be set or unset in a customization file. The code then
executes one of several incompatible features by reading the customization flags and
branching as appropriate. The most difficult part of upgrading a customer is setting the
flags in the configuration file.

This development strategy means that many different versions with different
customizations are in the field and supported all at the same time. Programmers and
support reps must be especially sensitive to the version and the customizations that have
been applied when helping a customer, fixing a bug, or adding a feature. In this world, in
this software, what appears to be a very simple problem could turn out to be a very
complex interaction.

Customization Flags
As a relatively simple example, a customer had paid for a new feature which worked for a
couple weeks and then mysteriously stopped working. Kelly, the client manager, was
providing support and needed to solve this problem for the customer. She checked the
documentation and found that it described two possible flag settings for this section of
code. Neither setting described the behavior of the new feature created for this customer.
Kelly asked the medical support manager if he knew anything about the two
customization flag settings. The support manager told Kelly that Brad had made the code
change and that she should check the work order for the change. She saw that Brad was
the appropriate programmer and that he had described a new setting for the flag. Kelly
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then went to Brad’s office and asked him whether the third setting described in the work
order was correct. Brad examined the code and verified that for this specific customer
there were now three possible flag settings and the third was correct. He apologized that
this was not in the authorized documentation and pointed out that this feature was not yet
part of the standard version.

Support is often notified of features in a “pre-release” version through the software request
process. That is, only after a software request is made, specifications are written up, the
change is costed out, the customer agrees to the cost, the feature is coded, and it is finally
installed, is support notified. Support can see any of these documents along the way as the
feature is being developed, but they are not explicitly notified until the update is going to
be installed. In most cases, support is notified just one day before a new feature is
installed. Often, a technical note is written as an addendum to the user documentation for
the feature and support is provided one of these. However, technical notes are distributed
some time after the update has been performed and the feature has been accepted by the
customer.

The problem and solution process described above is typical around MSC. They rely on
artifacts and people in the environment to help them find the expertise necessary to
complete their work. In this simple example the client manager pursued artifacts in the
workspace as well as people, in an attempt to resolve the problem she had encountered.
An interesting aspect of this problem is that the static artifacts in the workspace, the
documentation, did not reflect the special case code change. Other artifacts in the
workplace, work order, and source code, pointed to the programmer who made the
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change. The manager was able to point to the programmer, who was able to then go to the
source code to solve the immediate problem.

Modem Problem
Another example of a typical problem is that of improving the throughput of MSC’s
modem network. MSC maintains a network of modem connections between headquarters
and all of the customers. Over the years, MSC has slowly increased the speeds at which
the modems transmitted data. For some reason, the speed of the transmissions eventually
plateaued at 9600 baud. Since prior efforts to run the network faster than this had failed,
the work around was to buy modems that could run faster, but through software and
jumper configuration fix the modem speed at 9600. In 1997 it became difficult and
expensive for MSC to find modem hardware that it could force to run at 9600 baud. MSC’s
favored suppliers ceased making equipment that would run that slow.

Faced with a coming problem, MSC decided to solve the problem with modem
transmission speeds. The V.P. of Development, Daniel, assigned the problem to Brad, one
of MSC’s best programmers. Brad was working part-time on other projects as well, and
was allocated 20 hours to solve the modem problem. Brad knew that MSC had worked on
faster modem transmission before, so he tracked down the person who had previously
worked on the problem. Brad found that it was a Field Service representative who no
longer worked for MSC. Given that he now had no starting point, he went to work with
several modems attempting to get internal MSC systems to handshake modems at higher
speeds. Brad poured over the modem manufacturer’s documentation trying different
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hardware settings and escape sequences. He quickly used 20 hours configuring equipment
in his attempts to solve the modem problems with hardware configurations.

When efforts at hardware handshaking failed, Brad began investigating the “autodialer,” a
piece of software that controls the modem. The autodialer seemed a reasonable place to
start since it controls MSC’s local modems and is responsible for setting up each MSC
modem before making a call. Brad wrote several small test programs using the autodialer
code as a starting point. None of the test programs solved the problem. Knowing that he
was now spending time that was not allocated to the solution of this problem, he decided
to talk to a senior manager, Craig, who had helped write the original modem network
software. Craig was busy, but he made time to listen to Brad’s problem. Craig made one
software suggestion and recommended that Brad talk to another person in Field Service.
Brad tried the software suggestion using his sample programs to no effect.

With nearly twice as many hours spent on the project as originally allocated, the V.P. of
Development decided that Brad’s time was more valuable on another project and put the
modem problem on hold. The problem with modem transmission speed languished for
nearly nine months until MSC management decided that MSC’s QUIC insurance service
represented an opportunity to expand MSC’s service business. The decision was to build a
more complex and comprehensive insurance clearing house business based around the
old QUIC system. The added services required the transmission of larger volumes of data
between the customer sites and MSC. A quick analysis revealed that the current limits on
modem transmission speed would prevent wide scale adoption of the service by the
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customer base. Solving the problem with modem transmission speed had become central
to providing this new service.

Daniel, the V.P. of Development and Rajpal, the software team leader for QUIC, together,
assigned the project to a new programmer, Simon. Since Brad had done so much work on
the modem problem already, and since the new insurance services would be simple
extensions to existing software, the project was estimated to be about 100 hours of work.
Simon and Rajpal had several short discussions with Brad to understand what he had
previously done. Simon worked on several different problems simultaneously, solving
some tricky problems with software and hardware timeouts that resulted from queries
which starved serial port I/O to the modem. But the solution to the slow transmission
speed remained elusive.

One day Simon scheduled time with Craig, one of the original programmers of the modem
software, and now a senior MSC manager. Craig remembered that Brad had worked on the
problem before and was quickly brought up to speed on the problem. Simon was happy
because Craig seemed positive that he could solve this problem fairly quickly. Craig and
Simon scheduled one hour together to solve the problem. They spent six hours together,
in front of the same terminal, attempting software solutions to the modem problem with
out any change. Craig, clearly frustrated that the problem was not solved, told Simon to
contact a specific Field Service employee.

The next day Simon contacted the Field Service employee and explained the problem. The
service employee immediately knew the problem. The central problem was in a common
practice performed when configuring a machine for delivery. Many of the modems which
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MSC buys have a form of flash memory (i.e., EPROM) that requires a special escape
sequence when being accessed. When configuring new equipment a service employee
uses this escape sequence to set a parameter in the flash memory that prevents a modem
from running at speeds faster than 9600 baud. The service employee explained that other
escape sequences, designed to make the modem run at higher speeds, cannot override this
setting in flash memory. Any solution to this problem would require the use of the special
escape sequence that would allow running software to reset the speed setting in flash
memory. With this information Simon was able to devise a solution that allowed MSC to
run the modem network at faster transmission speeds.

Estimating the costs of a project is always difficult. In total, Simon estimated that the
project had finally required 450 hours of work, more than four times the original estimate.
Yet Simon believed that without his contact with the service employee, he would likely
have spent even more time. This particular scenario demonstrates that the problem is one
of leveraging the right expertise at the right time; not just any expert will do. Estimating
the time it takes to locate just the right expertise complicates design and development
projects such as the one above.

These two examples demonstrate several things. First, they demonstrate how MSC
employees rely on artifacts and people in the workplace to find the expertise necessary to
solve a problem. These two examples also reflect the diversity of the technical problems
which arise. In the case of the configuration flags the problem is one of a specific fix to a
somewhat well-defined problem. For the modem problem, the problem was less
well-defined and more in the genre of a design problem [75]. Interestingly, the expertise
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that lead to a solution, in both cases, was in a department other than where the problem
had been engaged. Finding that expertise in MSC is a demonstration of how people
perform expertise location.

4.4.4 Expertise Location
The following discussion separates finding expertise within MSC into two phases;
identification and selection. Expertise identification is the problem of knowing what
information or special skills other individuals have. The configuration flag example
highlighted the problem of figuring out who has what knowledge or special skills.
Expertise selection is appropriately choosing among people with the required expertise. If
there are multiple potential experts or people with the requisite expertise, it is necessary to
select one (or more) to ask.

From the perspective of socially shared cognition, solving many problems collaboratively
requires first identifying the necessary resources in the environment and then obtaining
them (although this may be done iteratively). Sometimes, participants will do these two
activities consciously; at other times, the activities are routinized.

Many, but not all, of the informants separated identification and selection. Many
informants appeared to separate out, most of the time, how they knew people had
expertise from the act of picking people they wished to approach. Informants did so
spontaneously over several interview questions and in informal interviews. Even those
participants who were somewhat inarticulate about identification had noticeably nuanced
and articulated selection criteria.
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The separation between identification and selection is an important analytical distinction
that has strong face validity. However, it is important to recognize that it does not hold all
of the time or for all participants. Instead, it is important to emphasize that expertise
identification and expertise selection are iterative, interwoven behaviors at MSC and most
likely in general work life. The distinction between the two is valuable analytically and
will prove useful in the following discussion. Expertise identification and expertise
selection are covered in turn.

4.4.5 Expertise Identification
Identifying people who have expertise to share is a crucial first step in solving many
problems at MSC. Expertise identification is a difficult problem. The nature of expertise
itself, what it is and how it is used, as well as the fact that people grow and change over
time, make solving this problem difficult. This is the first problem with which information
seekers must deal before they can hope to get information they need.

Everyday Experience
Many people at MSC, especially those who are senior, have difficulty articulating how they
know who has knowledge about system components, diagnostic methods, business
practices, and the like. For many people, “experience” is the primary guide in identifying
others with specific expertise. Senior employees mention “experience” regularly in
interviews and cannot articulate more detailed steps:

You learn who's [the] most experienced in what areas. …You just know. —
Sherry.
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At the time, this senior support representative had been with the organization for more
than eight years. For Sherry and others, their knowledge of what others know is part of
their everyday understanding of MSC. It stems from performing work and the large gamut
of social interaction, both formal and informal, that is part of that work over time.

However, junior people do not yet have this implicit understanding of who knows what.
In addition, even senior people cannot track everything in even a company this size. There
are, then, mechanisms that some participants articulated and others that were observed
for identifying the right people to ask. Some of these have been observed in other studies,
such as judging professional experience, organizational tenure, and geographical
proximity. The next sections cover additional mechanisms for identifying potential sources
of expertise. Immediately below is a discussion of historical artifacts, the products and
byproducts of work that are used to identify individuals as a potential source of expertise.

Historical Artifacts
One mechanism for identifying potential sources is to use historical or archival data that
an organization maintains. As people perform work for an organization they leave traces of
the work that they do throughout the organization in the form of artifacts (e.g., paper and
electronic records). When other workers, or new employees, perform their tasks they
come in contact with these past records and artifacts. In some cases the past artifacts are
simply modified to fit a new situation. Through working with previously existing records
people come to identify others who may have knowledge or expertise about specific
topics.
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One support representative describes the process of using historical artifacts in an indirect
way:

… it gives you notes, you go to this book15, you read a bit here, a bit there and
you kind of piece it together and find the information. There isn’t any real
structure I’d say. It just depends on who ever wrote it; whoever wrote that page in
the book … It’s usually on there. … On the page it has their mnemonic on there,
so we know who, where the information came from. — Baht

The process is one of finding pieces. Piecing together information and then recognizing
who was a significant contributor. The pattern is not forced or regimented. Above, Baht
indicates that the structure of the bits and pieces are not formalized. But often the
contributor will include identifying information that allows the historical artifact to
identify individuals who may have crucial information.

The following sections detail several historical artifacts around MSC. Some of these
artifacts are heavily used, while others have fallen into disuse for various reasons. Each of
these artifacts have sets of practices surrounding them. When possible, examples of the
artifacts and the surrounding practices are provided.

Change History
At MSC, programmers and support staff use the change history records to identify
potential experts. This program change history is modified for every change made to a
program source file in the system for as long as that file exists (see “Technical

15.Most people at MSC use an in-house text-editor called QUOTE. In the vernacular of QUOTE,
individual files are known as “books.” Books heavily rely on a “page” and “line” metaphor for
navigation and editing of the document. Pages are composed of 66 lines that can contain no
more than 80 characters of text each. QUOTE is similar to the “vi” editor associated with many
Unix systems.
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Development” on page 81). The change history is maintained through the use of the
version control system. Maintaining the program history is a requirement of the
programmer who modifies the source code, and this change history can be used to
identify possible experts for technical support. Within MSC, this is sufficiently important
that it has been given a name, the “Line 10 Rule.”

…you can simply look on the system at the program history. And we keep an online history of every change that's made to a program, and it shows the
programmer who made that change. And so I can look at a program and I can
not only see who was the last person who worked on the program was, but I can
see who the last 10 people or 20 people or whatever who have worked on it. —
Ian.

In this quote, Ian, a support manager, specifically demonstrates the use of the change
history during an interview. Ian explains how he can actively examine who had made
recent modifications to a given program. The change history that Ian saw looked much
like Figure 4-1 below. This figure lists a set of changes to a specific program in MSC’s
system. The list is not presented in the change history program because of the difficulty of
taking screen shots of MSC’s systems. But the display is largely the same as the figure, just
a simple list. The application allows a person to page through all of the versions of a
specific program module.
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Figure 4-1. Change History display.

Programmers use the change history similarly. Faced with modifying a program or file
which they do not “know,” programmers use the change history to see who had made
previous changes. The rationale is very simple. The programmers use the program history
to identify the person who most likely has the “freshest” memory of the code. In the
following quote, line 10 contains the mnemonic of the programmer who last changed the
code. In MSC, “mnemonics” (or mnemonic) are used as identifiers for people. The
mnemonic for a person is roughly their initials.

When a programmer makes a change in a program he is supposed to add his
mnemonic to the line and update the date. This is how we know who last changed
the program. Whoever made the last change in the program is the default expert
in that program. … It's close enough. The logic is that the person who spent time
on it last has it freshest in memory and so they are the best person to ask a
question. — Brad
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However, this generic rule upon which support and development rely is not always
correct. Making a small change can mark a programmer as the expert even in the case
where the small change was insignificant:

It's not always the right way because sometimes someone makes a one byte
change on a program. Because you make that change you put your mnemonics on
the program and then, say someone comes to you and, I don't know the program,
I just made this one byte change. Go see this person, someone else. — Joey

The use of historical data for expertise identification may seem logical, common, even
simple. But historical data presents several problems for expertise identification. The use
of the change history as an expertise identification technique is a very simple, effective rule
of thumb that can fail. The quote by the programmer above demonstrates a major
problem: It is very difficult to detect the difference between small changes and larger
changes with the change history. This problem can lead to falsely identifying another
person as a possible source of expertise.

Relying on the change history can result in other problems when identifying possible
sources. A programmer is sometimes interested in identifying other programmers who
have worked with a larger portion of the code. Because the change history does not
effectively convey the size of a change and because the history is organized on a file by file
basis, the programmers must rely on some other identification technique when they are
going to make a large scale change that will affect several files.

Software Requests
There are two other systems that are related to the change history system that are used to
identify potential expertise; software requests and work orders. The software request data
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is primarily used and maintained by the software requests administrator, Walt. As he gets
new requests from customers, Walt performs an on-line search through hundreds of prior
requests to see if MSC has previously written a request similar to one which a customer is
now making.

[Walt] “Oh, I’m just searching.”
[DWM] “Searching for what?”
[Walt] “Searching for ‘credit’ in this book. We have had clients request that the
credit card charges be broken across multiple credit cards, so I’m looking to see
where the last software request was made.”
[DWM] “Are you looking through the Software Requests book?”
[Walt] “Yeah.”
[DWM] “I looked through that book one time, just to see what was in there. It has
some requests back to ‘95 or something.”
[Walt] “Yeah”
[DWM] “Do you get a lot of the same requests?”
[Walt] “Oh yeah.”
…
[Walt] “Oh, they are not going to like this. We estimated this as a huge project,
big.”
In this particular instance, Walt, was searching for a particular software request, because
he knew there was a nearly identical prior request and he did not want to go to all of the
work to generate a new set of specifications, project budget and quote for the work.

Finding a request that is similar can be problematic. The software requests are stored in a
semi-structured text file, like a database, but without the ability to query a specific field or
sets of fields. Each software request is two pages of text, not including the actual
requirement specifications, budgets, and contracts which are stored elsewhere on the
system. The file is quite large and contains software requests for at least the last two years.
A search through this file is much like a text search in a large word processing document;
one can search for individual terms or a phrase.
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Walt and Eyal shared a story that demonstrates the trouble with using software requests. A
customer requested a new feature, a feature which Walt did not believe existed in the MSC
system. Walt searched through the software requests looking for a similar previous
request, but did not find one. He wrote a draft of the feature request and passed it by his
manager, who provided an estimate of the number of man hours for the project. The
manager told Walt to have Eyal, a senior programmer, check the draft feature and estimate
before presenting the preliminary quote to the customer. Walt went to Eyal and gave him
the software request. Eyal was immediately suspicious, and asked Walt why the customer
wanted this particular feature. Walt said he had not asked, but he would find out. Eyal,
continued, saying this feature seemed similar to something that he thought MSC had done
for another customer a little more than a year before. Eyal searched the software requests
and found a similar request. But just because the request was in the file did not mean that
the work had been done. Eyal also went to the code and found that the feature which Walt
had just posed to him as a new feature request was already part of the MSC system!

Even though software requests are problematic, Walt relies on them as a means of
identifying people, most often programmers, who can assist him in generating the
requirements specifications and budget for a new feature. Each software request includes
important references to a feature description, requirements specifications, the program
modules that would be changed, and the people who worked to write up the request. Walt
uses the software requests to identify people who have contributed to similar requests.
The heuristic is that if the person helped with the specifications and costing process for a
prior, similar project, then that person should have the design insights to do the same for
a new similar feature.
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The Work Order System
The work order system is related to software requests and is also used to identify
individuals who have possible expertise. After a customer and MSC have agreed to
develop a new feature and a contract has been signed, the work described by the
requirements specification is broken into tasks that are entered into the work order
system. Effectively, each task identified in the requirements becomes one work order.
Work orders are logically grouped with all work orders for a specific feature (and contract)
in one group. The primary use of the work order system is to maintain managerial control
over the projects at MSC.

The management has long imagined using the work order system as a central clearing
house for all projects across the organization. This goal is evident from the documentation
describing the role of the work order system at MSC. Figure 4-2, is a ASCII art diagram of
the relations between the work order system and several other MSC systems and
organizational processes. This diagram is from internal documentation that describes how
people in Technical Development should use the work order system.

The diagram in Figure 4-2 shows how many of the organizational support systems for
MSC are supposed to be related to the work order system. The basic idea is that the work
order system can be a central repository of many relationships; relationships among
customers, projects, staff, and existing products.
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Figure 4-2. The central role for the work order system.

The work order system is a strong contrast to the software request system. Software
requests are primarily oriented around a single person’s job, while the work order system
is used by many different parts of the organization. For one junior programmer, the fact
that the work order system was used so differently presents a serious problem.

[The] work order system is a prime example … [It is] used by Development to
track actual programming projects. I know it’s also used by Marketing to track
projects, sales, you know. Contracts that are created for clients are in there. Kind
of a hodge-podge of things… They’ll use certain number ranges for certain
things. There’s no way to, you know, to, to be able to search on that. It’s difficult.
So that, that’s what it’s used for, and it is a data repository, but it’s a, not an
effective one I guess you could say. — Mickey

Effectively, for Mickey the problem is one of querying the system to get results. His prior
work with the work order system involved designing and coding a report generator.
Mickey saw the system as a poor repository because of the different ways different
departments within MSC chose to use work orders. However, a more senior programmer
had a more charitable view of the work order system. In the quote below, Brad compares
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how people use the change history data in an attempt to do something that the work order
system can do. Basically, Brad says that the work order system can be used to gain an
overview of how a change impacts a set of related files, but that the work order system
needs to be used in a way that will more appropriately facilitate an overview.

I believe why we don’t use the work order system and use Line 10 is Line 10 was
the first. … The reason most people rely on Line 10 info is they really want to
know what effect this has on the whole product. How many files does this change
effect? How does it impact this other part? But Line 10 is really about version
control. There was talk about a data directed database, something that would
integrate the versioning in the Line 10 with the work order system. The idea was
to show the data dependencies in the changes and how it was impacting the
programs. But this will never be built. It’s just too hard for us. … If the work
order system is used correctly, then it would tell you. — Brad

The software request system and the work order system suffer from similar problems. Both
systems were implemented to support a particular type of work, and as a result do not
support the type of browsing that is part of an explicit identification activity. However, this
does not prevent people at MSC from using these systems. Indeed, the implicit activity of
interacting with these systems and noting the mnemonics of people who have performed
similar tasks support the construction of a gestalt about who in the work place might be
knowledgeable about a specific topic.

The Support Database
The previous examples have mostly come from MSC’s development area, however
development is not the only department that uses historical artifacts. The support group
also has important historical artifacts which are used for expertise identification. Support
relies heavily on the support database. This database is the main work repository for
support representatives. All calls (requests for help) are logged into the support database
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and all activity with regard to a call is annotated in the record for that call. Figure 4-3
shows a screen shot of a call list, which is the main interface used by support
representatives when interacting with calls.

Figure 4-3. Support database call list.

A support representative can see the details of a call by selecting it out of the list. The
details include additional information that is not displayed on the call list. For example,
using the detailed view the support rep can see the specific person at the customer’s site
who submitted the request. The call list and detail view are the primary ways in which
support representatives interact with the support database. However, when faced with
unusual or difficult problems, support reps will use the support database in an unintended
manner.

The support database can be queried with an informal search mechanism. When faced
with difficult and unusual problems, a support representative will perform multiple,
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separate queries over the support database using the symptoms, the customer or the
program module involved in the problem. The support rep then scans the records
sequentially looking for similarities between the current problem and any past problems
as returned by the different queries. In scanning records a support rep looks to identify
people who previously solved similar problems.

The support database is not designed to enable this type of activity. Each query (symptom,
customer or program) must be completed separately, so finding similarities among the
three primary characteristics is mostly done in the support representative’s head. At MSC
support representatives are assigned to support specific customers. This benefits the
customer because a single support representative can remember more details about the
context of a customer’s installation. A side effect is that, while the database does not
support queries across the three indices, establishing the relationship between an MSC
customer and the support rep who works with that customer is quite simple.

The support identification heuristic consists of attaching the symptoms, customers and
program modules of solved problems to the person who solved them. As a simple rule of
thumb this scanning behavior works fairly well. However, the process can be time
consuming and is only profitable when applied to difficult support problems.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Organizations commonly maintain a list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and MSC is
no exception. Both support and development maintain small FAQs. In development the
FAQ covers problems that occur with the BASIC interpreter and the in-house
development environment (i.e., change history, source code editor, work order and
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timecard systems). In support the FAQ covers common problems that customers report.
In both cases the FAQ is structured topically with diagnostic question and answer pairs.
The example below in Figure 4-4 is from the development FAQ. One important feature to
notice from the figure is in the upper right hand corner. The upper right hand corner of
this document lists the date which the document was modified and the mnemonic of the
person who maintains it. Many artifacts at MSC have mnemonics in this location.

Figure 4-4. Portion of an FAQ from development.

The development FAQ is most often used when training new programmers. Since the inhouse systems have shifted very little over time, the FAQ that covers these systems is still
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relatively accurate. As well, the FAQ is effectively maintained by a manager, Craig, who
takes the maintenance responsibility seriously, even though he doesn’t really have the time
to actively maintain the document. After the initial training period, programmers rarely
use the FAQ. The detailed problems that programmers encounter daily are not covered by
the common (frequently asked) questions in the document.

Support also has an FAQ that they call the “solution index.” This FAQ has developed over
several years to address specific problems that support representatives are asked to solve
for MSC customers. Unlike the development FAQ, there is no single person in support
responsible for maintenance. Instead, the document is maintained in a distributed fashion.
A support rep described the maintenance process of the solution index this way:

… basically find the next available page and you write up a document and then
have the manager… review [it]. Maybe that’s not stated correctly, or maybe you
need to rework this, reword it a little bit, and have some of the more senior level
people that have had also, similar experiences with that, that have a lot of
knowledge… to have it actually placed in that book. — Rick

The distributed maintenance process includes a vetting process which requires the
attention of several people in support. During an interview, a support manager admitted
that the time required for this vetting process was more than he wanted to spend.
Probably because of this and the lack of any clear ownership over the solution index, its
coverage and accuracy has slowly declined. One support rep explained her reluctance to
use the index as “I don't know if someone is validating the solutions.” In an environment
where software configurations shift over time and the wrong solution can actually make a
difficult situation worse, the support representative’s concern is very understandable.
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Experts Directory
MSC, like many organizations, has made some efforts to survey its employees in an
attempt to develop a formalized experts directory. An expert directory is a fairly common
undertaking. The basic idea is to compile a large list of topic areas that are particularly
important to an organization. Then, through survey, testing, self-report, or manager
delegation denote key people in the organization who are particularly knowledgeable in as
many topic areas as possible. MSC has developed three different directories over the last
ten years.

The first directory was developed in 1990. This directory was generated by providing
department managers with an open-ended list of topics specific to MSC technologies.
Each manager then filled in the mnemonics of individuals whom the manager felt knew
something about the topic. One senior support representative, prompted with a copy of
the old directory, recalled how the survey was performed.

Upper management made these decisions. How they made decision, I’m not sure.
I mean upper management and the manager of the department at the time, they
made the decisions on who was going to do what. No one canvassed everybody
and said, “Who would know this?” and “Who would know that?” — Justin

The result of the work was a rather large, somewhat detailed, paper document. Figure 4-5
displays an excerpt that shows what MSC’s experts directory contained. The topics were
presented in rows of categories, classified up to three levels deep. The major column
headings represented up to six different departments. Within each department there were
up to two people listed as having expertise in each topic. The specific strategy, described
in an introduction to the directory, was to first approach the first person listed within your
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own department, then the second person. If that did not resolve the problem, then
pursuing someone outside your own department was up to the discretion of the managers
of the departments involved.

Figure 4-5. Excerpt from MSC’s 1990 experts directory.

When MSC completed the directory it was distributed to all managers. Participants who
were not managers by 1990 had trouble recalling whether or not they actually received
copies, but they were all familiar with the document. That is, they had seen it before, and
many of them were listed as having some kind of expertise. One current manager
recollected that the result of having the directory widely available resulted in extra work,
which he did not appreciate at the time.
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So, I didn’t like it because all of a sudden I started getting calls saying, oh, you’re
the expert on [the collection letter program], so all of a sudden I had
responsibilities that I didn’t have before. … because I happened to learn the
collection letter program really well, because I had problems, so I decided to jump
on it and try to figure out what was going on, now every time someone had a
collection letter problem … they called me on it, you know. — Terry

Terry was a junior support representative at the time and was exceedingly busy doing his
job for MSC, helping customers. The added work generated by being in the experts
directory was not recognized and not rewarded by MSC management. Instead, Terry was
pressured to help more customers. This lack of incentive was just one thing that was
problematic about the directory.

Over time, the experts directory slowly fell into disuse. One problem was that the people
seeking help often did not get the help they wanted or needed. Again, Terry describes the
problem.

I think what ended up happening too, by the way, is people didn’t get the
assistance they expected to get from the experts, so that’s why it fell out of place.
— Terry

This quote by Terry points to two potential problems. First, people looking for help might
not get a welcome reception when bringing a problem, because the supposed expert was
already too busy to help. Second, the quality of the assistance, the expertise, might not be
what was needed. In developing the directory MSC relied on managers’ opinions about
the staff. This could have lead to a number of misconceptions about who, within a specific
department, had actual expertise. When another manager, Ian, was shown the directory
he echoed the comment by Terry that the quality of the expertise represented in the
directory was problematic.
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Well, um. I don’t know who, who did the research to determine who the experts
were in some of these areas. But for instance there’s one person on here who was
listed as an expert in our inventory system, and he swears the only reason he’s on
here is because he had the documentation in his bookcase. He knows nothing
about it. — Ian

These problems seem to have overwhelmed the original experts directory. At the start of
the field study the directory was seven years old, and it had never been updated.

Just prior to the start of the fieldwork, MSC bought two other companies, CRM and
MedPC (see Section 4.4.1). In July of 1997 the president and chief executive officer of
MSC decided that it was time to survey the combined companies and build a new experts
directory. He assigned the task to a trusted vice-president, Daniel, and the human
resources director, Lucas. Daniel was familiar with the prior experts directory and wanted
to develop something similar. Lucas had recently come from another organization where
part of his responsibilities were the administration of formal skill tests. Lucas wanted to
build a searchable database that could be shared among the three organizations. The entire
project, from the development of a set of categories, to surveying of the employees, to the
final distribution of the directory, took about three weeks.

The set of categories covered a range of technologies and organizational processes. Unlike
the prior directory, the categories where not highly specialized. Since MSC had acquired
new subsidiaries and those subsidiaries used newer technologies the categories were
designed to cover a broader range of topics. The categories were organized into a
self-report survey. The survey was given to each employee and they were asked to mark
the letter “E” if they had expertise in the topic or “K” if they were knowledgeable in the
topic. The employees were told that having expertise meant that they “could answer a
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detailed question in the topic” where knowledgeable meant they “could answer a general
question in the topic.” Everyone was told that there were no consequences for leaving
spaces blank. Blanks just meant that no one would contact them about that topic. The
same materials were used by MSC, CRM, and MedPC, but the organization of the
directory was up to the local human resources manager.

Lucas developed a small sample database with a few of the surveys and generated a report
form so that the directory could be printed. Lucas describes the situation in an interview.

Thursday I looked and I was getting way too close to when we wanted an end
product. And so I said, you know what, let me just throw this together on a Word
table, just so they can see it. And they don’t need to know what’s behind it or
what’s gonna go on and I still plan to follow through with that Access database.
When I showed [the CEO], what I foresaw as the end product he said no. [The
CEO is] real visual, he’s very visual, he’s … He’s known for asking for everything
on an 8 1/2 by 11. So if he can capture it here [gesturing with a blank page of
paper], you know he’s, he loves it. That’s how he works. So essentially, in fact let
me pull this, … [The CEO] essentially constructed a relational database on
paper. And that’s what he wanted. So he started talking about legends and
abbreviations and this is kinda what the end result was. And this is an example
of, um, [showing a copy of the sample] this is our accounting department, so this
was completed by our CEO. And what I had to do was go and provide everyone
again with that roster of, ok, here are your employees. And then we had these
legends [showing a sample] — Lucas

The ‘before’ and ‘after’ samples of the directory which Lucas described are shown in
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7, respectively.
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Figure 4-6. Draft 1997 experts directory sample.
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Figure 4-7. Final 1997 experts directory sample.
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Figure 4-6 is the sample that Lucas had shown the CEO, annotated with the CEO’s ideas
about how the experts directory should be presented. The annotations on Figure 4-6 have
a strong similarity to the final result in Figure 4-7. The detail in Figure 4-7 is interesting
because of the high level of encoding. In the format from Figure 4-7 the entire directory is
under ten pages. However, the legends that allow a person to decode the abbreviations in
the directory require seven additional pages.

The format and organization of an experts directory should make it easy to find topics,
and then find people who have expertise in that topic. The format was a serious problem
with both versions of the 1997 experts directory. Neither directory is organized by topic,
making both directories difficult to use when one is in need of expertise.

The way in which the CEO delegated and then retained ownership of the project is both
interesting and a little instructive. It is important to have an understanding of the goals
and end result when building something like an experts directory. If the goals are not clear
then different parts of the organization will approach the work necessary to build a
directory in an inconsistent manner. For example, Daniel, the V.P. who was working on the
directory with Lucas, described a conversation with the president of one of MSC’s
subsidiaries where the goals and end product of the project are unclear.

While I was there I got the chance to talk with Cory, the president of MedPC. I
asked him about the experts catalog. It was his impression that this was just an
assignment, just something to do to satisfy his boss. He didn’t see much use for it
in the current form, it’s pretty useless like this. — Daniel

The goals should minimally define, the knowledge that should be included, the method of
collecting the data, the target audience for the final product, and the method of
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dissemination. As well, when planning to compile an experts directory it is important to
consider how the directory will be maintained. But even with good planning, directories
like the two experts directories that MSC built suffer from numerous problems:

•

Organizationally Costly — Directories are expensive to develop. They consume the
time and energy of every person who will be listed as well as those whose job it is to
construct and maintain the directory.

•

Unclear Goals — Having a directory, a yellow pages, for experts may seem like an
obviously useful thing, but it isn’t. Individuals who participate in the development
need to clearly understand what it is that should be achieved by the effort.

•

Ontological Gaps — An ontology must be constructed to represent what is important
to the organization. By its very nature, the ontology specifies what information is
relevant (in the ontology) and what is irrelevant. The fact that some topics are omitted
and that new areas of knowledge arise result in gaps. These gaps represent knowledge
areas where, effectively, the organization has no expertise. The creation of new
knowledge and the development of new technology will result in the need to actively
maintain any ontology.

•

Inaccurate Survey — How individuals are classified as having expertise is problematic.
The two examples above demonstrate different methods of allowing people to classify
the knowledge of experts. In one case, managers performed the classification, in the
other individuals self classified. Neither of these methods resulted in better vetting of
the expertise attributed to individuals. Self-report data can suffer from two difficult
and divergent problems; a person can list himself as having expertise when he really
does not or an expert may chose to omit herself knowing that being listed will result in
more work. A third approach, not used in these two cases, is to rely on formal testing.
However, these methods are not likely to produce a better directory because they can
not be tailored to specific organizational needs.

•

Expert Meta-Data — Expertise directories often fail to convey the kind of
meta-information about the people who have expertise that allow expertise seekers to
gauge the appropriateness of the person being recommended. In some cases a
directory may convey organizational position, but later sections show that many social
criteria are used in picking an appropriate source for expertise (“Expertise Selection”
on page 135).
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•

Expertise Overly Accessible — Individuals with expertise are highly valuable to an
organization. Often they have large work loads and are not just waiting for others in
the organization to request their expertise. Disseminating the experts directory to a
wide audience makes experts more accessible to others in the organization who may
not be sensitive to an experts’ regular work load.

•

Lack of Incentive Structure — MSC, like many organizations, does not create
incentives for experts to share specific knowledge across the organization. Sharing is a
function of interest in a specific problem, social exchange, social capital and goodwill.

Still, with all of these problems organizations continue to invest time and energy
constructing directories. What is the allure? What is the pay-off? In the case of MSC, it
seems that one clear pay off is the result of the activity itself. The activity of constructing
an experts directory makes people in the organization aware of what topics, knowledge,
the organization currently values and, as well, who in the organization has some of that
knowledge. That is, the act of compiling an experts directory teaches an organization
about itself. In a way, the act of creating a new experts directory is a type of organizational
wide “expertise identification” task.

In 1999 MSC developed a third “expert directory.” However, the recent version was more
lightweight. It focused on departmental managers and their key employees as important
sources of expertise and knowledge with regard to MSC. The subsidiaries, CRM and
MedPC, that did not understand the utility of the previous directory, were fully integrated
into the new directory. Through the activity MSC, CRM, and MedPC have learned more
about who knows what at each location.
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Summary of Historical Artifacts
Expertise identification with historical artifacts is both an active and a passive activity.
MSC staff interact with change histories, work orders and the support database every day
to perform their jobs. Artifacts are useful because they reflect the most current
representations of what people are doing. They are not perfect, but they are the best
available. Through various means, the MSC staff have found and adapted rules of thumb,
heuristics, and localized practices by which they can actively identify candidates as likely
sources of expertise.

Some of the artifacts are not the product or byproduct of work activity. As the information
in these artifacts, like an experts directory or an FAQ, becomes stale and out of date, the
source falls into disuse. Some artifacts, like an experts directory, have huge associated
costs, and maintenance does not appear to be any less costly than the construction of the
original. When these problems overwhelm the utility of the artifacts in the workplace, the
MSC staff turn to others, key people, in the organization to perform identification.

Expertise Concierge
It seems clear that different organizations rely on gatekeepers in differing ways. Allen [3]
describes the technological gatekeeper as a specific role in an organization that assists
technological information flow. The organizations which Allen studied were dealing with
open-ended technology issues that were particularly suited to the inclusion of external
technologies. Thus, Allen’s technological gatekeepers served as primary mediators of flows
of external information into and through the organization.
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Another variant of the generic gatekeeper was found by Ehrlich and Cash [20]. They
called this specialized role the information mediator. In their study of technical support,
Ehrlich and Cash found that the information mediator served to point information seekers
toward focused information artifacts which could help the information seeker.
Additionally, the information mediator played an important diagnostic role. When an
information seeker had insufficient information to allow the mediator to make a good
reference, the mediator suggested to the information seeker the kind of information that
was necessary to move closer to the solution.

Paepcke [59] identified another variant of the gatekeeper which he called the contact
broker. The main feature of the contact broker was their ability to matchmake information
seekers and others who are well suited sources. The important aspect of the contact broker
was the social nature of their gatekeeping. Unfortunately, the data on contact brokers is
somewhat sparse.

The variation or specializations apparent from these gatekeeping roles can be explained by
the adaptive nature of social organizing. Weick’s [83] notion of enactment accounts for the
subtle variations in individual level behavior and how individual level organizing can be
shaped. Forms of enactment are obvious in Cicourel’s [14] observations that
organizational structure shapes and reinforces attributions about expertise and
performance. These two observations explain how a generic gatekeeping role can subtly
mutate and become specialized toward the needs of the information seekers, the
organizational structure, and the nature of the specific work tasks.
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MSC has another variant, the expertise concierge, who was critical to the information
processes at MSC. The name for this role is based on the way in which an informant
described a person who performed this role:

… Craig had the concierge view: “I know what expertise my staff has; route all
the requests through me” … — Daniel

The expertise concierge is a critical identification resource for individuals who are seeking
expertise. The expertise concierge facilitates the exchange of information by referring
people looking for help to those who are most likely to have the necessary expertise. The
expertise concierge maintains a sophisticated map of the individuals at MSC and what
they know. When a person who is looking for expertise asks the concierge about people
who may be able to help, the concierge shares a portion of this expertise map, identifying
possible candidates. Concierges can do this because they have a high level of technical
competence, allowing them to make appropriate judgements about the topics and ranges
of others’ expertise. Concierges both maintain their map and share their map through the
social interaction of making technical referrals.

There were two people in the role of expertise concierge at MSC. The quote above pointed
to Craig, who is a manager in development. The other concierge is Eyal, who became the
‘internal technical consultant’ just prior to the start of the fieldwork. By Eyal’s account, he
had actually been in the position of ‘internal technical consultant’ for the past 5 years, but
the organization had only recently acknowledged his important contributions by creating
this special position. Other participants specifically named Craig and Eyal as individuals
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who they would regularly ask questions. Craig and Eyal were regularly noted as either
having the answer or knowing who has the answer.

In the following quote, one expertise concierge is emphatic about his role. He considers
himself an expert at knowing who knows and who does not know the answers. In the
quote an explicit example is made of a particular piece of code, but the expertise that this
concierge has was not just about the code.

… And what I, I am the expert in, I am the expert in knowing, I'm the one that
knows who has the answers. … Because I worked with these people from day one.
And I know what they know, what they don't, what they worked on, and I can,
and I see a program and I see this line of code and I look at it and I say, come on,
Mary wrote this in 1992. I know that [emphasis in the original]. — Eyal

The quote illuminates another dimension of the expertise concierge. The type of
knowledge, which these people dispense, is also a specific type of expertise. This
concierge specifically considers himself an expert at this. For him, there is a type of
domain expertise which people leverage to solve their problems and a type of social
expertise that he dispenses to help people find those domain experts.

As mentioned, two people at MSC who performed the role of the expertise concierge.
Through observations and interviews, the role of expertise concierge could be compared
to the reports of other gatekeeper roles. The roles of expertise concierge, information
mediator, and technological gatekeeper are distinct, but individuals who fill these roles
share many of the same characteristics. People in these roles are technically sophisticated,
have relatively long tenure with an organization, and have high-status positions in an
organization (c.f., Allen’s characteristics of a technological gatekeeper page 70).
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As well, MSC had three additional people who seemed capable of filling the concierge role,
but who did not for some reason. Allen [3] does not directly address this issue in the
context of gatekeeping. Clearly, there are many people who are not gatekeepers because
they do not have the basic characteristics. But in the cases where people seemingly meet
all of the characteristics why are they or are they not gatekeepers? The three potential
gatekeepers were each avoided for different reasons. In each instance the person did not
fill the concierge role because of at least one characteristic that expertise seekers choose to
avoid.

The Concierge Backup
The V.P. of Development, Daniel, was frequently mentioned as a person who had technical
expertise with MSC systems. Some people mentioned Daniel as a primary source,
someone who they would be willing to see first, but often he was mentioned as a
secondary target, or as an alternative if there were no other place to go.

… if nothing else, I know I can always go to Daniel [and] ask him. … Daniel
knows our system better than anybody else does in our company, and if he doesn’t
remember something he’ll always know who we can go to to ask those
questions… But sometimes I ask him because he’s the only one around, so I just
ask him, rather than asking somebody else. — Rajpal

Daniel meets all of the criteria for filling a gatekeeper type role. Daniel is seen as
technically sophisticated, he has been with the company many years, and as a V.P. he has
status with the organization. A natural question is why he does not fill the concierge role.
Allen points out that gatekeepers are often in the first or second level of management. This
is not a problem at MSC which has a very flat management structure. Daniel, as a V.P. is a
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second level manager. Instead, the issue seems to be one of the potential costs which an
expertise seeker is not willing to bear, given that another concierge exists.

I’d really only go to Daniel for technical questions when Eyal is gone. The
problem is that asking Daniel a question can lead to a lot of tangents, and I don’t
want to spend the time on the tangents. — Brad

It would not be fair to say that Daniel does not fill the role because, as a senior executive at
MSC, he is busier. In many cases people who fill gatekeeper roles are extremely busy and
do not just wait around for people to come for help. Even though Daniel does not fill the
role of concierge, his contribution and his potential to fill the role should not be
overlooked. It is clear that when Eyal is away, Daniel capably takes on the concierge role.

The Faux Concierge16
There were two other people at MSC who had the characteristics of expertise concierge,
but who were not viewed as valuable sources. These two people seemed to fit the mold of
the concierge. Both reported that they answered questions and that they liked to help
people with their problems. These two people were respected in their positions and,
naturally, they were asked and subsequently answered questions from co-workers.
However, these two potential gatekeepers did not fill the expertise concierge role.

Engaging participants directly about why they would mention one person as a good
source and not mention another revealed interesting details. One directed interview shed

16.The point of this section is not to expose sensitive personal characteristics of particular
informants. However, some may consider this section unduly critical of the individuals who did
not fill the concierge role. As an attempt to further obfuscate the identities of the people, I have
specifically broken the continuity of the pseudonyms for this section. At the time of this writing
all of the participants mentioned and quoted were still working at MSC.
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some specific light on the problem. Gil, one potential concierge, was seen as someone who
had a good overview of the product. However, the type of knowledge he had was not
technical enough. Also, Gil was eclipsed by the existence of a nearby concierge who was
seen as much more capable.

Well, Gil has been here long enough that he has an overview, but I’d go to Eyal
first because he’s the wise old oracle with technical expertise. — Albert

The second case is Tina, a manager who had worked in both development and support
during her relatively long career at MSC. Tina has all of the characteristics of a gatekeeper
and she suggests that she is sometimes a concierge. When asking Tina about the defunct
experts directory, she described that the directory was somewhat still in use. The list of
experts was in her head and she willingly shared that list with others.

… I guess I would have, I guess I’m the expert list and I just tell people where to
go who don’t have that list. Does that make sense? — Tina

However, Tina did not fill the expertise concierge role because of specific “personality
defects.” Below a programmer describes the problem in detail. Through this detail it
becomes clear that, again, there is a type of technical expectation which Tina does not
meet. This technical problem and personal interaction style has led the programmer in the
quote to avoid Tina as a potential source.

Tina, she’s filtered through the cracks. Because of her personality defects, nobody
goes to her. … After you’ve worked on some of her code, you’d know, this is the
person, you don’t want to ask her opinion. She solves problems in odd unexpected
ways that make her code stand out and make it very difficult to deal with. —
Albert
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This quote demonstrates how Albert used his experience with an historical artifact (the
code) to come to a conclusion about the way in which Tina thinks. This conclusion guides
Albert in making decisions about who he will choose to pursue for expertise and who can
capably fill the expertise concierge role. Albert also describes a judgement about Tina’s
personality, which also guides his choices. As we will see later, personal characteristics are
part of the many factors which influence the choice of one person over another as a source
of expertise.

The prior sections have detailed various mechanisms that people at MSC use to perform
expertise identification. Just chalking up identification to “experience” belittles the
amount of exposure, both passive and active, that workers have to the work products and
byproducts of other workers in the environment. These traces in the environment expose
people to the expertise that other workers have even by just viewing them. Lastly, when
experience and artifacts fail, there are key people, expertise concierges who assist with
expertise identification by making referrals.

While there may be more identification techniques, the ones detailed here are
characteristic of what was observed at MSC. The following section moves on from
expertise identification to addresses the next phase of expertise location; expertise
selection.

4.4.6 Expertise Selection
Simply identifying people who have expertise is not sufficient to solve one’s problem or
answer one’s question. A person must then go to one or more people to get help. This
leads to the next phase of expertise location, expertise selection.
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Given several different methods of identifying possible sources of expertise, the next
problem is that of selecting one or more appropriate sources. It is unlikely that any single
individual will have complete understanding of a very complex system. Thus, a view of
expertise that results in only one possible expert on any given topic is not very elaborate
nor realistic. Information seekers are often faced with choosing from among several
possible experts, each of whom possibly has the necessary expertise. Additionally, with a
complex problem, seekers will likely query more than one person, collecting important
insight into both the problem and the developing solution with each social interaction.

Some information seeking literature has considered behaviors that have much in common
with expertise selection. While none of the prior work clearly distinguishes the problems
of expertise identification from expertise selection, some characteristics of selection are
evident. Allen’s consideration of the social network is one example (c.f., page 70 has a
brief discussion). Allen points to the reliance of information seekers on their social
network as an attempt to reduce the psychological cost.17 Still other work has specifically
considered physical proximity (distance), as a factor that directly influences the choices
[46].

Social networks and physical proximity are both a part of the selection criteria which
individuals at MSC use. A later section, “The Social Network in Expertise Location” on
page 153, considers the social network at MSC in greater depth. However, the following
sections examine other selection criteria in an attempt to understand why the criteria are

17.The notion of “psychological cost” is a very abstract construct in Allen’s work. It could be one or
more of many possible psychological states (e.g., stress, anxiety, embarrassment, fear, shyness,
etcetera) attributable to the individual information seeker.
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used and how they are applied. The following sections present a wider range of selection
heuristics than have previously been described.

Through interviews and observation, three general expertise selection mechanisms were
found at MSC: organizational criteria, the load on the source, and performance.
Informants were surprisingly detailed and nuanced about these mechanisms (especially
considering their reliance on “experience” in identification). The nuance results in a long
list of behaviors, each of which fit in one of the general categories.

The many variants testify to the social and psychological complexity of expertise selection
in practice. Selection cannot be distilled down into one or two behaviors, as will be seen in
the following description. Instead, expertise selection is achieved through combinations of
many, slightly different, behaviors each adding to an individual’s judgement about the
appropriateness of one or more expertise candidates.

The following sections describe the many selection behaviors observed at MSC. While this
list represents the common behaviors at MSC, it is not likely that this is an exhaustive list
of all possible expertise selection behaviors. Expertise selection is a type of enactment [83]
that shift, change, and adapt over time. Thus, the following set of selection behaviors
should be seen as a starting point for characterizing a larger set of selection behaviors in
organizations other than just MSC.

Organizational Criteria
Organizations have norms about which they structure their members’ activities. In
choosing people to ask in MSC, participants kept to a standard set of rules-of-thumb.
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Senior personnel tended to ignore these more frequently than did junior staff, either
because they had more sophisticated selection criteria or because they were
“grandfathered” into an earlier and less restrictive organizational structure.

Keeping it local
One rule-of-thumb is to keep a problem as close as possible to the place where it
originated. At MSC, as in many hierarchically structured organizations, people prefer to
stay within the organizational lines as long as possible. Programmers attempt to keep
within development, and support representatives attempt to keep within support. One
junior support representative stated this norm explicitly, when asked how she picks a
person to ask for help.

I like to keep it within Support, of course, and um, on the medical side because the
group is busy… — Baht

As well, both support managers reinforce this norm when training new support
representatives. The stated goal is to decrease the overall cost to the organization (MSC)
when providing support to customers.

This rule-of-thumb results in the selection of people who are most likely to understand
and relate to the context of the problem. In many cases these are relative peers or
immediate supervisors.

Cross department
When a problem comes to a person and he cannot solve it, the next step is to cross
departmental boundaries. The following quote shows a two-step process. If the problem is
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primarily one concerning support, this support rep will stay within support. A peer or
manager is completely acceptable. However, if the problem concerns the programming of
the system, he goes to development.

… And if it's related to the project itself I go straight to the project manager [in
my department] first. … [Instead] say it's a programming question that is also
related to the project, but is more a programming issue, I'll ask one of the
programmers that's available. … — Mario

This process was echoed by one of the support managers.

If you're asking me that, then depending upon what in particular, in this case
we're talking about something that looks like it's program related, I would go
generally to the expert in that program. — Ian

Note that the support manager goes directly to the person in the other department whom
he thinks is the expert in the specific area. During the interview Ian was asked why he did
not go to the other manager. He replied that the development manager would probably
not have the immediate knowledge of the program to facilitate a solution and that using
the chain of command would only slow down obtaining a solution.

The last resort
Some organizations have a specific person or organizational unit for handling particularly
difficult problems. At MSC, there is a final place for all technical questions. In an earlier
section the role of the expertise concierge was discussed (“Expertise Concierge” on
page 128). One concierge is also assigned the position of internal technical consultant,
with the expectation that this consultant will get an answer or develop a solution if there is
no available expertise.
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… Because people ask me question every time I have to have an answer. …
Right. See, I have no where to go. I have no where to go. … The code, yeah, that's
it, you see. … — Eyal

Eyal often ends up reading the code to find solutions to problems. The internal consultant
is often the last resort for all technical questions and problems.

Load on the Source
When selecting a person, informants often considered the person’s workload. This load
results from both regular day-to-day work activities and the added burden of serving
requests for expertise. It seems that both the immediate workload and the workload over
time are important criteria in selecting a person to pursue for help.

Selection based on regular workload
Rarely is it the case that an organization allows a person to sit idle waiting to be asked
questions. Organizations hope to get the most out of each employee. It is likely that when
looking for information, an information seeker will find some experts busier than others.
At MSC, one criteria used during selection is the workload that the expert must handle in
the performance of their day-to-day duties. This is the instantaneous workload of the
person being considered. A junior level programmer stated his rationale for careful
preparation and selection this way:

… The people you ask have work to do too. They aren't just sitting around
waiting for you to ask them questions. — Han

Technical support has an institutionalized mechanism to estimate one another’s workload.
The in-house support system maintains a call list (see “Technical Support” on page 85 and
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“The Support Database” on page 113). The call list tracks all recent support requests made
by all customers assigned to a specific support representative. Any support representative
can view any other’s call list by simply entering the mnemonic of the desired
representative.

The length of an individual’s call list is important shared information. A junior support
representative, who frequently relies on the expertise of her senior colleagues, put it this
way:

… And I also, sometimes I look at their list, I go, who's busy today, who has the
most calls. … — Baht

This support representative uses shared information that indicates the general workload of
other support representatives to decide who will be approached first. The lower the
workload the more likely she is to approach them for help.

Programmers do not have a similar system to compare the day-to-day workload of the
individual programmers. The development group has a system that pairs individual
programmers with specific work orders (see “The Work Order System” on page 111), but
this system cannot be easily used to compare the workload of different programmers.
Instead the amount of load on any given programmer is largely gained through
word-of-mouth, closed office doors, and co-workers’ assessment of one another’s
workload.
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Selection based on workload over time
Day-to-day workload is not the only consideration. People also select a potential expert
based on the workload imposed over time. That is, a person wanting help will try to
disperse the questions among the possible experts in an attempt to distribute the effort, so
as not to be seen as a pest, annoyance, or worse. The same junior support representative
not only considers how busy her senior colleagues are on the given day, but how many
times she has approached them for help.

…I don't want to bug them too much. … — Baht

At MSC, assigning senior personnel to train new people for approximately three months
ameliorates this issue. Through the training period the new employees are exposed to the
range of knowledgeable individuals as well as the norms surrounding how to garner
others’ time appropriately.

Performance Characteristics
The way experts share their expertise influence how and why they are picked, or not
picked, by people who want their expertise. Sharing expertise is a type of performance
[27, 58]. Performances in the workplace are similar to performances on a stage. People in
the workplace share the experience of the performance and share their critiques of the
performers. At MSC, performance is often visible, and other employees note the personal
and professional characteristics that are made visible as someone communicates and
interacts with those who ask for help.
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For the MSC participants, different sources have different strengths and weaknesses. A
person will be chosen as a potential source of expertise based on the nature of the problem
and that person’s performance characteristics. Three common performance characteristics
were found to guide selection at MSC, the ability to comprehend the problem, the
suitability of the explanation, and the attitude of the expertise source.

Problem comprehension
Problems that require expert help are often difficult problems. The very nature of the
problem may itself be difficult to describe. In the best situations, an expert will engage in a
dialog with the person seeking help to get a rich, fuller understanding of the nature of the
problem. This does not happen all of the time. There are times when a problem is difficult
to explain to the expert because of cultural differences, language problems, or a lack of
experience in a related but necessary discipline.

The following quote is from a support manager who had worked at MSC for many years.
In the quote he is quite clear that he feels that a certain programmer is “the expert in
Program SUMIO” which relates to processing insurance claims. He describes his difficulty
explaining to the programmer the impact that a problem with Program SUMIO has on a
customer’s business.

Um, Kumar is a good example. Kumar, his first language is not English and he
has communication problems. … I would say he's the expert in Program SUMIO,
in the medical, but sometimes to sit down and explain something to him doesn't
work very well, and from our perspective it's important. … And he doesn't
necessarily always understand the impact to the client and to their business and
running their business. And part of that is the communication skills and so forth.
— Ian
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To work around Kumar’s difficulty in comprehending business-related problems, he goes
to MSC’s internal consultant. The manager explains the business problem to the
consultant who then translates and explains the problem in technical details to the
programmer.

And so sometimes I will go to Eyal and explain in a procedural manner or in a
business manner, here's what it means to the client, here's what they are trying to
accomplish and then he can translate technically to him (laughs) what he needs
Kumar to go into the program and do or fix or, or whatever. — Ian

Communication and language skills are only part of the difficulty that the support
manager has with this expert. It seems that Kumar also does not have an understanding of
the nature of the customer’s business. In this case, Ian cannot use the expertise of Kumar
easily.

Providing a suitable explanation
Some experts are just better at providing explanations of the problem and the solution.
That is, the way in which an expert provides the explanation is another performance
criterion which people use when selecting an expert.

… There's certain people where, um, they, every time, they explain things very
well to me and it just takes one shot and it’s explained; I understand it. But, um,
you know those people sometimes are really busy and it's hard to get a hold of
them. … Those times I go to others where, um, I can go any time but sometimes
… I have trouble understanding the way they explain things to me. — Baht

Like others, she prefers to pick people who provide clear, understandable, explanations.
When a preferred source is overloaded, Baht reluctantly goes to people who do not share
or explain effectively.
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Attitude
Problem comprehension and solution explanation are not the only performance criteria
people use when selecting an expert. People who look for help often mention the attitude
of the expert. In informal discussions people are clearly reluctant to go to an expert who
has a “bad attitude.”

… there are people that you know that know a lot of stuff, but they won't give you
information … it’s just they're that type of person. … — Terry

Often this bad attitude is accompanied by an example where the problem or the person
seeking help from the expert was belittled, treated with contempt, or even made into a
joke.

The fact that a person cannot easily understand the problem, is poor at diagnosis, cannot
explain the solution, or is labeled as having a “bad attitude” does not completely rule them
out as a possible source. The expertise is still desirable, and in some cases it is essential. In
these cases people who need the expertise will still pursue (perhaps reluctantly) the
person with the needed expertise.

It seems clear from the many descriptions and observations at MSC that the selection of
expertise is not a simple problem of picking the single most knowledgeable person.
Indeed, there are times when people avoid the person who may have the most expertise
simply because of the effort required to interact with that expert. If the problem were one
of applying an identification technique, identifying who had the most expertise, and then
garnering that person’s time, then the patterns of interaction over specific topics would be
very predictable. In practice, the solution to the problem of finding expertise is messy and
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contingent on many factors. Given the difficulty of finding expertise, it should not be
surprising that the application of expertise identification and selection do not always result
in finding an appropriate person. The next section describes how participants handled
breakdowns in identification and selection.

4.4.7 Escalation
There are times when a person will make a selection, approach an expert for help, and not
get any help. The identification or selection mechanisms have failed in some way.
Escalation is the way in which people repair failures in identification and selection.
Escalation is a spreading activation of resources (people or departments) that directly
engage difficult problems to gain a solution. At MSC, there is a norm that an individual
who escalates a problem maintains ownership over the problem.

Payment Aging
A simple example of escalation occurred when Mike, a support representative, helped a
customer with “payment aging” (used to handle late and deferred payments). MSC’s
software supports two aging methods, and “nearly all” of MSC’s customers use the same
one. This customer made a request for help because payment aging had apparently ceased
to work. Using diagnostics, Mike determined that the customer was trying to switch from
the standard to the non-standard aging method. Mike could not figure out why aging was
not working, so he checked the change history. He saw that Han had recently worked on
that code and went to Han for help. However, Han had made only minor changes to the
code and was not sure why the customer was having a problem. Han and Mike then went
to ask Eyal for help, but Eyal was on vacation and the problem languished waiting for
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Eyal’s return. When Eyal returned, Han went to him with the problem. Eyal quickly
emphasized that a customer with that configuration should use the standard payment
aging method, closing the problem.

The above example shows two different breakdowns and a simple escalation that
eventually solved the problem. In the first breakdown, Mike used the change history to
identify Han as a likely candidate for the necessary expertise, but the change history was
misleading in this case. This was a breakdown in identification. In the second breakdown,
Han correctly identified Eyal as having the expertise to solve the problem (Eyal being a
concierge). But the selection failed because Han did not know or had forgotten that Eyal
was on vacation and unavailable.

As a generalization of this example, expertise identification can fail in three ways:
over-identification, under-identification, and misidentification. Over-identification
provides a set of candidate sources that is too large. The set includes people who have the
necessary expertise but it also includes a large number of people who do not. Or, it may
include people who are truly experts when this level of expertise is not required.
Over-identification is likely to result in the selection of a person without the proper level
of expertise.

Under-identification provides a set that is too small. With under-identification, all of the
identified candidates have some expertise in the necessary topic, but the set excludes at
least one person who is necessary for the problem to be solved.
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When only one or two people are required, under-identification is the same as
misidentification. A misidentification breakdown identifies a set of people, but none of
these people has the required expertise, at a sufficient level, to solve the problem or
answer the question.

Expertise identification is not the only place where a failure might occur; a breakdown
may also occur in the selection phase. For example a breakdown in the load balancing
strategy may result in selecting someone who is actually too busy to respond. Alternatively,
a breakdown in using performance criteria may result in the selection of a candidate who
just cannot understand the nature of the problem.

Escalation provides a way to either adjust the set of candidates initially identified or to
reselect from among those candidates utilizing information gained in the initial attempt. It
is important to note that just as identification and selection are an analytical separation in
the initial search, this is also true during escalation. The term escalation is used here to
describe an increase in the intensity with which a possible solution is pursued. Escalation
does not always mean that a problem is pushed up or down the organizational hierarchy.
Within MSC, people seeking information may go to less desirable sources (e.g., to people
with less expertise or to ill-maintained documents), sources with a higher psychological
cost (e.g., to objectionable people), or cross departmental or even organizational
boundaries.

In practice, breakdowns and their repairs are fluid. The following example shows how
breakdowns in identification and selection, as well as their repairs, are interwoven and
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fluid. Although this was an unusual event, it highlights critical features of escalation at
MSC.

The Server Crisis
MSC had been having problems with a high-speed dedicated line between their
headquarters and a machine across town that was their gateway for all outside
connections. Late one Friday afternoon, the substitute system administrator (“sysadmin”)
decided to work on the problem, the normal system administrator being on vacation. The
substitute changed a few fields of the network configuration file, ran a test, and saw that
the throughput between the warehouse and headquarters had not changed. Since his
attempted fix had not changed the problem, he reset the configuration back to what it was
when he started. Thinking that everything was working, the substitute sysadmin left for
the weekend.

Monday morning a senior programmer, Karl, was called at home by a customer who asked
why the system was down. The senior programmer logged on and checked the processes
on the network server. He quickly decided that this was a serious problem:

At that point I got on my PC at home and tried to get in. I could see there was a
problem. Well, I telneted and I could see, no processes, that nobody could get in. I
decided that the problem must be critical so I paged Daniel [V.P. of Development].
I had Laurie call or page Andreas and Craig. — Karl

The call to Daniel is an example of tightly-tied identification and selection. Daniel is very
knowledgeable, but in this case Daniel’s organizational status was more important. Karl
called Daniel first, not to get explicit help, but to get recognition that the problem was
critical and would require additional resources.
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At the same time, Karl requested assistance from Craig and Andreas. Karl requested that
they both come to work early. In this step, Karl specifically marshaled expertise resources
that he wanted at his disposal: Craig, an expertise concierge and a manager. Karl was
hoping that by notifying Craig, he could get Craig to come in earlier than normal. In
effect, Karl identified Craig as having important expertise if Karl and Andreas were to fail
in their initial attempt.

Andreas was already at MSC when Karl arrived. Together Karl and Andreas, both
programmers, tried various diagnostic routines. They checked the router link, called their
dedicated line provider for a line diagnostic, and even checked the network card in the
server. Lastly, they restarted the server. Everything checked out, but the server was still not
accessible from the outside. Karl then turned to Craig for help.

As mentioned, the identification of Craig occurred earlier, but his selection had been
deferred. Craig was not consulted immediately because Craig is in a different part of
development (see “Technical Development” on page 81). Instead, Karl selected Andreas
because of Karl’s desire to “keep it local.” This turned out be fruitless; Karl and Andreas
exhausted everything they knew to try. An escalation then occurred where Craig was
explicitly used as a concierge to suggest others who could help. In the escalation, Craig
suggested the substitute sysadmin and an off-site employee who was very knowledgeable
about Unix. In this second escalation, the substitute sysadmin was quickly selected. This
provided the solution:

We got on a phone conference with a guy out in the Edinger building [across
town]. He used the Unix setup program. I was unaware that Unix had a setup
program. Among all the options, one was changed. I don't know what these
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options do, but I noticed that something was missing. The default gateway was
missing. I don't know what it was but it's not workable this way. The guy … had
a screen shot from last Friday and he confirmed that it was missing. I don't know
why he had a screen shot. But putting that [the default address] back fixed the
problem. — Andreas

This example shows escalation as a standard repair technique at MSC. In simpler cases,
like the “Payment Aging” example above, the escalation would likely end with an expertise
concierge, Craig or Eyal. Indeed, in the end, the substitute sysadmin was finally included
at Craig’s recommendation. The example also shows how participants sometimes separate
identification and selection of the necessary expertise: Karl reserved the use of Craig. As
well, the substitute sysadmin was selected in the second escalation, after two potential
candidates were identified.

The problem that MSC had with increasing the speed of the modem network shares many
similarities with the server crisis example above (see “Modem Problem” on page 98). In
both cases, some initial investigation lead to identifications that, in hind-sight, might have
been poor. However, the participants in the situation were working with the knowledge
and artifacts that were most up to date. As well, the participants also engaged a concierge
as an important source when initial identifications and selections had failed. It is
interesting that in both the modem example and the server crisis the same expertise
concierge, Craig, was chosen. Lastly, in both cases key people were identified, but their
expertise was deferred until the time where it was worth bearing the associated costs of
overcoming a norm about selection.
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4.4.8 Summary of Expertise Location
Everyday, people encounter problems which they cannot solve on their own. Indeed, a
solution to the initial problem then has a precursor problem; finding a person who has the
expertise to solve the initial problem. This is the essence of expertise location, helping
people find others who have the necessary expertise at the right time. The fieldwork,
above, presents a framework of expertise location that is grounded in the details of a
qualitative study. The framework has three principle parts:

•

Expertise Identification — The social and cognitive mechanisms by which people
come to know who has expertise in a topic. Some examples include the use of prior
experience, historical artifacts, on-line information, and expertise concierges.

•

Expertise Selection — The social and cognitive factors which guide people in choosing
another person to pursue for expertise. Some of these factors include organizational
criteria, the load on the potential source of expertise, and characteristics about how an
individual handles requests for help.

•

Escalation — The mechanism by which people repair problems in identification and
selection. Effectively, escalation is the iterative application of identification and
selection using knowledge gained in prior attempts at both expertise location and
solving the initial problem.

These components are an analytical separation of a complex process which many people
perform automatically. That a number of participants were self-reflective enough to make a
subtle distinction between these phases is remarkable. Yet, MSC and the difficult problems
which the participants must regularly solve, seemingly, force some of them to consider
how it is they locate expertise.

While the framework presents an important frame for understanding expertise location,
the fieldwork also raised several interesting questions about the nature of expertise. One
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interesting issue raised when interacting with the expertise concierges concerns their
expertise map; the personal, detailed, understanding that they have of other peoples’
knowledge. The next section presents some pointers to work that was performed at MSC
in an attempt to gain a better understanding of these maps, what they look like, how they
could be generated, and how they could be used. However, an important precursor to
understanding the expertise map was the generation of a social network.

4.5 THE SOCIAL NETWORK

IN

EXPERTISE LOCATION

The social network are an important aspect of expertise selection. This section engages the
social network at MSC in greater detail. In a way, the following can be thought of as a
continuation of the discussion of expertise selection that was begun above.18

This section begins by framing social networks and structural analysis in the context of
expertise location through a brief discussion of expertise networks and expertise maps. It
details the construction of a social network for MSC, describes a brief analysis of the
resulting social network, and places the social network in the context of gatekeeping at
MSC. Lastly, this section describes an investigation into the expertise map of the
participants in the MSC field study. The expertise map is investigated through the
development and use of a knowledge management inventory and a set of mutually
expected ratings by the participants.

18.The results described in this section are from fieldwork that took place from September, 1998
through July, 1999. This work extends the depth of the expertise selection findings using social
networks and structural analysis, although the focus of this particular fieldwork was to gain a
better understanding of expertise maps, how they grow and how they are shared.
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This work lays an important foundation for the application of social networks to the
design and implementation of groupware systems. The results presented here are integral
to both the subsequent system construction (see Chapter 5 The Expertise Recommender,
“Selection” on page 198) and the final evaluation of the system (see Chapter 6 Evaluating
the Expertise Recommender). As a foreshadowing, the correlation presented in
Section 4.5.5 “Assessing the Expertise Map” is a critical foundation to the evaluation of the
identification heuristics found during the MSC fieldwork and implemented in the
resulting recommendation system.

4.5.1 Structural Analysis and Expertise Maps
The discussion of the expertise concierge brought up the concept of the expertise map.
The expertise map is a representation, often kept in the head, of the people in the
organization and what those people know. The general case of this map, one that covers an
organization as a whole, is called the expertise network [1]. The term expertise network
shares much in common with what Allen [3] calls the social network. However, the main
distinction being that Allen’s social network included intra and inter organizational
connections, where an expertise network represents the localized expertise necessary to a
particular organizational context. All of these things, expertise map, expertise network,
and Allen’s social network have a basis in what is called structural analysis in the social
sciences.

Structural analysis has a relatively recent heritage in the social sciences [70]. Structural
analysis is based on analyzing the connections among individuals in social groups [8, 85].
The generic term for the individuals and the connections among them is a social network.
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A social network and one common method of analysis shares much in common with
mathematical graph theory [82]. Structural analysis is often interested in common graph
theoretic constructs such as a shortest paths, measures of connectivity, cycles, and cliques.
But, instead of being interested in just the graph theoretic constructs, structural analysis is
interested in how these constructs relate to social phenomena.

As discussed above, prior research in information seeking concludes that the social
network strongly influences the participants information seeking activity (for example, see
[3, 14, 19, 20, 46, 54, 57, 58]). But many of these researchers have not detailed the social
network in a specific setting. The exception to this is Allen who performed several detailed
analyses of the social networks in the settings he studied. Given claims by prior research
on the preeminence of the social network, having a social network representation of the
participants at the MSC field site was deemed important to understanding the role of
social network in expertise location.

4.5.2 Identifying the Social Network
Identifying the social network is a problem that has established techniques in social
science. Instead of detailing the many techniques and their individual trade-offs, this
section will focus on the specific work that was performed at MSC to develop a social
network representation.

The data was collected using Successive Pile Sorts (SPS) [84]. In this technique, the name
of every member who will be represented in the social network is written on a card.
Participants in the study sort the cards using a high level rubric supplied by the researcher.
A participant is free to interpret the high level rubric in his own way. The first sort often
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results in a number of “piles” of cards which are, in turn, sorted using the same rubric.
The level of the sort at which individuals or sub-groups are broken apart is representative
of the connection weight between the individuals or sub-groups. The connection weights
can then be aggregated across all of the participants to create a weighted graph that is
representative of the social network.

At MSC, the social network of interest covered the three groups of the principle field
study, Technical Development, Technical Support and Technical Communications. This
comprised 47 individuals, some of whom were local to headquarters and some who
worked remotely. The participants where challenged to create sorts using the rubric of
“who hangs out together.” This rubric was designed to get at the social structure rather
than the work related organizational structure.

There were 35 participants who performed the SPS task in some manner. However, several
individuals balked at completing the task. Since the data that these individuals provided
was incomplete it was not used in the aggregation. Data from 33 individuals was
aggregated to create an adjacency matrix of edge weights for all of the 47 people in the
sort.
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In preparation for a Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)19 [22, 47] analysis, the adjacency
matrix was converted to a distance matrix. Each cell in the distance matrix, Dij, represents
the vector space distance between each individual I and J. Since the SPS technique that
was used does not distinguish edge direction, the distance matrix D is symmetric around
the diagonal. The MDS was performed and resulted in the diagram below in Figure 4-8.

In Figure 4-8, each letter represents an individual who was represented on a card for the
SPS. The proximity of letters in the figure represents the closeness of individuals and
groups as judged by the participants who performed the SPS. The individuals are
anonymized in a systematic way such that, for the researcher, a letter can be traced back to
a specific individual. This MDS has a great deal of face validity for MSC.

19.The careful reader may be asking, why not use a Jaccard coefficient like that discussed in
Section 3.5.10 Referral Web (1997). In the case of Referral Web, the relationships that are mined
from publicly available data represent supposed relationships among the individuals. This is an
inferred or indirect measurement. A Jaccard coefficient is then used to establish the similarity
between each individual (node in the graph). The Successive Pile Sort (SPS) technique is one
method that attempts to measure the similarity directly through participant activity. In the end,
both techniques require that the researcher pick a threshold value to represent the value of a
unit edge distance (similarity) for the resulting graph. An interesting question for further
research is the relationship between indirect similarity data (like that used in Referral Web) and
direct measures (like the SPS used here).
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Figure 4-8. MDS of the social network for MSC.

The MDS reveals three principle components, and a few people who seemingly bridge the
gap between two of the components. The three clusters do not coincide with the three
groups of the study (development, support, communications). Instead the three principle
clusters represent the support group (principle cluster on the “left” of the figure), and a
subtle division between two groups in development (the spread-out cluster on the “right”
of the figure). The technical writers are fully integrated into the development cluster on
the right of the diagram in Figure 4-8.
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4.5.3 Thinking About the Social Network
The MDS is an important step for understanding the social network and the principle
components (groups of people) that comprise the graph. However, the representation that
is common for an MDS, like Figure 4-8 above, is not the way most people intuitively
picture the social network. The common picture of the social network is that of a
connected graph. The distance matrix, D, described above, can be used to generate a more
intuitive representation of the social network, like Figure 4-9 below.20

Like Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 shows three principle components that correspond to the
support group and a division in the development group. There are other subtle things that
can be observed in Figure 4-9 that are not obvious from the MDS. There is a small
completely connected cluster on the left (nodes A, S, AN, AS, and AW) that form a clique.
This is a group of programmers who all work remotely, but share office space in
Washington state. Another clique is composed of nodes H, AL, AO, and AQ. This is
another set of programmers. During the initial field study, this group did not seem to work
very closely together, but according to the social network study this group “hangs out
together.” Lastly, the group consisting of nodes T, AB, and AV is a group of programmers,
who work at MSC headquarters, but who are not co-located with the other programmers.
If you compare the group A, S, AN, AS, and AW to group T, AB, and AV, it seems that
being on a different floor is more isolating than being in a different state!

20.It is important to note that the MDS diagram and the graphs in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 were
anonymized slightly differently. The difference is a function of the different tools that were used
to perform the MDS and generate the figures. Any correspondence between node labels is
coincidental.
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Figure 4-9. A social network for MSC.

At this level the MDS and the graph structure share commonality. However, diagrams like
Figure 4-9 can be quite misleading. The techniques that generate Figure 4-9 necessarily
rely on a threshold that determines which distances in the distance matrix are “short”
enough to count as a connection. The use of a threshold results in a graph that looks
disconnected, when in reality the graph is highly connected.21

Figure 4-10 is a slightly better representation of the social network at MSC. The edge
connections are represented in five shades of gray. Each shade lighter represents an
additional unit of the threshold in distance between individuals in the graph. Figure 4-10
is more representative of the connections among the people at MSC, because in a group
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like this, of fewer than 50 people, it is indeed likely that they can all know each other. An
individual may just know a few people better than she knows others in the organization.

Figure 4-10. A more realistic social network for MSC.

21.It is important to digress slightly here to describe the graphs in more detail. The length of the
lines is not indicative of the social distance between each node. In both Figure 4-9 and
Figure 4-10 the shade of the line is indicative of similar social distance. The specific shape and
layout of the graph is performed by first assuming that the edge distances that connect the nodes
in the graph are similar to the strength of a spring. The layout algorithm then attempts to reduce
the overall tension in all of the springs (called ‘relaxation’) connecting all of the nodes. In
general, nodes that have many short edge connections (strong springs) are drawn to the center
of a cluster of nodes. After the relaxation algorithm has achieved stability, relaxation is stopped
and the graph is manipulated slightly. Nodes are moved slightly to prevent nodes from
occluding each other and to make cliques and isolate nodes more obvious. Once the layout is
more or less set, the different strength edge connections can be turned on or off as necessary.
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Figure 4-10 also provides interesting insights about the social network that can not be
discerned from Figure 4-8 or Figure 4-9. By looking at the graph in Figure 4-10, the
number and general darkness of the connections between the components shows
something like a reverse capital letter L. This connection structure is indicative of the
relation between those components and the general area of the components’ work. The
“top” component consists of all of the people in support. The component in the
“lower-right” consists of about half the programmers and the technical writers. The
component on the “lower-left” is composed of the remaining programmers. The image of
the reverse L comes from the strength of the number and strength of the connection
between the support and the “lower-right” cluster as well as the number and strength of
connections between both parts of development.

From the standpoint of a pure structural analysis this seems quizzical. Why would support
have stronger ties to a subset of the programmers? But the nature of the work and the
general way in which assignments are given to programmers explain this set of
connections (see “Technical Development” on page 81). While development does not
practice code ownership, managers attempt to assign reasonably similar work to each
programmer. The group of programmers in the “lower-left” of the diagram most often
work with code that interacts with the operating system. This group tends to build and
maintain software that relies on interfaces with the operating system. The group on the
“lower-right” tends to work with the code at the application level. This group tends to
build and maintain the software functionality upon which the customers rely. That the
application programmers (“lower-right” cluster) are a bridge between support (near the
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“top”) and the operating system programmers (“lower-left”) seems a natural explanation
that is not completely obvious from the MDS or graph structure alone.

4.5.4 Gatekeeping and the MSC Social Network
Allen’s [3] work examined the gatekeeping role in relation to social networks. In Allen’s
investigations, individuals who were gatekeepers also had a larger number of connections
when compared to other individuals in the social network. One potential conclusion
would be that one could identify gatekeepers by simply creating a social network graph
and finding the individuals who were capable of spanning groups and had a larger than
normal number of connections.

At MSC the gatekeeping was carried out by people in a specialized role called the expertise
concierge. The field study identified two individuals who were concierges, one individual
who was a backup concierge and two other individuals who were faux concierges. The
challenge then is to inspect the social network graph for MSC (Figure 4-9 is probably the
easiest to use) and identify the nodes that correspond to the people who are most likely to
fill these roles. The answer defies inspection.

The two expertise concierges correspond to nodes M and AD. The node AD almost seems
plausible because it sits in the middle of a cluster and has a large number of connections.
As well, AD spans two clusters with a strong connection to H. But what about M? Relative
to many other nodes, M has few connections, but does seem to span groups. The backup
concierge corresponds to node AJ. This node has few connections, but does seem to span
groups. However, the fact that the M and AJ span groups, but through each other, is not a
convincing argument for their concierge role. Lastly, the faux concierges correspond to
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nodes E and AF. Both E and AF have a relatively large number of edge connections. In the
case of E, the number of connections even places the node somewhat central to a cluster.
The real difference in people who fill the concierge role at MSC, structurally, is that people
who fill the role span groups with stronger edge connections.22

Why the difference between Allen’s results and those at MSC? The central difference is the
way in which the edge connections are operationalized during the data collection for the
social network. Allen considered information seeking behavior as indicative of the social
bond. He specifically considered the act of one individual asking a question of another.
Allen’s operationalization was particularly oriented around question asking. The network
developed for MSC operationalized the edge connections by asking “who hangs out
together.” The MSC network was one of purely social interaction.

The distinction being made here is an important one. As computer scientists attempt to
solve problems by applying techniques from the social sciences it is important to
understand the differences and implications of the techniques that are being invoked.
Some previous work in computer science [23, 42, 43, 69] has sought to leverage social
networks without defining what was meant by the use of the term and without relying on
established techniques.

4.5.5 Assessing the Expertise Map
Based on the development of the social network some members of our research group,
Wayne Lutters, Mark Ackerman, and myself undertook additional fieldwork to
22.Again, it is important to keep in mind that the notions of edge connection, as it is being
discussed here, is a relative thing. This discussion is centered around Figure 4-9, but the social
network is really more strongly connected as in Figure 4-10.
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understand the expertise network at MSC [48]. This work sought to develop lightweight
methods of mapping the expertise network. The rationale was to use approximation
techniques to develop an expertise map of the organization. A key component to the work
was the development of a Knowledge Mapping Instrument (KMI). The KMI is a short
multiple choice inventory of a subjects knowledge specific to MSC’s processes and
products. The questions on the KMI ranged from simple trivia to problems requiring
detailed understanding of MSC’s products. Further description of the KMI, its
development, and the potential role of KMI like instruments are in [48].

The KMI was administered to 26 subjects from MSC. In addition to the KMI, the subjects
were asked to provide a social score evaluation. Specifically, each subject was given a list of
everyone else in the three principle groups (support, development, and communications)
and asked to “guess” the percentage score that the other subjects would receive on the
KMI. Because of the sensitive nature of this type of evaluation, the subjects were provided
the opportunity to “option out” of up to five evaluations. That is, a subject could skip
guessing the scores of up to five other people.

One analysis considered the score each individual received on the KMI to the score that
the other subjects said that individual would receive; a social evaluation score. The level of
agreement between actual scores and the social evaluation of the scores was exceedingly
high (Pearson r = 0.8823). This analysis demonstrated that individuals at MSC have an
uncanny ability to assess the knowledge that other individuals have when given a
relatively specific context, like the KMI. The graph in Figure 4-11 shows a plot of the
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scores. The line in Figure 4-11 represents the correlation line. In general, the group
tended to overestimate the actual scores, but by a very small amount.
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Figure 4-11. Plot of average social evaluation score versus actual KMI score.

The ability of the people at MSC to effectively gauge each others’ knowledge is important.
Recall the definition of expertise used by this work (“A Working Definition” on page 68).
An important aspect to this definition of expertise is its attributional characteristic.
Effectively, if people in a community say that a person has expertise in a topic, then that
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person must have expertise. The analysis demonstrates that there is a strong correlation
between what MSC participants say about a persons’ knowledge and the actual knowledge
that a person has. This provides strong evidence that social attribution of expertise is a
relevant marker of actual expertise.

This correlation also raises a couple of questions. First, if the individuals at MSC really
know the expertise that each other has, why do they work so hard at expertise location?
Second, a purely social approach to expertise would suggest that individuals come to
know that others have expertise through social attribution. However, this result suggests
that it is not just through social attribution, but that an individual actually knows what it
is that another person knows. While the statistic is not misleading, it is still an aggregate of
the individual participants. In the aggregate, individual behavior may be harder to explain,
but let’s consider the data from a different perspective; perhaps one more relevant to
individual participants.

Another method that may get at the issue of how individuals perform is to consider the
accuracy of individuals’ SE scores. That is, how accurate can any one person be at
estimating the expertise of a whole group of other people? This question directly engages
the accuracy of the expertise map within any individual. Indeed, if expertise concierges,
have better expertise maps then they should be more accurate, relative to other people in
the organization.

The root-mean square error (RMS) was calculated for each participants’ SE estimations
and the actual scores of the other participants on the KMI. The RMS errors ranged from
12.35 to 37.98 with a mean of 20.89 and median of 20.59. Figure 4-12, below, presents a
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histogram of the number of participants who scored within 2.0 unit intervals of RMS
error. The figure shows a break around the median, with a small cluster of individuals
above and a larger cluster below the median.
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Figure 4-12. Histogram of participants levels of error in SE estimation

There are nine individuals who perform better than the median. Four of those are
individuals who are either an expertise concierge, backup concierge or faux concierge at
MSC (see “Expertise Concierge” on page 128). Three others include a support manager, a
senior support representative, and a programmer who all have eight or more years of
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service. The last two people, one from support and one from development, had a little
over a year of service at the time of the KMI and SE administration. The expertise
concierges (including the backup concierge as well as the faux concierge) have an RMS
error of 14.87, which is considerably better than both the mean and median of the entire
group. A test to see whether there was any correlation between the number of months of
service and either the score on the KMI or the SE evaluation, revealed no correlation.

The people at MSC work hard at expertise location because it is difficult to be completely
accurate about another’s expertise. While it is the case that they have a good overall
knowledge of what expertise other individuals have, it is still error prone. They work at
expertise location to improve their overall chances of getting someone who has the
necessary expertise; even if the work just confirms what had been previously expected.
The people at MSC may actually know what it is that the others know, but what it is that
someone knows shifts and changes over time. This suggests that attribution of expertise
provides an important starting point for knowing the expertise that others have, but it is
only a start. The expertise gained by one individual requires others keep up with the
change. The work of expertise location is one way to keep up with others’ expertise.

4.6 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented a long discussion beginning with a definition of how expertise
is viewed by this work, moving through a small survey of prior research that share a
similar view of expertise, and into the details of a field study of expertise location. The
field study presents a significant contribution to understanding expertise location in a
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natural setting. The primary contribution is a grounded framework of expertise location
that consists of:

•

Expertise Identification — The way in which people come to know what expertise
others have.

•

Expertise Selection — Factors that guide how people pick others to approach for
expert help.

•

Escalation — A method of repairing breakdowns in expertise location through the
iterative application of identification and selection.

Some additional fieldwork examined the specific role of the social network in expertise
location. The fieldwork examined the expertise map and found that, indeed, individuals
who are in an expertise concierge role tend to have somewhat more accurate expertise
maps of the other individuals in the organization. This serves to reinforce the usefulness of
an attributional approach to expertise in a specific context. That is, given a specific
context, when others say that a person has expertise, the person very likely has expertise.

Ultimately, the long discussion has ended up, effectively where it began, dealing with two
key questions about expertise location. This grounded framework and the many details
that lead to its development, shed light on expertise location and how it is performed in an
organizational setting. As we will see in later chapters, the framework and a deep
understanding of the details of expertise location will be crucial to developing a tool that is
capable of augmenting this naturalistic behavior.

CHAPTER 5
The Expertise Recommender

5.1 INTRODUCTION
What are the characteristics of the ideal experts directory? Given the problems with
experts directories at MSC (see “Experts Directory” on page 118), this is an interesting
question. The fieldwork at MSC provides a rich and detailed view of expertise in a natural
work setting. Through those details, the fieldwork develops a framework of expertise
location, but it does not solve the problems of expertise location. Some characteristics of
the ideal experts directory are evident from the specific problems discussed:

•

Creation & Maintenance Costs— Low cost for initial creation and low maintenance
costs over time.

•

Topic Coverage — In a specific domain the directory covers all of the topics in that
domain that are important to the organization.

•

Availability — The directory is available to individuals who need it. It exposes only the
individuals who have the right expertise at the right time.

•

Source Appropriateness — Social and cognitive abilities are revealed, allowing
individuals seeking expertise to judge the appropriateness of the possible source.
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•

Accuracy — The directory should be accurate. It should reflect the levels of expertise
that people have in a given topic.

In many ways, these ideal characteristics point to the expertise concierge (i.e., gatekeeper,
information mediator, contact broker). But a concierge is not always available; people get
sick, people are sometimes out of the office, and people will eventually leave an
organization. As well, simply identifying people who are concierges, training or culturing
new concierges won’t completely solve the problem. The fieldwork demonstrates that
different experts, concierges included, have different capabilities and not every concierge
is a good match for any person seeking expertise. That is, there are different social and
cognitive characteristics that make some matches between a person seeking expertise and
someone who have expertise better than others.

Another possibility is to develop a tool. An experts directory is just that; a tool. However,
databases and static paper based directories are the very tools that have the problems that
need to be overcome. Indeed the ideal tool will have more in common with an expertise
concierge than with classic paper based directories. Yet, to develop an automated
concierge is an overly ambitious goal, and it is likely that one cannot be constructed.
Instead, a better tool should seek to augment and assist natural expertise locating
behavior. The tool should mesh with the expertise locating environment and become
another, perhaps more integrated tool, in the repertoire of the expertise seeker.

It is with the goal of developing a better tool that this chapter describes the Expertise
Recommender (ER). The immediate goal is to build a collaborative recommendation
system that augments naturalistic expertise locating behavior. As well, given the open
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problems with collaborative recommendation systems (see “Open Problems in
Recommendation Systems” on page 58) the work seeks to address additional social and
technical aspects of recommendation.

This chapter introduces the Expertise Recommender with a conceptual overview of how it
is composed and a simple usage scenario. The usage scenario demonstrates several key
features of the system and a user interface. Subsequent sections describe the software
architecture for ER and a detailed implementation that addresses several important issues
raised during the fieldwork at MSC.

5.2 A CONCEPTUAL VIEW

OF THE

EXPERTISE RECOMMENDER

The Expertise Recommender (ER) is firmly grounded in the findings from the MSC study.
ER is really two things at once. First, ER is an architecture designed to handle a range of
recommendation problems. However, recommendation architectures, while they are good
for conceptualizing a range of possible solutions, are too general to solve specific
recommendation problems. ER addresses this issue by implementing aspects of expertise
location behavior found in the field study of MSC.

Like many recommendation systems, ER is a client-server system. Most of the important
architectural details are in the ER server. Unless otherwise indicated, the components and
interconnections should be assumed to exist in the ER server. For the remainder of this
chapter the architecture will be referred to as ER-Arch and the implementation will be
known simply as ER. Before describing the architecture and the MSC specific
implementation, the section begins with a simple usage scenario that provides an overview
of how the user interacts with the system and one particular ER client.
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5.2.1 A Brief Usage Scenario
This short usage scenario provides a picture of the user interaction with the ER system and
several key features of an ER client. The scenario describes a problem that an MSC support
representative might encounter in the course of his day-to-day work with MSC customers
(see “Technical Support” on page 85 for more details).

Madhu is a junior technical support representative who has worked at MSC for less than
six months. Support reps like Madhu are assigned to handle all incoming calls from a
specific set of MSC customers. However, because of staff turnover, vacations, and
unscheduled absences it is common for relatively new support representatives to be
solving problems for customers with whom they have never had contact.

In covering for a support rep who is on vacation, Madhu receives a call from a customer,
PCI, who states that the system is reporting a file error in a program that handles patient
demographics. As a relatively new support rep, Madhu is fairly knowledgeable about
patient demographics. Patient demographics is the portion of the system that handles
basic information about a patient, like address, phone number, and names of dependents
and spouse. Patient demographics is used daily by every customer to enter and maintain
information about every patient. However, Madhu is not familiar with the specific
customer, PCI, and why that customer's system might be reporting a file error.

Madhu recognizes that he will need some help resolving this problem for PCI. He
launches the ER client, logs into the system, and gets the main window in Figure 5-1. The
main window contains a menu bar and a list of recent prior requests that Madhu made.
Prior requests are live elements (save sets) that can be revisited by double-clicking on the
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appropriate representation in the list. When revisiting a prior request, the user can review
the people who were recommended for the request or quickly escalate the request to gain
additional recommendations. Features of the prior request are displayed in a short form to
help the user remember the details of the request.

Figure 5-1. The Expertise Recommender main window.

Prior requests are kept on the ER server and managed by the server. These requests are
always maintained in the last state in which the user interacted with the request. Requests
are kept alive based on the amount of time since the initial request. A user can individually
set how long prior requests are kept alive through the ER client.

Madhu has not made any prior requests for this specific problem, so he will have to make
a new request. He chooses “New Request” from the “File” menu and the ER client displays
the new request dialog (see Figure 5-2). Through his conversations with the person
reporting the error, Madhu is able to get the specific error code and determines that the
error is being generated in a module of the patient demographics system called M.013.
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Figure 5-2. An expertise request dialog.

Madhu decides that the problem is most closely associated with the “Tech Support” topic
area and picks this topic in the new request dialog. Madhu chooses the “Social Network”
filter because he would like the results filtered based on the people whom he knows best.
In the “Request” text field he enters the specific file error (I/O Error 16), the program
module (program M.013), and the customer (customer PCI). (These terms are natural to a
support rep at MSC.) This request indicates to ER that Madhu is looking for
recommendations of people who have some expertise with all of these terms. Madhu
clicks the “Recommend” button, dismissing the dialog and sending the request to the ER
server.

In the new request dialog, the Topic Area pop-up lists the available expertise identification
heuristics (see “Expertise Identification” on page 103) and the Filter pop-up lists the
available expertise selection heuristics (see “Expertise Selection” on page 135). These lists
are supplied by the ER server when the client establishes a connection. The identification
heuristics bring together specific data from the profile database and rules of thumb that
are indicative of expertise in a person. The selection heuristics implement the ways in
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which a user can make the system tailor recommendations to her specific social or
collaborative situation.

Figure 5-3. An escalated recommendation response.

After a short wait, the server responds to the client with a list of recommendations. When
the ER client receives the recommendations, it displays the recommendation response
dialog. Madhu quickly recognizes that the first few people recommended will not work.
The first recommendations include the support rep who is on vacation and whose calls
Madhu is now covering, and a person from training who is currently off-site working with
another customer. So, Madhu immediately escalates the request to get additional
recommendations (see Figure 5-3).

The response dialog displays the topic area and filter selected, and the text of the request
followed by a scrollable list of the recommended people. Each person is listed in a single
recommendation pane, containing contact information that includes office number, phone
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number, phone extension, and email address. Additionally, the recommendation pane
contains a “Contact” button which is only active when the recommended person is
currently logged into the ER server. The contact button, when active, establishes a
synchronous chat with the recommended person.

The recommendation list is ordered beginning with the ‘best’ match. However, this is not a
strict ordering. Escalation, availability, departmental norms, notions of social closeness all
may result in list items being reordered. Thus, the notion of ‘best’ is not strictly a technical
issue as heuristics, including social characteristics, are taken into consideration during the
creation of a recommendation. As well, request escalation influences the presentation
order. In an escalated recommendation response dialog, newly recommended people are
listed before previously viewed recommendations. The ER client differentiates between
new recommendations and prior recommendations with the use of differently colored
backgrounds which the user can configure.

Madhu’s escalated request returns two additional people, one from development and one
from training. Madhu recognizes that ER has recommended a friend in development as
someone who is likely to have expertise with this problem. Madhu walks over to the
development suite to look for his friend.

This brief overview of a user's interaction with ER demonstrates several key aspects of ER.
A user must specifically make a request of ER.

•

The user can pick the heuristic and the associated data that will be used to generate a
recommendation.
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•

The user can choose the mechanism that tailors the recommendation to her needs.

•

Recommendations remain live so that they can be quickly revisited and escalated
should the initial recommendations prove unfruitful.

Moving from a high-level description, the following sections describe the ER architecture
and the implementation details of an ER system for MSC.

5.3 THE ARCHITECTURE — ER-ARCH
Like many recommendation systems, ER-Arch is server based, and a client is necessary to
access the functionality. ER-Arch can support simple clients, like a Web based interface, or
clients tailored to support specific features of the ER server. Figure 5-4 presents a
client-server overview of the ER system. Regardless of the client, the important
architectural details are in the ER server. Unless otherwise indicated, the components and
the interconnections should be assumed to exist in the server.
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Figure 5-4. A client-server view of ER.

At a high level, ER-Arch is a pipe and filter architecture [73]. This is a traditional
architecture for many information retrieval, information filtering, and collaborative
filtering systems. ER-Arch is a collection of high-level supervisors and databases. The
supervisors provide services and connections that facilitate an implementation. They
coordinate the underlying modules to provide required services, such as identification, to
the system. The databases provide persistent storage for profiles and various sets of
preferences. The supervisors in ER-Arch support profiling, identification, selection, and
interaction management. A detailed overview of ER-Arch is provided in Figure 5-4, below.
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The ER server logically glues together portions of ER-Arch, handles the details of
managing connections, and services requests. The ER server implements a protocol that
clients use to request and receive recommendations. Each incoming request is placed in a
serialized queue. Requests are removed from the queue and processed in a first-in-first-out
manner. The protocol can handle connection oriented or connectionless clients. For
dedicated (connection oriented) clients ER server provides notification of events, such as
when another user logs on or off the system. Connection oriented clients, like the
dedicated ER client, provide more elaborate interaction with the ER server and more
extensive features. Connectionless clients, like a web browser, can provide the basic
features like requesting and receiving recommendations or escalating a prior
recommendation.

The supervisors in ER-Arch support profiling, identification, selection, and interaction
management. The following sections discuss the ER-Arch supervisors, databases, and
interconnections among them in more detail.

5.3.1 Profiling Supervisor
The profiling supervisor is responsible for creating and maintaining profiles. In many
recommendation systems, profiles are a list of items which an individual has rated. These
ratings profiles are used in two common ways. First, profiles are clustered to create groups
of users who have similar likes and dislikes. Additionally, profiles are used to identify
items which a user has not yet rated and are therefore good candidates for
recommendation.
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Figure 5-6. The profiling supervisor.

In ER-Arch profiling is a periodic activity which is designed to be run off-line relative to
the other activities of the server. ER-Arch can be used to maintain profiles of more than
one type of thing and generate profiles from more than a single source. This is facilitated
by a collection of modules supervised by the profiling supervisor. Many prior
recommendation systems only support one method of profiling.

Profiling based on multiple sources allows systems based on ER-Arch to, potentially,
triangulate the resulting profile data. Specifically, multiple sources and multiple clues that
indicate which items (people and artifacts) are important can be brought together to create
a better profile. Hybrid recommendation systems, such as Fab [4, 5] and some versions of
GroupLens [45], have attempted this by using content filtering along with explicit ratings
to create a profile.

The profiling supervisor provides mechanisms to coordinate the individual profiling
modules and provides an abstraction so that each module can access the profile database.
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The profile database stores the results of profiling and also links profiling to the other
supervisors.

5.3.2 Identification Supervisor
Identification picks a set of items or people who are reasonable candidates for a
recommendation. Items are picked by applying one or more heuristics and adding the
identified candidates to a growing list. In the same way that profiling in ER-Arch is
designed to support multiple sources of profile data and multiple items, identification in
ER-Arch is also designed to support multiple identification heuristics. This is markedly
different from many prior recommendation systems that support only one method of
picking candidates. The identification supervisor coordinates the application of each
heuristic and provides each heuristic module with access to the profile database.

Hybrid systems, such as Fab and some versions of GroupLens (mentioned previously), use
both content filtering and explicit ratings when making recommendations. The claim is
that by supporting two techniques, a system can make better recommendations. This dual
approach is similar to that used in ER-Arch. However, ER-Arch goes further, allowing the
designer and implementer to include many identification heuristics. This approach gives
system implementers and users flexibility to choose new and previously existing heuristics
for specific recommendation situations.
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Figure 5-7. The identification supervisor.

Identification is initiated as a direct response to a user request. Through an ER client, a
user can indicate which heuristic she would like to apply and provide parameters that
tailor the heuristic to her current needs or desires. The result of identification is a set of
raw recommendations. Raw recommendations are passed directly to the next stage.

5.3.3 Selection Supervisor
Selection takes a set of candidate recommendations, and then reorders and possibly
removes items from the set to generate a refined recommendation. The selection
supervisor receives the raw recommendations from identification and applies one or more
selection modules (such as organizational criteria). The selection supervisor in ER-Arch is
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designed to support many different methods of selecting and filtering the raw
recommendations.
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Figure 5-8. Selection supervisor and interaction management.

The selection supervisor provides selection modules access to the preference database that
maintains personal and organizationally relevant data (e.g., departmental affiliation) that
can be used as selection criteria. The result of selection is a refined recommendation. The
refined recommendation is passed into the interaction management before becoming a
final recommendation.
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5.3.4 Interaction Management
Interaction management receives the refined recommendations and processes them before
releasing them as a final recommendation. Interaction management in ER-Arch tracks the
users’ interaction with the system and tracks the recommendations. Interaction
management also collects feedback about system performance. The specific components
of interaction management depend upon the specific needs of an organization and a given
implementation.

Interaction management serves to reintegrate and smooth out discontinuities introduced
by separating expertise location into two distinct phases. In the real world,
communication, escalation, issue tracking, problem context, and how individuals manage
their accessibility to others are the setting in which expertise location resides. Interaction
management is the architectural component that provides these components, thereby
serving to tie together and serve as the setting for identification and selection.

5.3.5 The Current Status of ER
ER-Arch is instantiated in an implementation of ER for MSC. ER includes a server and a
dedicated client. Both server and client were coded in Java and consist of more than
20,000 lines of code in 84 classes. The bulk of the code is in the ER server which is
approximately 17,000 lines of code in 65 classes. The dedicated client is only 4,000 lines
of code in 19 classes. The code includes numerous base classes and abstract classes that
simplify the extension of ER with new identification and selection heuristics.
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5.4 THE MSC IMPLEMENTATION
Much of the promise of ER-Arch lay in its flexibility. If, as the fieldwork at MSC describes,
expertise seeking is situated within specific organizational or social contexts, presumably a
system will need some combination of generic and organizationally specific mechanisms
for finding people. This section details the work involved in creating an implementation of
ER suitable for MSC’s use. For MSC, ER implements two identification heuristics as well as
three selection heuristics. Perhaps more importantly, this section also describes the
organizationally specific data processing required to effectively generate expertise
recommendations.

The identification heuristics and profiling modules are strongly related through the profile
database. This presents a small rhetorical problem in that the identification heuristics
specify which features of the data sources are necessary to make recommendations. The
features required by the identification heuristics therefore specify which features the
profiling modules must extract. As such, before describing the detailed implementation of
profiling, identification and selection two MSC specific heuristics must be briefly
described.

5.4.1 Real Data and Heuristics
Based on the fieldwork, two important identification heuristics were chosen for
implementation based on the change history data and the support database. For the
respective work groups, Technical Development and Technical Support, these sources and
heuristics covered the largest portion of their day-to-day work.
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To implement the identification heuristics, real data from MSC’s change history system and
support database were required. MSC provided the most recent eight years of program
change history covering their medical system and a portion of the shared libraries used by
both their medical and dental systems. This corresponds to a total of 7316 individual code
modifications. The data from the support database covers the last four years of customer
support activity. These data include all calls logged and marked as completed. The support
data includes software and hardware issues for all of MSC’s products. More than 200,000
calls were handled during the time period covered by the data.

The “Line 10 Rule”
The heuristic which programmers use on the change history data is commonly known as
the “Line 10 Rule.” Conceptually, this heuristic is very simple: Given a problem with a
program module, check the change history for the module and contact the last person
who modified the module. The rationale is that the person who touched the module last is
most likely to have details regarding the module “freshest” in mind. In practice, however,
this can result in a misidentification, because the last programmer may have made only a
small change. For a deeper description of the Line 10 Rule see “Change History” on
page 105.

Support Heuristic
The heuristic which support reps apply to the support database does not have a specific
name. The support heuristic is based around the use of the support database in a way that
had not been intended by the programmers of the system. When faced with difficult and
unusual problems, a support rep will perform multiple, separate queries over the support
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database using the symptoms, the customer or the program module involved in the
problem. The support rep then scans the records sequentially looking for similarities
between the current problem and any past problems as returned by the different queries.
In scanning records a support rep looks to identify people who previously solved similar
problems. For further details about this heuristic and how Technical Support uses the
support database see “The Support Database” on page 113.

5.4.2 Profiling
The results of profiling stored in the profile database tie profiling to the identification
heuristics necessary to make good recommendations. The identification heuristics specify
which features the profiling modules must extract. The intricate details of implementing
profiling modules for MSC demonstrate how real, messy data sources are transformed into
profile records more amenable to the application of identification heuristics.

Profiling in ER is controlled by the profiling supervisor. Profiling modules are extensions
to a base class that provides methods for interacting with the profiling supervisor and the
profile database. ER supports a profiling module for each data source and corresponding
identification heuristic. Profiling modules are designed to incrementally update each
profile record. Currently, profiling is performed off-line, by running the profile supervisor
and specifying on the command line which profile module should be run.

Profile records are complied and stored into a profile database on a person by person
basis. That is, each record in the profile database corresponds to a single individual and
that record represents all of the features that all profiling modules have collected about
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that person. Generically, each record has slots that contain the features extracted from a
single source.

The change history profiling module crawls through each and every change collecting the
programmer responsible for the change, the module name, the version, and date of the
change. A given code module is more properly thought of as a family of very similar
modules. At MSC this relationship is conveyed through a naming convention. The
programmers rely more on the module naming convention rather than version numbers,
so module names are the prime organizing feature. A naming thesaurus is used to translate
the specific module name to the appropriate canonical module family name.

For each change, the programmer’s profile is found in the database and the slot containing
code changes is searched for previous modifications to the module family. If the
programmer has no prior changes, then a new entry is made. Each entry contains a list of
module names, the date of the most recent change and a counter of the total number of
changes. If the programmer had previously made a change, then the list of module names
is checked to ensure that the list reflects all of the modules modified in the family, the date
of last change is updated, and the total count of changes is incremented.

Using the “Line 10 Rule,” the date of a given change is important to providing a
recommendation. The profiling module examines dates and is careful to modify
programmer profiles only when changes are more recent. Specifically, if the change history
profiling module sees changes that are older than changes it thinks it has already seen,
then it ignores those older changes.
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The profiling module for the tech support area is incremental as well, but because date
information is not as important, it currently does not make an effort to ensure uniqueness.
Instead, the tech support profiling module assumes that it will be fed unique records from
the technical support database. The profiling module considers four fields key: the
support representative, the description of the problem (a small amount of free form text),
the customer, and the module that the customer reports is the problem. These four fields
are used to incrementally build three vector spaces that characterize a specific person’s
activity in the support database.

Creating profiles with a vector space model requires implementing additional functionality
to support profiling and identification. A set of thesauri are needed, one for each of the
vector spaces. These determine which terms are in the vector space, and should therefore
be counted and which terms are not counted. A parser is also required to separate terms,
phrases, and important punctuation in each source record. This same parser is also used
to parse user queries.

There are ways to automate the creation of thesauri that are effective when working with
more formally written artifacts such as books, abstracts and even web pages. Messy data
that has unpredictable terms, non-uniform abbreviations, rampant misspellings, and
terms where punctuation can be both important to a specific meaning or unimportant
depending upon the context is not so amenable to automated techniques.

The support database records are exceedingly messy. The entries have few restrictions and
data entry conventions that are not formalized. Different support representatives have
different preferred misspellings and abbreviations. These misspellings and abbreviations
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create two potential drawbacks that must be solved. First, by using frequency of
occurrence as a mechanism for determining which terms are entered into the thesaurus,
some of the abbreviations would never be entered because they occur too infrequently.
Secondly, with many misspellings and non-uniform abbreviations users may find it
difficult to garner results when using their personal, quirky language.

An ad-hoc approach is used to address problems specific to the data MSC provided. First,
a parser was built that recognized certain punctuation important to how MSC’s systems
work. Additionally, the parser recognizes certain phrases which are relevant to the way
customers and support representatives express problems. The parser removes common
stop words, but does not perform any stemming. The parser was used to parse the
symptoms, customers, and program module fields of all support records to generate a list
of all possible ‘terms’ that exist in the data. For each field, the terms were sorted, reviewed,
and cleaned to create a thesaurus.23

The tech support profiling module constructs a profile in two phases. In the first stage
each support database record is examined and the support rep assigned to the problem is
identified. The symptom, customer, and program module fields are parsed, and terms are
validated against the appropriate thesaurus. The support rep’s profile is updated by
incrementing the term counts in the appropriate vector space, generating a tally of the
total number of times terms are used by the given support rep. Additionally, a master term
vector is incremented representing the total number of times a term is used over the entire
support record database.
23.As an example, initially the symptoms thesaurus was over 12,000 terms. After cleaning, this was
reduced to a little over 2,500 terms.
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In the second phase, the profiling module sequentially visits each profile record looking
for individuals who have support based profile entries. The three tally vectors are then
copied and normalized using the master tally vectors. Properly, the profile for a given
person actually consists of six vectors. Each of the three vector spaces is maintained as
both a total tally of terms used by the person as well as a 0.0 to 1.0 normalized
representation.

The profiling supervisor finishes profiling, for all profiling techniques, by automatically
rebuilding all indices that are associated with the profile database. The MSC
implementation requires three indices: one that indexes individuals by name, one that
indexes program modules by module family name, and one that indexes the vector space
profiles based on the percentage of term space coverage.24 These indices are specifically
designed to support identification and their use will be covered in the following section.

5.4.3 Identification
The details of implementing the change history and tech support heuristics provide a clear
example of how identification heuristics can be moved into ER. As well, they demonstrate
how different modules can handle escalation in different ways.

The identification supervisor manages modules that have been built to perform
identification. An identification module base class provides basic functionality for working

24.This indexing strategy was designed to facilitate a smooth escalation strategy. Thus, using the
percentage of term space covered by a person’s profile is based on a very specific rationale.
Coverage of the term space is a marker that the person has more breadth in handling problems
with the system. Simple inspection of the records for current support representatives showed a
strong correlation between term space coverage and number of years in the support group. The
percentages could then be broken into cohorts that could be considered at different levels of
escalation.
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with the profile database, interaction with recommendation requests, and
recommendation lists. Recommendation requests encapsulate the user request, the system
state of the request, and the recommendations that were made in an attempt to satisfy the
request. Recommendation requests and recommendation lists are important to the way ER
handles user requests. Both will be described in detail before going into further aspects of
identification.

Recommendation requests are objects that maintain the representation of a user request
and the recommendations that satisfy the request. A recommendation request includes
fields containing the person making the request, the type of identification and selection
chosen by the user, the text of the request, the date the request was made, the date the
request expires, the current escalation level, a unique request ID that is assigned by the
server, and three fields that contain recommendation lists. The three recommendation lists
contain the set of current unfiltered recommendations, the set of current filtered
recommendations, and a list of all prior recommendations.

Recommendation lists are a special type of linked lists that support identification.
Recommendation lists are ordered lists that manage sets of related recommendation items.
Recommendation items are a representation of an individual and a numeric rating that an
identification heuristic assigns. A heuristic assigns a rating based on the data available in
the individuals’ profile record that suggests that the person has expertise appropriate to
the user request. A recommendation item also stores the escalation level at which the
individual was identified.
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A recommendation item is loosely related to an identification heuristic. The
recommendation item base class provides fields for the person represented by the
recommendation item, a numeric value rating, the escalation level where the item was
added to the list, and a status flag that is used when filtering. By extending the
recommendation item base class ER can support different ordering and comparison rules
required by differing identification heuristics. Both identification heuristics, change
history and tech support, extend the base recommendation item.

A recommendation request object contains all of the information necessary to specify how
a request will be handled by the server. When the ER server receives a recommendation
request, it examines the request ID and escalation level to see whether this is a new request
or an escalated request. If it is a new request, it assigns a unique request ID that is used to
track the request in the system. The server then passes the request to the identification
supervisor.

Once the identification supervisor is given a request, it looks at the field specifying the
identification heuristic. The supervisor then performs a look-up to see whether it manages
a matching heuristic. If there is a matching heuristic, the supervisor passes the
recommendation request and invokes the identification module. It is the responsibility of
the invoked identification module to appropriately manipulate the recommendation lists.
Each identification module is free to determine how escalation is managed and exactly
what additional action is taken on an escalation.

The identification supervisor and a identification module base class provide methods and
utilities that support identification. The identification supervisor base class was extended
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to store a reference to the profile database and the parser. The parser, described above, is
used to parse the user’s request to determine terms that are most likely customers,
program module names, or symptom descriptions.

In the case of the change history, the action of the identification module is fairly
straightforward. The module parses the request text to identify all of the program modules
that are mentioned in the request. For each program module, a query is made of the
profile database, returning a list of individuals who have modified the module. If the
request contains multiple program modules then the resulting lists are intersected to find
people who touched all of the modules mentioned. For each person identified, a
recommendation list item is created that includes the most recent modification date and
the total number of modifications. The item is then inserted in an unfiltered
recommendation list ordered from most recent touch to least recent touch.

Tech support identification is similar to change history identification. The request text is
parsed and three query vectors are created, one for symptoms, one for customers and one
for program modules. The profile database is then queried using the vector space index.
This index groups profiles based on the percentage of terms covered by a person’s vector
space profile. Escalation level is used to determine the percentage term space that must be
covered before a person will be considered. As the escalation level rises, the term space
that must be covered before being considered drops.

For each person returned, similarity of that person’s profile is gauged relative to the three
query vectors determined by parsing the request text. The cosine angle of incidence is
calculated for each query vector and the appropriate normalized vector in the profile. A
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recommendation item is created and each angle of incidence is added to the
recommendation item. A 0.0 to 1.0 weighted sum of the angles is calculated to create the
overall ranking for the match such that a sum of 1.0 is considered a closer match of the
request.25 The weighted sum is also stored in the recommendation item. The
recommendation item is inserted into the unfiltered recommendation list. The
recommendation list maintains the order from highest weighted sum to lowest weighted
sum.

5.4.4 Selection
After an identification module has completed, the unfiltered recommendation list is
passed to the selection supervisor. The operation of the selection supervisor is similar to
that of the identification supervisor. Selection modules transform an unfiltered
recommendation list to a final recommendation list by visiting each recommendation item
in the unfiltered list, and then validating or modifying the recommendation. If the item
will be part of the final recommendation, it is inserted into the final list. The designer of a
selection heuristic decides how the escalation level modifies or changes each selection
heuristic.

The selection supervisor and a selection module base class provide services which simplify
the construction of new selection heuristics. The selection supervisor maintains references
to the database containing user preferences and organizationally relevant data. The
25.Vector space models are common to the field of information retrieval (IR). The classic IR
approach would suggest that there is no advantage in maintaining three separate term spaces.
However, the three spaces (symptoms, programs, customers) are not equal. As a later evaluation
demonstrated, several support representatives felt that experience with a specific customer
should be weighted most significantly, followed by symptoms, and that programs, while
possibly relevant, should be weighted lightly. The separate vector space approach can capably
support any weighting of the three spaces.
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selection base class provides methods for accessing records from the user preference and
organization database as well as methods for promoting, demoting, or removing items
from a recommendation list. The selection base class also includes methods for removing
people who were recommended at an earlier level of escalation and people who are no
longer employed.

Before describing the details of each selection module, it is important to have a cursory
understanding of the data maintained in the user preferences and organizational database.
The database maintains two logical chunks of information about individuals. It maintains
how an individual is related to the organization and the user’s preferences with regard to
the use of ER.

The organizationally relevant data includes both current and former employees. Basic
contact information such as phone number, office location, and email is stored. As well,
the organizational data includes current departmental affiliation, position (e.g., Customer
Support, Junior Support Representative) and a flag that states whether or not the
employee is still employed. The organizationally relevant data is used both during
selection and during interaction management.

The user preferences include both implicit and explicit data on a person-by-person basis.
The preferences can be used to tailor the system behavior to a specific users likes and
dislikes. Preference data can include specific ratings about other people (potential
recommendations), should a user choose to make them. Implicit preference data includes
frequency counts of contacts made through ER’s lightweight chat system. A user can also
set preferences about her own level of availability and how quickly her availability will
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reach a more approachable level. These preferences can be used by a selection filter to
tailor the recommendation to the user who made the request, lowering people who are
less available and raising people who are more favored.

The MSC implementation includes three selection heuristics. The first heuristic is a simple
“No Filter” capability.26 This heuristic removes individuals who no longer work for MSC.
As each recommendation is visited, there is a lookup in the user preference and
organizational database. If the person’s record indicates that she is still working for MSC,
she is added to the final recommendation list. The escalation level does not modify this
filter.

The second heuristic, “Departmental,” selects based on the organizational distance
between the department of the person making the request and the department of each
person recommended. The filter module maintains a small graph structure that represents
the “distance” between each of the work groups at MSC. This graph includes groups that
were not part of the original field study because people from other work groups are in the
data from which recommendations are made. The resulting graph is not an organizational
chart in the traditional sense, but an organizational chart and a work group graph share
some similarities.

The Departmental heuristic relies on the current escalation level and the work group
graph to determine who will be added to the final recommendation list. For each person

26.Yes, the name is somewhat a misnomer. However, from a user’s perspective, the system should
never return people who no longer work at an organization, except in very rare circumstances.
This selection heuristic returns everyone who was identified (and still works there), so the user
capably understands this as “no filter” behavior.
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in the unfiltered recommendation list, a query of the organizational information is made
and their work group is found. The distance between the work group of the person
making the request and the potential recommended person is calculated. If the distance is
less than a threshold determined by the current escalation level then the recommendation
is added to the final recommendation list.

The third selection heuristic, “Social Network,” selects recommendations based on an
aggregate social network of the MSC workplace. A social network is a graph structure
where the nodes represent individuals at the workplace and the edges represent some
relation that links two individuals. Social networks are commonly assumed to inform and
guide an individuals information seeking behavior. The fieldwork at MSC included
extended interviews where the participants performed Successive Pile Sorts (SPS) that
resulted in the development of a social network for MSC (“The Social Network in
Expertise Location” on page 153).

The social network heuristic is similar to the prior two heuristics in that each node in the
unfiltered list is examined. The distance between the person making the request and the
potential recommended person is calculated using the social network graph and if the
distance is less than a threshold determined by the current escalation level, then the
recommended person is added to the final recommendation list.

Note that while these selection mechanisms use organizationally specific data for MSC, the
heuristics themselves generalize to other organizations.
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5.4.5 Interaction Management
The interaction management modules in the MSC implementation exemplify how the
specific details necessary to create a working system may lead to the creation of more
general, reusable components. While these components were required by MSC in order
for ER to be successful in their setting, all of the components are reusable within other
organizations.

For example, through the fieldwork at MSC participants were observed making specific
choices with regard to how they controlled their accessibility by others and predilection to
specific communicative media. Eyal (see “Expertise Concierge” on page 128) had a unique
technique for indicating how interruptible he was depending upon the importance of the
problem that required his attention. He posted a sign on his already closed door. For him,
the system needed a similar mechanism.

The features of interaction management are implemented in a number of separate
components. Interaction management currently consists of three components, the
escalation tracker, a communication tracker, and expert face management. This section
will briefly cover each of these three components.

The escalation tracker manages the expiration of recommendation requests on the server
side. This includes maintaining a database of all active requests for each ER user. When a
client connects, the escalation tracking component looks up the user in the request
database and sends the active requests. As requests expire, escalation tracking marks the
item, removes it from the database, and notifies the appropriate client. Lastly, the
escalation tracker updates the user profile and preference data.
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The communications tracker is responsible for routing the chat messages between users.
The tracker receives all incoming messages, validates that the recipient is still connected,
and then sends the message out. The tracker modifies the user preference data on each
communications attempt. This implicit preference data contains a list of all of the other
users with whom contact was attempted and the total number of communication
attempts. The communications tracker also provides a simple mechanism for a user to
state explicit preference for any of the other users known by the system.

Expert face management allows a user to have some control over her availability to other
users through the system. Face management allows a user to state her availability on a four
step scale from “available” to “do not disturb.” The default, unless otherwise set, is
available. Face management does not require a user to attend to her level of availability. It
includes a decay system that allows a user to specify how quickly her current level of
activity will move toward being available. Face management maintains a thread that
periodically checks decay rates and modifies availability settings.

In summary, the specific modules that comprise profiling, identification, selection, and
interaction management vary in their level of specificity to the organizational setting. The
heuristics and algorithms used for identification and profiling are very organizationally
specific. While these identification heuristics might be used in another organization, the
implementation is for MSC and the specifics of their identification mechanisms are
particular to that setting. The modules that make up selection appear organizationally
specific because they are tailored to the social and departmental character of an
organization. Yet, these modules have some flexibility and can be adapted to other
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organizations given the appropriate data. Lastly, the modules in interaction management
are perhaps the least organizationally specific. The modules in interaction management
have a face validity that stems from a basic understanding of the requirements of expertise
location. As the MSC implementation shows, ER-Arch handles this combination of
organizationally specific and generic mechanisms for expertise recommendation.

5.5 THE EXPERTISE RECOMMENDER CONTEXT
The Expertise Recommender, through ER-Arch and the implementation, demonstrates
several key features. First, ER-Arch is a general architecture that can be tailored to many
different recommendation situations. ER-Arch is capable of supporting more traditional
recommendation situations by incorporating appropriate profiling and identification
modules. It is also highly suited for expertise recommendation.

The implementation of ER for MSC relies on profiling techniques that are not common to
other recommendation systems. ER generates profiles of people based on work products
and work byproducts. This recommendation approach trades the problems of critical
mass and sparse ratings for problems with dirty and inconsistent organizationally specific
data sources.

ER-Arch and the MSC implementation of ER begin to tease apart technical concerns
involved with making recommendations from the social and collaborative concerns. This
separation allows ER to support multiple collaborative models and provide more adaptive
recommendations. The ER client exposes this flexibility by allowing ER users to pick
recommendation strategies appropriate for their task.
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Recommendation systems, such as ER, provide another approach to supporting natural
expertise locating behavior. In situations where a senior employee, guru, information
mediator, or expertise concierge is not available, a system like ER can suggest alternatives
where previously no help would have been available. By relying on organizationally
relevant sources of information and heuristics that are naturally used, systems like ER can
assist in finding people who have expertise and who may not otherwise be identified.

5.6 SUMMARY
The Expertise Recommender (ER) is a new recommendation system that helps users locate
individuals who have the expertise to help solve difficult day-to-day problems. On the
surface, the recommendation approach taken by ER is similar to what an expertise
concierge does when she makes a referral. However, any software tool, like ER, can never
replace the an able gatekeeper. Instead, a apt comparison can be made between ER and the
experts directories that many organizations compile and maintain. Expertise
recommendation systems compare favorably to classic experts directories:

•

Creation & Maintenance Costs — After initial system development costs, maintenance
is an automatic system function. The profiling mechanisms of ER are designed to
incorporate new data as frequently as desired. A validation that ER lowers costs,
however, would require a detailed accounting of the costs of developing an experts
directory against the costs of adapting ER to a new setting.

•

Topic Coverage — Topics are derived from work activity and work products. New
topics are included as users introduce those topics during the course of day-to-day
work. Profiling and identification modules attend to work products and work
byproducts. As new topics are introduced into the everyday work, the topics are added
to the system. Topic coverage, however, will be difficult to judge without some kind of
field trial.
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•

Availability — Experts can use features of the system to modulate and control others
access. Interaction management can be used by both those who provide expertise and
those seeking expertise to dynamically adapt recommendation results to different
work situations. Validating claims about availability would require a field trial.

•

Source Appropriateness — In ER, selection and escalation help users pick appropriate
sources by applying socially relevant collaboration models. How well this is achieved
by ER is hard to see without some form of evaluation.

•

Accuracy — The accuracy of a system like ER and directories are difficult to judge. The
following chapter, Chapter 6 Evaluating the Expertise Recommender attempts to
gauge the accuracy of the MSC implementation of ER.

On the surface the Expertise Recommender addresses several problems in expertise
location. ER has a great deal of face validity and seems to be a promising tool. However,
ER also addresses several open research problems identified in Chapter 3 on Collaborative
Recommendation Systems.

•

Sparse Data & Profile Bootstrapping — The profiling techniques employed by ER and
ER-Arch have not solved the problems with sparse data or bootstrapping. Instead, the
techniques in ER have engaged a type of data mining and data reuse in an attempt to
build fuller profiles. This approach trades the problems with sparse data for problems
with the messiness of real world data.

•

Artifact Specificity — Prior systems are designed to recommend one type of thing
(e.g., web pages, music compact discs, movies, books, etcetera). ER, like prior
systems, recommends a single thing. ER just happens to recommend people and their
expertise. ER and ER-Arch can not make a strong claim about decreasing artifact
specificity.

•

Single Collaborative Model — ER-Arch is not bound to a single model of
collaboration. The MSC implementation included two different models, one based
around social networks and another based on organizational criteria.

•

Architecture Specificity — ER-Arch is not tailored to a specific recommendation
situation. As a demonstration, the ER implementation for MSC handled two different
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recommendation situations (Development and Support), with two different
recommendation strategies (identification heuristics).

ER does not solve every problem with recommendation systems. ER capably applies new
techniques to address some known difficulties with classic recommendation systems. ER
demonstrates how new techniques and new points of view can be applied to create new
and interesting recommendation systems.
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CHAPTER 6
Evaluating the Expertise
Recommender

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The Expertise Recommender (ER) is a system for recommending individuals who are
likely to have expertise in a specific problem area. A user garners a recommendation from
ER by picking a topic area, selecting a filter, and entering a few words or key terms about
the problem. ER responds with a list of individuals who are likely to have some knowledge
about the problem. Chapter 5, The Expertise Recommender, details the implementation
and a scenario that describes how a user interacts with the system.

ER is firmly grounded in the findings from the MSC field study. ER is really two things at
once. First, ER is an architecture, ER-Arch, that is designed to handle a range of
recommendation problems. Recommendation architectures, while they are good for
conceptualizing a range of possible solutions, do not solve specific recommendation
problems. ER addresses this issue by implementing aspects of expertise location
appropriate to MSC.
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This split presents two sets of possible claims. There are claims about the architecture
ER-Arch and claims about the resulting implementation for MSC. The major focus of this
evaluation, however, is on the second set of claims. The opening sections of this chapter
briefly describe the approach necessary to evaluate both sets of claims. Later sections
address two specific evaluations about the MSC implementation of the ER.

6.1.1 Evaluating Architectural Claims
The work in ER-Arch makes several claims about the architecture. These claims are argued
in Chapter 5. Principally, the architectural claims concern flexibility and extensibility of
systems based on ER-Arch. The claims are that the architecture can capably support
different identification heuristics and different collaborative models by incorporating new
selection heuristics.

A strong validation of these claims about the architecture, ER-Arch, would require
multiple interventions with several organizations. In these interventions, new
identification and selection heuristics would need to be found and built into the system as
a demonstration of the flexibility and extensibility of the architecture.

Instead of an attempt to strongly validate the architectural claims, the approach has been
to demonstrate, through the MSC specific implementation, that the architecture can
minimally accommodate two identification heuristics and a small number of selection
heuristics. The claims about ER-Arch and how those claims are satisfied are described in
“Summary” on page 205. The following evaluations are not designed to strongly validate
the architectural claims.
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6.1.2 System Utility Evaluations
The MSC specific implementation provides another potential set of claims. Section
“Summary” on page 205 of Chapter 5, details claims about the creation and maintenance
costs, topic coverage, availability, appropriateness, and accuracy of the recommendations.
The claims about costs, topic coverage, and availability require a longer term field
evaluation. During a field evaluation, the MSC specific implementation of ER would be
introduced to the organization, the adoption and use of ER would be observed over a
significant period of time. But the effort to substantiate these claims is meaningless if the
recommendations that ER generates are not useful to the participants.

ER generates recommendations in two distinct phases. In the first phase, identification, ER
relies on heuristics to generate a list of individuals who are possible recommendations. In
the second stage, selection, ER relies on a selection heuristic to tailor recommendations to
the individual who made the request. This two stage approach to recommendation is a
problem for any evaluation. It is not enough to simply evaluate the final recommendations
that are returned from the system, because it would be difficult to ascertain whether good
or bad performance was a function of the first or second phase of the recommendation
process.

The following evaluations, then, have the goal of substantiating system utility [31, 55]. In
the context of the MSC field site, the utility evaluation seeks to answer the general
question, “Are the recommendations generated by ER of any use?” This leads to two
specific questions that relate to the claims about the accuracy and appropriateness of the
recommendations, respectively.
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1. How do the people identified by ER’s identification heuristics compare to the social
expectations of expertise? That is, do the identification heuristics, as implemented
in ER, identify individuals who others expect to have expertise?
2. How well do the selection heuristics match people? That is, do the selection
heuristics appropriately27 match people who are looking for expertise with those
who are identified as having expertise?

These evaluations attempt to assess both phases, identification and selection, of the
recommendation process. The first question is focused on the utility of the identification
heuristics as implemented in ER. The second question is focused on the selection
heuristics. It is with the goal of evaluating claims about accuracy and appropriateness of
the recommendations that this work turns to a detailed description of two evaluations.

6.2 EVALUATION: IDENTIFICATION
This specific implementation of ER is designed to support MSC, the site of the original
field study. ER implements identification heuristics similar to those which MSC employees
use on a day-to-day basis. MSC employees have detailed knowledge and expectations
about each other, including who else is likely to have some expertise in a given problem
area. This evaluation seeks to answer the question:

Do the identification heuristics, as implemented in ER, identify individuals
who others expect to have expertise?

This evaluation compares the subjects expectations about who has expertise with the
results generated by the identification heuristics in ER.
27.This term is used here to mean “suitable for a particular person, condition, or occasion.” That is,
an “appropriate” recommendation can be evaluated by a specific person as suitable for some
condition or occasion. The evaluation that attempts to answer this question uses a structured,
qualitative interview. The term carries a level of fluidity that is important when asking people to
make judgements about situations and the resulting recommendations.
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On the surface this evaluation may seem to be problematic. The problem present in this
evaluation is one of expectations. Why should people’s expectations about who has
expertise have any bearing on who actually has expertise? The original fieldwork defined
expertise with an attributional characteristic. In “Assessing the Expertise Map” on
page 164, the strong correlation between the social evaluation and subjects’ performance
on the KMI, demonstrate that the expectation of individuals about each other’s expertise is
relatively accurate. That is, the evaluation question as asked is answerable within some
reasonable context.

6.2.1 Experimental Design
The basic design is to compare how the identification heuristics perform in the context of
the workgroups from which the heuristics were derived. The design is a two-by-two as
shown in Figure 6-1. Scenarios provided a contextualized problem statement for which
the subjects were given a set of possible recommendation candidates. The subjects were
asked to rank-order the list of possible candidates. The design of the ranking instrument
supports a comparison between the recommendations generated by the individual
heuristics and how well the subjects agree with those recommendations.
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Figure 6-1. Identification heuristic accuracy 2 x 2 design.

6.2.2 Instrument
The ranking instrument consists of some instructions on how to complete the ranking task
and a set of questions. Each question is composed of a brief scenario (to provide context
for a recommendation request), the topic area appropriate for the request, the request text,
a list of possible recommendations, and a numbered list of seven blank spaces. For each
question the subject transforms the list of possible recommendations into a rank-ordered
list. The instructions ask the subjects to order the list from “most likely to know” to “least
likely to know” as best they can. The instrument contains a total of 12 questions, six
questions appropriate to each of the two implemented identification heuristics. A sample
of the instrument is provided in Appendix A.
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The use of scenarios to prompt participants in an evaluation is not entirely uncommon.
But by far, the use of scenarios is to project future use of a design rather than the
evaluation of a current design. Examples of design by scenario include [11, 12, 30, 86]. In
the context of Participatory Design (PD) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) design, implementation, and evaluation are just portions of an ongoing design
cycle. The design cycle can be considered another instance of the socio-technical design
cycle engaged in this dissertation (“Socio-Technical Design Cycle” on page 17). The use of
scenarios to drive these evaluations is reasonable in this context.28 However, a
methodology for developing or choosing scenarios as relevant to an evaluation is not
prevalent in the prior literature.

The scenarios were chosen to balance several criteria. The scenarios were chosen to be
representative of the type of work problems that occur with reasonable frequency. This
differs depending on whether the problem is relevant to the support group or the
programmers. The scenarios were then used to generate a characteristic expertise request
that could be used with ER. A scenario and the resulting request were chosen such that
any individual request identifies a minimum of three people and identifies no more than
30 people from the pool of participants in the social network study (see “Identifying the
Social Network” on page 155).

28.Scenarios allow the participant to focus on the results of the recommendation, rather than the
problem of generating their own scenarios. As we found during the work the created the
Knowledge Management Inventory (KMI) (see [48] and “Assessing the Expertise Map” on
page 164), participants often have trouble developing good problem scenarios when they are
not in their personal work space.
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For each request the top three ranked individuals as recommended by ER were designated
“targets” for the scenario. The entire list of individuals recommended by ER and the
population at MSC was then intersected to find a small set of individuals who ER would
never recommend for the scenario. Three people were chosen from this set as “distracters.”
The distracters were carefully chosen to avoid a bias either for or against the system
generated targets.29

The three targets and three distracters where composed into a list and randomized. A
blank space was added to the bottom of the target/distracter list, allowing a subject to
include one extra individual if he felt that a particularly knowledgeable person was left out
of the list. The target/distracter list thus contained seven items, three targets, three
distracters, and one blank space.

The blank space, and the ability for subjects to add someone who was particularly
knowledgeable, was an attempt to provide a check against a complete misidentification for
each scenario (see “misidentification” on page 148). In a recommendation system like ER,
based on live data and heuristics, it is possible that particularly knowledgeable people
might never be recommended. People who have key expertise might never appear in the
live data or the heuristics identified in the fieldwork may not apply to them. The blank
space provides a mechanism to see whether there is any consensus amongst the subjects
about people who were not identified.
29.For example, if the distracters were consistently chosen to be key people, say individuals who
fulfilled the expertise concierge role, then this would bias the result against the system.
Alternatively, always picking people who were in administrative capacities would bias the result
for the system. Instead, since both administrative and expertise concierges show up in the
recommendation data, the distracters were chosen to provide a range of plausible alternative
candidates, but still people who would not have been recommended by the system in the case of
each specific scenario and request.
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The design of this utility evaluation is a stark contrast to the approach taken by Breese,
Heckerman and Kadie [10]. In their approach, expected utility is defined as an estimation
based on the rank-order of an item in a ranked recommendation list, the subject’s
evaluative score, and a decay factor. In their estimation rank-order plays a significant role.
The design for this utility evaluation attempts to measure the utility of the
recommendations by comparing the system’s performance to the subjects expectation that
the recommended individuals actually have some expertise. In this evaluation the order of
the recommended items (people) do not play a significant role. The most important thing
is that the recommended items (people) are believed to have the necessary attribute
(expertise).

6.2.3 Instrument Administration
Subjects were asked to volunteer from among the individuals who participated in the
social network study. Subjects were not selected randomly because a number of the
original participants had quit and not all of the participants were willing to spend the
required time. Each subject was handled individually.

The subject was given a brief overview of ER including a description of what it does and
the topic domains of the two identification heuristics. The subject was told about the data
sources used by the heuristics, the general types of queries appropriate to each heuristic,
and the way the recommendations are presented. The subject was asked if she had any
questions and told that she would get to use the system in another evaluation. If there
were no questions then the subject was asked to do her best to complete the ranking
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instrument, ranking all people for the 12 questions. The subject was told that there was no
time limit for the exercise.

Most of the subjects thought of the instrument as a small game. The actual time
commitment stated by the participants ranged from 5 minutes to 30 minutes. After
completing the instrument, some subjects expressed concern about the quality of some
recommendations. When subjects indicated concern or some interest in the
recommendations, they were carefully debriefed and asked not to share the extra
information with other people at MSC. During the debriefing subjects were informed of
the ruse, that not all of the people in the supposed recommendation list were actually
generated by the recommendation system. The subjects were never informed whether any
individual in any list was a target or a distracter.

The instrument responses were scored such that each target appearing in answer list
positions 1, 2, or 3 were scored one point while any distracter in positions 1, 2, or 3 were
scored zero. Distracters appearing in answer list positions 4, 5, or 6 were scored one while
targets appearing in positions 4, 5, or 6 were given zero points. If the subject added an
additional knowledgeable person and ranked them amongst the targets and distracters,
then the scoring scheme was appropriately adjusted to account for the list position where
the additional person was placed in the ranking. This resulted in a ranking score in the
range zero to six for each question. Realistically, because of positional swaps, ranking
scores were multiples of two (e.g., 0, 2, 4, 6).
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6.2.4 Results and Discussion
The conceptual hypothesis is that for each scenario and request the people recommended
by the identification heuristic are “more likely to know” something about the problem
than the other individuals in the list. In other words, the hypothesis is that the targets will
be ranked higher in the list (assigned lower list numbers) than the distracters.30

In total 23 individuals completed the ranking instrument. Several individuals ranked the
lists in a non-standard way, but one that was obvious as to their intent, so these could be
converted to an acceptable form for scoring. One individual ranked in a non-standard way
such that the ranking was inconsistent and could not be converted (e.g., the same target
placed into two different rank positions). That one subject’s data was thrown out. This
resulted in 22 scores, 11 from subjects who were programmers and 11 from subjects who
were technical support representatives.

There was only one question where the subjects consistently wrote in a person who the
recommendation system missed. This person was consistently ranked as the first or
second most knowledgeable person. Several subjects were asked about why this person
was ranked highest and they consistently responded that the ranking was based on the
amount of work the person had performed in the topic for a recent release of MSC’s
software. Since the time period in question was more recent than the data that MSC
provided for ER, this was not considered a misidentification. The people and data in

30.The null hypothesis (H0) is that the identification heuristics do not accurately predict
individuals who have expertise. Under this assumption, subjects will have difficulty
differentiating between the targets and the distracters. This null hypothesis equates the ‘random’
mean (µ0) with the sample mean (µ). The random mean corresponds to the 50% mark, which
would be as if the subjects were just guessing the rankings on the instrument.
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question would have appeared with more recent change history data. The responses for
this question were included in the analysis.

The overall sample mean for the 22 subjects was 51.82 out of a possible 72 points. A t-test
was performed that compared the sample mean to an expected mean that would result
from random performance by the identification heuristics. In situations where there is no
a priori comparison mean, comparison to a random expected mean is a reasonable starting
point. The heuristics, overall, perform much better than random (16.52 >> t0.01,21).31

That the result was statistically significant is important, but this test alone does not
describe, intuitively, how well the subjects agree with the heuristics. The t-test was
backsolved to find comparison means (a high and a low), around which the sample mean
would still be significant. These potential comparison means were then converted to a
percentage score. In the worst case, the subjects have no less than 68% agreement with the
identification heuristics. However, the subjects also have no more than 75% agreement
with the system. This range, 68% to 75%, is the effective confidence interval for the
systems’ agreement with the participants.

This overall result should be considered in the context of the Knowledge Management
Inventory (KMI) and social evaluation (SE) correlation from “Assessing the Expertise Map”
on page 164.32 In that section a high correlation was found between the scores subjects
received on the KMI and the expectation of the score by the other subjects
31.In footnote 30., the null hypothesis is defined H0: µ0 = µ, such that the sample mean is equal to
the random mean. The t-test demonstrates that there is a significant difference between the
sample mean and the random mean. Thus, the H0 must be rejected. All of the subsequent tests
for significance can be formulated in a similar manner.
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(Pearson r = 0.88). The correlation between the KMI and SE scores represents one point of
comparison for the automated heuristics of the Expertise Recommender.33 Basically, ER
performs well, but has room for improvement.

Another comparison can be motivated by comparing ER’s performance to that of the
expertise concierges at MSC. The RMS error calculation that compares the absolute error
in SE scores to actual scores (see page 167) can be used as another comparison. The
expertise concierges (including the backup concierge and faux concierge) have an RMS
error of 14.87. If the concierges represent the best that humans can do at gauging one
another’s expertise, then an error rate of about 15% forms another type of baseline for
considering ER’s performance. Against this baseline, the aggregate evaluation shows that
ER is about 13% below the performance of the concierges.

A t-test that compared the sample means of the programmers to the support
representatives was not significant. The support reps and the programmers, as groups,
agree with the identification heuristics about the same overall. As well, a t-test compared
the sample means between the individual heuristics. The subjects agreed more with the
Change History heuristic than the Tech Support heuristic (4.29 > t0.01,21).

That the subjects agree more with the results of the Change History heuristic (“Line 10
Rule”) should be some what surprising for two reasons. First, the heuristic is probably the
32.It is, again, important to note that the recommendations from ER are based on work products
and work byproducts. In this case, there are 8 years of change history data and 4 years of
technical support database data. The KMI and SE data is not used, in any way, to make,
augment, or enhance recommendations that ER generated for the evaluation.
33.Keep in mind that this comparison forms only one type of baseline performance measurement.
The KMI is explicitly measuring a type of knowledge that the individuals have about MSC,
MSC’s processes, and MSC’s products. The KMI measures one type of expertise which is not
exactly the same as the expertise supposedly identified by ER’s identification heuristics.
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simplest heuristic found in the MSC workplace. It is encouraging that a workplace can
have expertise identification heuristics that are very simple to implement and that perform
reasonably well when compared to people’s expectations of expertise. Secondly, in the
community of software metrics, within software engineering, there is a strongly held belief
that change history data has little or no value when trying to understand programmer
performance [44, 74]. A portion of Grinter’s [29] study of the use of configuration
management tools and the results reported here should begin to refute this belief.

The last analysis compared the agreement of each workgroup with each identification
heuristic. The sample means and standard deviations for the two-by-two design are
provided in Figure 6-2, below. Pairwise t-tests compared the sample means in each
quadrant of the chart.34 The difference between the means were significant at the t0.05,10
level. The significance suggests that there is an interaction between the identification
heuristics and the workgroups. This interaction is evident in the graph in Figure 6-3
below.

34.This is reasonable because a comparison of the variance in the sample means indicates that they
are equivalent. In the case where variance in the sample means are equivalent, pair wise t-tests
and an F test produce similar results.
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Identification Heuristic

Workgroup
Programmers

Support Reps.

Change
History

Mean: 28.73
S.D.: 2.88

Mean: 26.40
S.D.: 2.58

Tech.
Support

Mean: 23.45
S.D.: 3.32

Mean: 24.00
S.D.: 3.16

Figure 6-2. Subject means and standard deviations for experimental groups.

The interaction in Figure 6-3 is an important finding for this evaluation. First, consider
this question: Who is most likely to be the best judge of another person’s expertise? A
reasonable answer is the individuals who know that person the best. The social network
graphs presented in the section “Thinking About the Social Network” on page 159 argue
that the support representatives know one another best, and likewise, the programmers
know one another best. Given that, the programmers are likely the best judge of who has
expertise in programming and support representatives are likely the best judge of who has
support expertise.
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Figure 6-3. Graph of workgroup and identification heuristic performance.

The interaction demonstrates that the programmers agree more with the change history
identification heuristic and the support representatives agree more with the technical
support heuristic. So, if programmers are a better judge of who has expertise in
programming, and they agree more with the results of ER’s identification heuristic, then
the heuristic is likely performing better than the sample mean suggests. The same
argument can be made for the performance of the tech support identification heuristic.
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Returning to the question which motivated this evaluation:

Do the identification heuristics, as implemented in ER, identify individuals
who others expect to have expertise?

The answer is yes, but with room for improvement. In the context of the individual groups
of programmers or technical support representatives the expertise identification heuristics
are likely performing closer to the best case (75%) than they are to the worst case.

A reasonable question for the careful reader to ask is, why is there a significant difference
between the performance of the two heuristics? That is, why do both workgroups
(developers and support reps.) agree more with the change history identification heuristic
than they do with the technical support heuristic. The answer to this question is not clear
from this quantitative evaluation. However, the qualitative evaluation of the selection
heuristics provides several important insights relevant to both expertise selection and
expertise identification as implemented in ER.

6.3 EVALUATION: SELECTION
The second evaluation specifically builds on the results of the identification evaluation
above. The architecture, ER-Arch, makes recommendations in two phases. In the first
phase, identification heuristics create a list of individuals who are likely to have expertise.
The first evaluation substantiates that expertise identification, as implemented in ER,
generates reasonably good candidates. In the second phase, expertise selection heuristics
match a person requesting expertise with one or more of the expertise candidates.
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The second evaluation was designed to address the effectiveness of expertise selection in
the ER implementation. Again, the current implementation of ER is designed to support
MSC and its organizational behaviors as understood from the prior fieldwork. The basic
utility claim is that the selection heuristics create more appropriate matches between a
person making a request and an individual who can satisfy the request. The motivating
question is:

Do the selection heuristics appropriately match people who are looking for
expertise with those who are identified as having expertise?

This must be evaluated relative to an appropriate context. The claim of appropriateness is
effectively a comparative claim against a static experts directory or some similar
nonadaptive method of locating expertise. The implementation of ER includes a
nonadaptive selection heuristic (see “Selection” on page 198) that is called “No Filter.”
Conceptually, this selection mechanism presents the best case situation of an experts
directory where only the current employees identified as having expertise are in the
directory at the instant when a expertise seeker checks the directory to find some help.
Given this comparative context, if expertise selection, as implemented in ER, is more
appropriate, then participants should prefer recommendations performed with selection
heuristics over recommendations that are performed with “No Filter.”

This evaluation solicits qualitative comparisons of two expertise selection mechanisms by
comparing the same recommendations in “filtered” and “unfiltered” forms.35 The two

35.While the rhetoric of the fieldwork and system design describes selection in social and
collaborative terms, the use of the term “filter” most accurately conveyed to the participants the
operation that the system performed on the recommendation.
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selection mechanisms, “Social Network” and “Departmental,” are compared to the “No
Filter” results of the same query. Additionally, in an effort to understand how escalation
affects the results, participants escalate the queries in each condition and compare the
escalated results.

6.3.1 Evaluation Protocol
A structured interview protocol was developed to be used as a script by the interviewer.
The entire protocol is provided in Appendix B. Briefly, the protocol consists of a short
introduction followed by a structured orientation to ER and then a set of repeated steps
during which comparisons are made.

Participants were solicited from among those who completed the identification evaluation
instrument. The evaluation procedure was briefly described and the participant was asked
whether she objected to having the evaluation taped. If the participant agreed, she was
guided through as much of the evaluation as possible in 45 minutes. Participants were
informed that the evaluation would be strictly limited to 45 minutes as a mechanism to
reduce the level of commitment and encourage participation.

For each participant four of the 12 recommendation requests from the identification
instrument were selected at random for evaluation. Two out of the four recommendation
requests were used to evaluate the “Departmental” and two of the requests were used to
evaluate the “Social Network” selection heuristics.

The participant performed each recommendation request on their own, using the ER
system in a stand-alone configuration (i.e., both the client and server were running on the
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same machine). In order to compare filtered and unfiltered recommendation results, the
participant actually had to make two recommendation requests. For each request the
participant selected an appropriate filter (“Social Network” or “Departmental”) or selected
“No Filter.” The results from these queries were placed side-by-side on the screen and the
participant was asked several questions about the results.

6.3.2 Findings
Fourteen of the 23 subjects who completed the identification evaluation also agreed to
participate in the selection evaluation. Many of the participants completed all four of the
assigned comparisons in the time allocated. The shortest interview lasted 30 minutes with
the participant completing all request comparisons. Several of the subjects did not
complete all four of their assigned comparisons. In some cases this was because of longer,
detailed, explanations of some comparisons. In other cases participants became interested
in the system and demanded to try their own query, comparing all of the selection
heuristics. The interviews were all taped and transcribed. The data was analyzed using
standard qualitative techniques [21, 26, 77] including open coding, axial coding and
memos.

In presenting the following findings, every effort has been made to present a balanced
point of view. Many of the participants had very positive things to say about ER and how
ER worked. But the goal here is not to present a simple positive evaluation of the system.
Instead, this evaluation and this presentation of the findings strives to provide
understanding of both where the system was successful at supporting nuance, through
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identification and selection heuristics, as well as the discontinuities which the participants
found in ER’s attempt to support nuance.

As a broad overview, the data was analyzed to see whether there were any obvious
preferences. In the protocol, participants are specifically asked which selection condition
is preferred (i.e., Step 16 of the comparison protocol, “Which recommendation do you
prefer? Why?”). A careful tally was made to see whether the participants had an obvious
preference for any selection condition. The tallies of preference statements for all
comparisons are provided in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5.

No Difference

Social Network

Unescalated

Escalated

Figure 6-4. Social Network selection heuristic tally.

No Filter
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No Difference

Departmental

No Filter

Unescalated

Escalated

Figure 6-5. Departmental selection heuristic tally.

The figures specifically present the totals as hash marks to convey the essence that this is a
tally of qualitative data. The goal here was to see whether there were specific obvious
preferences by the participants. The “No Difference” tallies include a range of specific noncommittal statements (e.g., “neither”, “I don’t know”, etcetera). Some participants had to
be prompted more than once to generate a preference statement. These tallies do not add
up to the total number of queries performed. In some cases, to a direct question about
preference the participant never made any statement that could be construed as favoring
one selection heuristic or any statement that could be construed as non-committal: a true
digression.

The tallies do not reveal any obviously strong preference for either of the selection
heuristics over no filtering. However, in comparing the difference between the two
heuristics, there seems to be a slight preference for Departmental selection over Social
Network. The qualitative analysis of the participants statements reveal some of the reason
why this may be true.
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Several important evaluative categories emerged during the analysis of the participants
evaluation of ER. In general, there were many positive comments about the system, most
centering around ER being a good tool for new people. The generally positive comments
came from both support reps and programmers. The comments by Victor, a senior
support representative who has also been a client manager, is characteristic of the general
comments.

It would be received good. I mean, it’s a good concept I believe, especially for a
new person that doesn’t know who does what, who would be a good person to go
to, so yeah. — Victor

Simon, a junior programmer, saw it as useful, but perhaps more for technical support
because of turnover in that group. A small number of people made comments like Simon’s
specifically seeing more utility in a system like ER for the support group.

I think it would be good, especially for new employees, and we do have a lot of
turnover, I think, especially in support reps and junior support reps. And so this
would be a good way for them because they are right a way given clients and
dealing with these questions and problems. — Simon

Managers were much more guarded. In one case, a manager expressed skepticism about
the quality of the results that ER could generate, because he was skeptical about the
quality of the data in the sources that were provided by MSC. But one of the expertise
concierges, Eyal, gave a very positive endorsement of the system overall.

I think it’s a good idea, I think it’s a good idea. I think we can probably use
something like this. There is no doubt we can use something like this. — Eyal
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In addition to general comments about the system, the comments fall into several broad
categories. The comments by the participants provide relatively directed evaluation about
identification, selection, escalation, evaluations of recommendations, and the use of the
system as a management tool. The following sections cover each of these categories,
presenting key points of view. These categories are ordered following the common
identification, selection, and escalation framework with the broader categories presented
last.

Identification
The design of the qualitative evaluation focused the participants on the selection
mechanisms. It is therefore somewhat surprising that some of the participants had
relatively strong insights into the identification heuristics and the way those heuristics
were working for them. Participants made comments directed at improving both the tech
support heuristic and the change history heuristic.

Tech Support Heuristic
The importance of the customer is clear from the way MSC provides support. However,
the fieldwork did not reveal how much the specific customer influenced the expertise
locating behavior. It is somewhat common knowledge which customers are supported by
which support representatives, so for MSC participants the issue has completely faded into
the background. However, a scenario and its associated request resulted in a
recommendation order which forced several participants to comment on the importance
of identifying the support representative assigned to the customer in the scenario.
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Justin, a senior support rep, explicitly pointed out that if a customer (“client mnemonic”)
is part of the recommendation request, then the set of recommendations should include
the support rep assigned to that customer.

There’s another thing, if you put a client mnemonic in there you probably want to
bring up, hopefully, the, maybe that person is on vacation or something, but as far
as, that person who would be their support rep would come up. — Justin

A junior support representative expressed the same desire, but addressed the issue in
slightly more general terms.

… We have a lot of platinum clients as well. That, the way we would handle
platinum client, maybe you might want to go to a vice-president to handle a
problem, instead of just a customer support rep. … So, yeah, the importance of
the client weights how I would handle the situation. — Liz

In the evaluation, the recommendations that ER returned to both Justin and Liz identified
and recommended the support representative who is assigned to the customer present in
the scenario. Liz and Justin were prompted to make these comments because they wanted
to see that particular support rep listed first.

These comments suggest a ways in which the heuristics could be modified. The specific
implementation broke tech support into three separate vector spaces. The terms of a query
are mapped into these three spaces and three angles of incidence are calculated: one each
for symptoms, customers, and programs. The current implementation weights the three
angles equally when calculating the overall closeness of the query. However, this
evaluation indicates that the three should not be weighted equally. The customer, if
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present, should be weighted more, promoting individuals who have worked with that
customer higher in the list of recommendations.

Change History Heuristic
Carlos is a technical writer for MSC, but Carlos was first hired as the software requests
administrator (“Technical Development” on page 81). During his interaction with a query
that relied on the Change History data and heuristic, he became interested in how the
people were being identified. In the quote below, Carlos, begins thinking through what
the options could possibly be and why ER was providing the specific recommendation
ordering that he was seeing.

What is it sifting on? Number of touches? So like Eyal has touched the program
the most so he’s at the top and Brad has touched it second most. Because Pat may
not have touched it often, but she probably understands it better than Brad, she
has more in her head. … Whenever you make a change you have to change line
10, however in DC we also list the different versions, so, I would assume that
Terry and Justin had touched it to make a customization for a client. Which in my
mind, again, moves them farther to the bottom of the list, where as, people like,
Eyal, Brad, and Pat were touching the live for everybody version, I’m not sure
what they call that, but the non-customized version that everybody gets. Those
customizations that, that, people in support do may become live and generally we
make that change or that decision, but generally they don’t. So again I would
move them farther to the bottom of the list because of that sub-filtering, of which
version did they touch, why did they touch it. — Carlos

In this long quote, Carlos talks about the process of modifying line 10 information and
how the difference between versions of a module could be indicative of some relevant
expertise. Effectively, some versions are private modifications that only go out to one
customer. Those private modifications are often made by a person in support (“Terry and
Justin”), and are not as important to Carlos as the non-customized versions (“the live for
everybody version”). In Carlos’ view version information might suggest that Eyal, Brad,
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and Pat should appear earlier in a list of recommendations. However, Carlos is clear, he is
just making an assumption based on the way he thinks about the possible use of change
history data.

A discussion ensued where Carlos pressured the interviewer to reveal the exact heuristic
used to perform identification. He was told how the heuristic worked and then Carlos
commented on how the heuristic should be changed or modified for his particular
purposes. It is important that despite wanting a slightly different heuristic, Carlos felt that
the current heuristic did have utility for the programmers in development (“PD”).

I personally, if I were using this list, would need, at this point, a button up here to
change whether it’s total number of touches. Because for what I’m doing, I
probably want the person who is most knowledgeable about the program itself,
not the person who’s been in it most recently. … Yeah, for what, some of what we
do, for like what other people in PD use, this list is probably much more
important. But for me when I’m creating quotes and specifications based off of
this information, I want to talk with the person who best knows it, not necessarily
the last person in it. — Carlos

This dialog with Carlos suggests two possible modifications to the change history
identification heuristic. First, Carlos suggests that there are subtle differences in a specific
modification that can be discerned from version information that is associated with each
modification. In the original discussion of the “Line 10 Rule,” programmers did not
describe version information as particularly useful. But version information is displayed in
the change history system (see Figure 4-1 on page 107) when a programmer uses change
history for identification, so it is possible that a developer would modify his basic “Line 10
Rule” heuristic when seeing version information. As well, Carlos suggests that total
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number of touches, not most recent touch, is more indicative of the type of expertise he is
seeking in his day-to-day work.

Selection
A majority of the comments were about selection and how the participants perceived
selection working or not working for them. This fact lends some credence to the design of
the evaluation protocol. The protocol served to focus evaluation activity on selection.

No Filter
A few people basically felt that selection was good, but did not like the way selection
heuristics removed people at equivalent levels of escalation when compared to “No Filter.”
In effect, they expressed a type of ‘give me more’ or ‘more is better’ attitude about the
recommendations. The participant below was one of the staunchest supporters of a ‘more
is better’ attitude. In a discussion about her preferences for more people on the
recommendation list, she admitted that the extreme (e.g., just listing everyone in a
department or everyone in the company) was impractical. But, she had a specific rationale
for why she wanted to see as many people as possible in the earliest levels of escalation.

Just have a list of everybody, you don’t automatically think of that person because
you don’t see them or work with them normally, but then they’re there and they
know this. But it wouldn’t jog your memory, necessarily, until you saw their
name. — Susan

As well, some people preferred “No Filter” because selection was working too well. At one
point, Eyal, an expertise concierge, was asked whether he preferred the results of one
selection heuristic over the other. He paused, clearly torn at having to choose between the
two. The problem for Eyal was a trade off that he expresses well.
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Yeah, yeah, because here you have three people where two of them can probably
help, the third one not at all [pointing to “No Filter” recommendations]. Here I
have only one, that is right person, but you don’t give me any more choices
[pointing to “Departmental” recommendations]. Here you might choose the
wrong person because… — Eyal

There were people who preferred no filter in certain circumstances. However, as the
preference tally (see the beginning of “Findings” on page 228) revealed there is no clear
mandate for any one selection mechanism.

Departmental
A large number of comments were favorable to the departmental selection heuristic. In the
quote below, a junior programmer, is happy with the way departmental selection is
working, but recognizes that a slightly different problem would lead him to choose no
filter over the departmental filter.

So the departmental one is very much accurate for a technical, for me, for a
technical question about it. But as far as the setup and how it can work for clients
and what different features it may have, as to how certain clients have used it in
the past, and how they’re using it now, to recommend how a current client should
use it, I think I would probably use the no filter one, because that would bring me
up people from support and from client managing. — Simon

Simon recognizes that the departmental selection is removing people who would have
expertise in how customers setup and use the system in practice. For expertise in those
topics he would want people from support and client managing.

Still other participants liked the way departmental selection worked, but went on to say
how to modify departmental selection to address their specific concerns.
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… that’s a good concept, the departmental filter. So you could go to the
department and then when you escalate it maybe be able to choose which
department you want to escalate it to. Maybe, find somebody in field service or
find somebody in development. — Victor

I guess, ideally, if it’s a departmental, if there was a way to put in support and
then another department, training [or] client managing is my two choices and
then, then I’d just get other people, so I wouldn’t lose Peter because he might be a
good contact. They are on the road a lot though… — Katie

Both Victor and Katie are support reps who are positive about the departmental selection
heuristic. They just want to be able to focus the direction of departmental selection and
how the selection heuristic escalates.

Social Network
The majority of the comments about the social network selection heuristic were mixed.
Some participants saw it as working for them and were generally positive. However, there
were others who were quite negative. One programmer, Simon, understood what the
social network selection heuristic could provide him.

… the social network one was good in that it gave me somebody I knew I could
get a hold of and was close and would be easy for me to talk to. — Simon

The ability to find someone who would be “easy for me to talk to” is one of the goals in
applying a social network. But by far, the participants expressed problems with the social
network.

One set of problems concerned the specific implementation of the social network. Many of
the participants recalled the time spent performing the Successive Pile Sorts (SPS) that
were used to generate the social network. The use of SPS and aggregation techniques used
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in social anthropological studies may result in a nice aggregate social network. However,
this aggregation was a serious problem for the participants.

Now is this, when you’re talking social, you’re just talking physically social? … So
it’s like a generalization based on data from everybody? … So it’s not my
personal social network? Just how other people view everybody else in the
department. … I probably wouldn’t choose the social network, just because it
wouldn’t be appropriate. — Liz

Liz, a junior support rep, was quite unhappy that the social network was an aggregation.
She felt that the fact that the network was a function of other people’s opinions could not
result in an appropriate result for her.

Daniel, the V.P. of Development, had a similar reaction. When comparing two
recommendations he noticed that a person was not selected by the social network
recommendation. In the discussion Daniel asked, “Social network? Whose social
network?” He thought that the selection couldn’t possibly be right, because he felt
particularly close to the person who was removed. Daniel explained,

I would think that he would show up, I would just think that if you apply a social
filter he would be one of the later people that I think would be dropped off. He’d
be closer. He’s socially closer. — Daniel

In addition to the problems of the use of an aggregate social network, several participants
felt that selection should never be based on social criteria. These participants most often
expressed the idea that they just wanted the person who knew the most. For example,
Justin, a senior support rep, expressed serious concerns about the usefulness of the social
network as a selection mechanism. For him, “‘Hang out’ doesn’t mean anything. When I
need a question answered I’m going to go to the person who knows the answer.”
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Liz, the support rep who had a problem with the use of an aggregate social network
expressed a similar view. In the quote below, Liz just wants to have the system identify the
person who knows the most, not a “friend.”

Certainly the social network wouldn’t be appropriate. The way I see it when I’m
working on an issue I don’t want to talk to a friend I want to talk to somebody
who’s gonna know what they’re doing. And if I’ve never talked to them before,
that doesn’t matter to me because I’m doing something for a client and that’s my
revenue. — Liz

Liz was particularly critical of the social network and critical, in general, of selection
heuristics. However, she recognized that there were social situations that are embarrassing
because a person may not have a reasonable way to pick one source of expertise over
another. Liz related a story, which she clearly found embarrassing.

… Like I didn’t know until a few months ago that Jake was the VP of our
department. I had no idea. And I would call him randomly and just, you know,
spit off some stuff that I’d been doing some work for, like, platinum clients and
we’re supposed to talk to the VP of the department and, and then, I was told to go
to Jake and I’m like why? Well, he’s the VP of our department. I’m like, oh, really?
Oh, my gosh, I’ve been here for a year and a half and I didn’t know that. — Liz

In further dialog, Liz rationalized that there is no good solution to problems like the one in
which she found herself. It never connected that a system using socially motivated
selection heuristics could assist people in avoiding some embarrassing situations.

Liz and Justin both want to get the necessary expertise as quickly as possible, and seem to
be willing to endure embarrassment to get help. For Justin, a senior support
representative, the social cost associated with garnering anothers’ expertise may not be too
high. However, as Liz, a junior support rep, describes in her comment about Jake, the VP,
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the costs could be very high. The comments by both Liz and Justin were not focused so
specifically on the results of an individual recommendation, but that the whole direction
seemed problematic to them. Their concern was that recommendations might focus on
the network first and expertise second, thereby recommending “friends” who would
potentially had little expertise with the problem.

Lastly, there were a few people who, while still critical of the social network selection
heuristic, saw some promise in it. These people recognized that socially based techniques
presented a range of potential problems. Their evaluations were more charitable, even
though they were still clear they didn’t think it would work. Some people, like Andreas in
the quote below, recognized that social situations shift over time.

… people change their social networks from time to time. Departmental is
known, probably, so, you should probably make it learn over time and make it
easy for people to update their data. — Andreas

The people who saw promise in social network selection attributed the mismatch to the
social changes that took place between when the data was collected and when the
evaluation was being performed. For these people, like Andreas, the problem resulted in
the requirements that the social network should learn over time and that people should be
allowed to update their own social network data. This view is similar to the view that
selection heuristics should be tailorable.

Selection Tailoring
There were a few comments that pointed to the need to be able to tailor selection
heuristics. Some of the discussion above about departmental selection could also be
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categorized as selection tailoring. However, some of the selection tailoring comments were
focused at a higher level. One technical writer saw a clear need for the system to support
selection based on whether the problem was more related to the medical system or the
dental system.

If they specialized more in dental or medical I, but there were some dental ones
mixed in there with the medical and I don’t know if I’d have them in there. I guess
I’d separate them according to what they really work with on a daily basis. For
example, Terry turned up alot in medical, I guess I wouldn’t have him on the list
because, you know, I think he’s doing dental all day and his mind is probably
more set in that area. — Susan

One might think that this could be a modification to the identification heuristics.
However, medical or dental clues are not often carried in the identification heuristics.
Often the clues as to whether the problem is medical or dental are associated with the
individual problem. The individual customer can be a clue as to the direction of the
problem. However, there are a small number of very large dental customers who happen
to use the medical system. Daniel expresses a similar desire for tailoring selection between
dental and medical as a user.

I think the ranking there is a chasm or a that you have to split between medical
and dental and that’s probably, as a user I’m seeing that. … So that’s one split.
The other is, which is interesting, is hardware, I would only ask if it was a
hardware. But if I had a hardware problem with the system he’s the one that is
probably the best choice of all the field service engineers. — Daniel

Daniel’s comments show that he would also like to tailor selection based on whether the
problem is more related to hardware or software.
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The results that suggest the need for more tailorable selection techniques also point out an
issues that mentioned in the results of the identification evaluation (see page 225). The
subtle difference between medical and dental systems begins to answer the question of
why the identification evaluation found a significant difference between the performance
of the two identification heuristics. It turns out that MSC supplied complete data from the
technical support database that included all medical, dental, and hardware related
questions over the last four years. However, the change history data covered all changes to
the medical system and shared libraries. The change history data included only a small
portion of the dental system. This difference potentially narrowed the range of
recommendations that could have been made by the system, resulting in slightly better
agreement with the change history heuristic.

This is not a significant problem for a system like ER. This result indicates that it is very
important to carefully indicate the context of the data. Where significant contextual
boundaries exist, it is important for a system like ER to leverage those boundaries to make
better recommendations. This is similar to the way in which an expertise concierge, or any
other gatekeeper, is understood to specialize.

The comments suggesting tailorability for the selection heuristics should, as well, be
related to the requests to provide more adaptable identification heuristics. These are not
simply requests for flexibility, but requests for specific types of contextually sensitive
specializations.
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Escalation
The evaluation protocol asked participants to compare escalated and unescalated
recommendations, but most participants did not engage escalation very deeply. The
participants saw that escalation of a recommendation request often returned more
recommendations, which they felt was good.

In the quote below, Carlos notes that if escalation just continues to return more and more
people, then it eventually becomes pointless.

Do you have any plans to limit how far you can escalate? Because, I mean, if you
can escalate to the point where you’re getting everybody, then you’ve obviously
escalated too far. … Well, but if you get to the point where you are displaying
everyone, you’ve lost the entire point. You already know that potentially everyone
might be able to answer your question and you’re coming here to find a specific
person to answer your question. — Carlos

Carlos seems to understand escalation, but he misses some of the subtleness. Owen, a
senior support representative, thought a little more deeply about escalation and how ER
makes recommendations.

I would hope that one of the ideas is that you would need to narrow down to a
specific complexity level before you access the top resources or assets of the
company. If you start approaching Eyal with all issues dealing with, I mean, he
can handle any issue on any program, but if you approach him with all of those
issues then he can’t do any of his own work, you know what I’m saying? So, I
wouldn’t have the top experts in our company as accessible for beginning
requests. — Owen

The term ‘escalation’ and the act of ‘escalating’ problems are part of the everyday discourse
at MSC. However, the fact that ER included some kind of escalation did not commonly
prompt the participants into much reflection. In a way, it mirrored the expectation of the
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participants for the way a system can gradually expand coverage and scope to include
more and more people.

Recommendation Evaluations
A large number of comments surrounded the recommendations overall. These comments
and evaluations were focused on the end result, not some intermediate phase of the
recommendation process. In considering the end results as products, the participants
began to engage the problem of assessing the qualities of recommendations in general.
That is, the participants began to comment on how the system could convince them that it
was doing a good job in making recommendations.

Validating Expectations
There were many instances where a participant wanted to validate the system against his
own expectations of who should be recommended. Often a participant would work
through a large portion of the evaluation protocol and then ask whether he could make his
own request. In this portion of dialog, Eyal, asked to make his own request and compare
all three selection mechanisms. After entering a query for help with several modules that
involve insurance tracking and billing, he is satisfied with the results.

[Eyal] They got the same things. … Because they are the same, kind of, same
group.
[DWM] They’re kind of the same group yeah. So are these relatively accurate?
[Eyal] Well, yes.
[DWM] Are there people missing? Who would be missing?
[Eyal] Well, nobody. … Very nice, I think it’s a good, good utility. Except that the
database needs to be updated, current, and as much data as you could.
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In another, perhaps more succinct example, Carlos makes a query, states his expectation,
and is quite satisfied by the result.

Now if this doesn’t come up with Rajpal, then your program doesn’t work. Ok, it
came up with Rajpal, [the] program works. — Carlos

This should not be construed to mean that the system always satisfied the participants’
expectations. Indeed there were many comments about people whom the participants felt
were missing from individual queries. Often these lists included a common set of usual
suspects, such as an expertise concierge and an appropriate senior programmer or senior
support representative.

Relevance and Rationale
Participants requested that the system display relevance or rationale used to recommend a
specific person. Many people seemed to expect the system to respond in a manner similar
to their favorite web search engine. In the quote below, Owen wants to see something
about why a particular person is relevant to a recommendation request.

I’d like to see the relevancy or the validity, the soundness. I would like to see that
if I pick a person that’s showing up, somebody I don’t understand why, I would
like to see some justification for that. — Owen

Later in the same conversation, Owen expressed his desire to see a score attached to each
individual. Other people, were not quite as specific about a score for each person, but
wanted some way to get at a rationale.

The second thing is… to indicate here the intelligence that was used by the
system, the basis that was used by the system to come up with the answer. —
Daniel
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The comment by Daniel expresses what he would like to know about a recommendation,
but no specifics about the way in which the system could suggest the rationale used. In the
comment below, Rajpal expresses his desire to have some kind of relevancy or rationale,
and explicitly states some of what he wants.

I’d like to know how long has a person been here, for instance. If it comes up with
a recommendation that says Brad has been here two months and he knows, he’s
the top most person, but Eyal has been here eight years and he’s the second most
person. I’d say, you know what, I’d probably go to Eyal because you can only
learn so much in two months. … I think it would help to know where that person
works. Especially if you don’t know who that person is. It does say, you know,
wether they’re remote or not, but just what department. — Rajpal

Rajpal wants the recommendations to include some specific information that will assist
him in making judgements about which recommendations he would take. Ultimately, this
is the goal of relevancy and rationale data. A user wants to be able to judge which of the
recommended people or items are most relevant to himself and his needs.

Ratings and Aggregation
A small number of participants wanted the system to accept user feedback. The thinking
of these participants is clear. For them, the mark of someone having expertise is when he
is asked a question and has the answer. These users wanted the ability to rate the
recommendation based on the answers they received. In the quote below, Daniel wants to
the system to incorporate ratings “like on eBay.”

… let me put some notes, or let me put some priorities on this, or let’s measure
the success of going to these people. This thing gave you this person. You went to
that person. It’s kind of like on eBay, you know how people rate, you get user
ratings. — Daniel
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But Daniel didn’t just want to stop there. Later in the interview he decided that ratings
should be aggregated to create a type of best of the best ranking system. Then, in a later
thought he decided that the aggregation mechanism should be controlled by a manager or
another person.

Here’s what you gotta do. [It’s] just like the movie ratings, you have a number of
stars, and you can secure it if you want, but the aggregator is a separate process
that is done on a batch basis, monthly, or accumulating all the individual
preferences and that’s done by the system manager who has a degree of credence
placed, judgement, that says he can look at the aggregator and say, these are the
people that I’m going to trust the ratings of. — Daniel

Aggregation presented a problem for Daniel. As a manager he does not completely trust
the judgement of everyone in MSC. He wants to give a person, say an ER system
administrator, the responsibility of picking a set of individuals from among all of the MSC
employees, whose feedback and ratings would be aggregated to present the appropriate
organizational view. Several participants wanted ER to accept and use feedback, but no
one else had the same view of aggregation as Daniel, the V.P. of Development.

Make ER a Concierge
Lastly, some of the participants effectively made suggestions to make ER more like an
expertise concierge. These users do not want to have to make a choice about the topic or
heuristics. They want the system to simply respond to a request for help.

I’m not sure that choosing a topic area of tech support or the change management
is the best way. If I’m looking for an expert on something, I’m not really, in other
words, you might want to have in the topic area a kind of a no filter, or type of
thing. … you’re just looking at, who are the experts on whatever you put in for
the request. Not necessarily based on where the data came from. — Ian
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Ian, a technical support manager, is fairly clear. Ian wants identification to work similarly
to the way “No Filter” works for selection. Identification should work across all topics and
all data sources.

This suggestion is a good idea, but may be overly difficult to implement. In ER, when a
user picks a topic area she is narrowing down the scope of what the system has to know
and recognized as expertise. As well, when a person performing expertise location engages
a specific expertise concierge they are narrowing the scope of the potential referrals. The
action of picking an ER identification heuristic and picking a specific concierge are
somewhat analogous.

That the participants could see ER as capable of performing more like a concierge is a
mark of how close ER may be to meeting the goals of augmenting expertise locating
behavior. The implementation and interaction model in ER hide many details of expertise
location. ER, as a recommendation system, and the concierge, as a person who makes
referrals, both hide a great deal of the complexity of knowing the expertise network for an
organization. The concierge and the system have internal expertise maps that are
explained and shared through the process of making requests and getting referrals.

Management Tool
The frame of reference for ER in both of the evaluations, identification and selection, is a
tool to assist people in locating expertise. It should be evident from the previous sections
that most of the participants engaged the system at this level. However, there were a few
participants who broke out of this frame and engaged ER as a completely different tool. A
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few participants saw ER as a management tool. In particular, there were three specific
views that lead some participants to see ER as a management tool.

Task Assignment
A couple participants saw ER as a tool to assist managers in picking individuals who
would be good for specific tasks and job assignments.

For example, if Eyal gets projects for programs, he’s trying to figure out the best
person to do it, he’s not only working off his list of, of things that everyone has, he
can also use this list here and kind of see who would be the best person. So, he gets
the top three people here, compares it against what they are currently doing and if
they have time to do it, and he could send out projects that way. — Simon

Eyal had recently been given some management responsibilities. In this capacity, Eyal was
assigning programming tasks to various programmers. While Simon recognized that Eyal
was very knowledgeable and had an idea of the tasks each individual was capable of
performing, Simon also recognized that task assignment was new for Eyal. Simon suggests
that a tool like ER could be used to assist with the assignment of programming tasks.

Employee Growth and Development
Simon also saw ER as able to model the growth and development of an employee.

It could probably be used, … when checking to see how somebody is evolving as,
I’ll take the example of a support rep. If they’re really learning a lot of different
things they would probably, if there is a way to do this, become a contact on more
and more subjects, and therefore even kind of see if people are moving along on
the learning curve and actually learning things and getting to a point to where
they can actually be considered a resource on things. — Simon
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Simon recognized that ER did not present this capability in the functions that he tested.
But he still recognized that the way ER profiled employees and applied heuristics could be
turned slightly to create a type of employee growth and development tool.

Reporting and Monitoring
Owen, a senior support representative, expressed an idea very similar to the one that
Simon expresses above. In the quote below, Owen sees that ER can be used to track, not
just the employees growth via profiling, but also the specific questions which an employee
is asking the system.

So will it be able to be accessed by managers, so your manager can monitor what
you’re looking at and what you’re having problems with? … But there’s always
benefits to have a peek, you know, when I can peek in and see what my people are
doing or run a report and see how often they’re having to contact people. … Also,
utilization of your resources. … To properly utilize your resources this definitely
needs management reporting capabilities. — Owen

Adding a reporting capability for the growing profile and the aggregate questions that the
system is being asked, Owen thinks that ER could be used to better utilize people.

Maintenance
Lastly, perhaps the most common framing of ER as a management tool focused on how the
tool would be maintained over time. The participants were not given the details about
how ER handles profiling. When participants asked about the data used to make
recommendations, they were told about the data sources and that MSC had provided the
data. The details of updating and maintaining the data in ER sometimes became a concern.
In the quote below, Andreas believes that managers would like ER, but that they would
also have concerns about data maintenance.
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The managers would probably like it. I think they might be concerned about how
to establish the database in the first place … and maintaining it especially over
time. So, that’s probably one concern they’ll have. I don’t have any solution for
that, otherwise I would do this myself. — Andreas

The framing of ER as a management tool was not particularly common. Indeed, all of the
managers who participated in the evaluation engaged the system only as an expertise
locating tool. None of the managers thought of ER as having any special benefits for them,
but they liked ER for its benefits for their staff.

6.3.3 Selection Evaluation Summary
The selection evaluation demonstrates several key points.

•

Identification heuristics — The identification heuristics in ER were derived from the
fieldwork and, in the first evaluation, prove to be reasonably good for making
recommendations. However, the qualitative evaluation demonstrates that specific
heuristics, even those found in a specific work context, are somewhat brittle when
they are applied by different people for subtly different tasks.

•

Departmental selection — Most participants liked the Departmental selection
mechanism but had some specific suggestions for improvement. The specific
suggestions include giving users more control over the way the heuristic behaves.

•

Social Network selection — The Social Network selection mechanism was not favored.
It seems that the participants were unhappy with the difference between the way an
aggregate social network selects people and their expectations for their personal social
network. In hind-sight, this seems to be obvious. However, prior approaches to
applying social networks have not demonstrated this result.

•

Management Tool — ER, with some modifications, can be seen as a tool for managing
expertise growth and utilization in an organization. Primarily, ER seems to need some
reporting capabilities to better carry this ability.
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One interesting aspect to the selection evaluation was the number of comments that
suggested ER could be made more similar to an expertise concierge. This goal is probably
more challenging to implement than it would seem. First, participants are asking for two
different things. By asking for the system to behave more like a concierge they are asking
the system to hide more of the details about the heuristics and data. Yet, in the comments
about identification and selection, the participants are asking for more subtle control over
how the heuristics operate.

The evaluation of the selection heuristics was motivated by the question:

Do the selection heuristics appropriately match people who are looking for
expertise with those who are identified as having expertise?

The context in which to answer this question was one of comparing a static experts
directory to the performance of ER and its selection heuristics. The claim of similar
context is centered on comparing ER’s “No Filter” to each of the “Social Network” and
“Departmental” selection heuristics. In this context, the answer to the above question can
only be a partial yes. The participants mostly liked the matches they received with the
Departmental selection heuristic, but clearly saw room for improvement. On the other
hand, the participants were mixed in their like and dislike of the Social Network heuristic.

6.4 SUMMARY
These evaluations of ER were designed to answer specific questions about the utility of the
system. Answering the question of whether the functions of ER are useful is an important
pre-cursor to further types of evaluation. After all, if the function of ER is not useful, then
why would user’s adopt the system in a longer term field trial?
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The evaluation of the identification heuristics found that the heuristics agree reasonably
well with people’s expectations of who has expertise. In the context of a given workgroup,
the members of a workgroup agree more with the heuristic. This is important because it
implies that a system like ER that incorporates identification heuristics can reasonably
recommend individuals who have expertise and who might not otherwise be identified.
For individuals who are not members of the specific workgroup, a system like ER can
recommend individuals who the workgroup recognizes as having expertise without
relying on specific contacts within the target workgroup.

The evaluation of the selection heuristics produced mixed results. Evaluation participants
liked Departmental selection (they found that it was appropriate), and had specific ideas
for improvement. On the other hand, participants had mixed opinions about the
appropriateness of the Social Network selection heuristic. The problems did not seem to
center as much on the heuristic itself as on the specific social network which was used for
the evaluation.

Lastly, the qualitative evaluation revealed that the users saw a great deal of utility to the
system overall. They saw the system as satisfying the needs of new employees and
technical support representatives. A few users even ventured as far as seeing ER as a tool
for managing expertise growth and utilization in an organization.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusions

7.1 SETTING

THE

STAGE

This research makes several different contributions. The conduct of this research was
framed with the socio-technical design cycle and that same cycle will be used to consider
the various contributions. Figure 7-1 shows the socio-technical cycle, as presented earlier,
with the addition of some of the products generated at each stage of the cycle. The basic
organization of this chapter follows this cycle. The work at each stage is briefly described
along with the products and contributions. The contributions are followed by a look at
what the findings say about supporting nuance in groupware systems. The chapter
concludes by considering the individual contributions from a more unified perspective.
This perspective considers how the methodology engaged the problem of moving the field
study results into the design and implementation of the recommendation system.
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Empirical
Social Study

Utility Evaluation
• Identification
• Selection

Evaluation/
Adoption

Observation
Interviews
Sample Artifacts
Pile Sort (Social Network) Data

Analysis/
Requirements

Organizationally specific
recommendation system
ER for MSC

Framework
• Expertise Identification
• Expertise Selection
• Escalation
Detailed Heuristics

System
Implementation

System
Design

Architecture
ER-Arch

Figure 7-1. Products at each stage of the socio-technical design cycle

7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

7.2.1 Empirical Social Study
The research began with a qualitative field study of expertise locating behavior in an
organizational setting. This starting point was chosen because of a philosophical belief that
a deep engagement is necessary before designers can effectively augment natural social
behavior with technological systems. The products of this phase include field notes,
interviews, transcripts, and sample artifacts. These products allow the field worker to
characterize, understand, and interpret the natural behavior to a designer.
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One key aspect to this work and this phase, was a specific point of view which has not
been widely applied. The point of view shifts the focus from experts to expertise. This shift
is important to continuing this type of work.

Shift in Focus from Experts to Expertise — The work defines expertise in a
contextually sensitive way that shifts the focus of research from finding a single, all
knowing expert to identifying how expertise exists in and among the individuals in an
organization.

The field study included the collection of Successive Pile Sort (SPS) data that was used to
create a social network for the field site. While the SPS and social network have been used
before, their application to social filtering in the Expertise Recommender (ER), discussed
below, is a contribution.

My work to apply social networks resulted in two new problems. The first problem
concerns the data collection methods and the use of Successive Pile Sorts. SPS are
accepted techniques in the social sciences, but the methods require extensive time with
the participants and they do not scale. As well, the SPS techniques for collecting social
network data become brittle and less accurate as the number of participants surpasses 50
individuals. There are techniques for collecting social network data for much larger
groups, but as the size of the group rises, the accuracy and level of resolution decreases.

In computer science, there has been some work to mine relational data from on-line
sources and represent social networks [43, 69]. This approach may provide a solution that
is relatively automatic, scales effectively and has reasonable resolution. Organizational
settings have many possible sources of relational data to mine (e.g., intra-office phone
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exchanges, and internal email communications). However, it remains to be examined how
well these mined relationships correlate with data collected using established techniques.

7.2.2 Analysis/Requirements
The analysis/requirements phase of the socio-technical design cycle takes the products
from the field study, analyzes the data, and develops requirements for a subsequent
system. The work in this phase was conducted by applying standard qualitative analysis
techniques such as open coding, axial coding, and analytical memos. The contributions of
this phase include a framework for expertise location and the detailed description of
several identification and selection heuristics that fit the framework:

Framework of Expertise Location — The work describes a framework of expertise
location based on three important steps:
Identification — The social and cognitive behaviors that people employ to identify a
small set of individuals who are most likely to have the necessary expertise. Some of
the identification heuristics found in the field include: the Line 10 Rule, the support
database heuristic, the software requests heuristic, and tentative approaches to the use
of MSC’s work order system.
Selection — The social and cognitive behaviors that people employ to pick one, or a
small number of individuals, to pursue for expertise. Some of the selection heuristics
found in the field include: departmental/workgroup similarity, workload, and social
network.
Escalation — The iterative application of identification and selection where people
solve breakdowns in the process by using information and knowledge gained in prior
identification and selection phases.

The face validity of this framework is both alluring and powerful, however one must be
careful not to over generalize. Qualitative methods effectively characterize a setting and
the social characteristics of that setting. In this case, the setting was a single company that
performs a specific type of technical work. The framework that was found should be
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carefully considered before it is generalized to address expertise location in other settings.
But the results of the field study attempt to convince the reader that the framework has
more than just face validity. A framework can be a contribution in the way it describes a
situation which had not previously been described and this framework for expertise
location includes details which had not previously been engaged.

Frameworks can also make contributions when they are put to use, as in the system
architecture for ER. Section 2.3 argues that moving a social empirical result to the realm of
computer science either requires moving up or down a level of abstraction when moving
from one discipline to the other. In moving the framework of expertise location into the
architecture of ER-Arch there is an implicit generalization. This generalization effectively
argues that the architecture is useful in more than one expertise recommendation
situation. This generalization, the architecture (ER-Arch), must be carefully applied given
the caveats discussed above. Further evaluation of the architecture and additional studies
of workplaces can be used to validate the architecture and the framework.

As well, it is evident from recent research that the framework of expertise location is strong
enough to convince organizations to construct and sanction organizational processes
around the framework [38, 39]. These are real, independent, tests for the framework
whose long term results are yet to be revealed.

The shift in focus, mentioned above, opens expertise to new methods of study and points
toward new directions. First, there are likely many more expertise identification behaviors.
Identification is a natural, contextualized, behavior and different settings will likely have
new heuristics. Future research can collect and characterize new heuristics to understand
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the larger range of identification behavior. Secondly, the nature of selection as a
collaborative process is open to future research. There are many different forms of
collaboration and many ways in which individuals select others to participate in
collaborations. At future research sites the heuristics that guide selection can be described
and extended to account for the factors which guide the choice to collaborate.

7.2.3 System Design
The system design phase of the socio-technical design cycle moves the results of the field
study and the analysis into the architecture of a new recommendation system. The
architecture, ER-Arch, includes important features from the expertise location framework.
In this way, the system design has attempted to move findings from qualitative research
into the resulting architecture and subsequent implementation. The architecture makes
two contributions:

Flexible recommendation architecture — The architecture consists of components that
are designed to be hooked together in different ways for different recommendation
situations.
Multiple collaborative models — The architecture is designed to support multiple
collaborative models through the use of different profiling, identification, and selection
components.

ER-Arch has a range of flexibility as well as some limits. ER-Arch is designed to include a
range of different social and cognitive behaviors that are part of making recommendations.
The architecture is oriented toward supporting smaller groups in their specific context but
could be scaled by allowing users access to more than one ER server. The design does not
require ER to operate as a stand-alone system, an ER server could easily be imbedded in
some other application that wanted to leverage recommendations in some other way.
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Lastly, ER-Arch can accommodate existing recommendation and collaborative filtering
models, but this does not exploit the strengths of ER-Arch.36

The architecture, based on the framework above, begins to tease apart the cognitive
aspects of recommendations from the more social aspects of making recommendations.
This provides the opportunity to apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and
heuristics that may be more fuzzy to the identification phase of recommendations where
features of content are more discernible than issues of personal taste. The application of AI
techniques to identification may also allow learning to be used to improve the
performance of the identification technique as well as the profiling module that extracts
features to create individual profiles.

7.2.4 System Implementation
In the system implementation phase, the field study findings, the detailed heuristics that
are contextually relevant to the research site, and the architecture are brought together in a
specific system implementation. The products of this phase are prototypes and a final
working system which could ultimately be used by the study participants.

The implementation of ER for MSC provides a reference implementation for ER-Arch and
makes several contributions to the state of the art in recommendation systems:

Organizationally specific — ER is designed to work in an organizational context using
organizationally sensitive heuristics for identification and selection.
36.Many of the current collaborative filtering and recommendation systems implement a
birds-of-a-feather model through the choice of an algorithm that clusters user profiles. This can
be supported in ER-Arch by building the clustering phase into a profiling module, applying an
identification module that picks based on possible recommendation items that have been seen
by the cluster, but not the individual, and then ignoring selection altogether.
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Multiple recommendation situations — ER specifically demonstrates how three
different selection (collaboration) models can be supported and it demonstrates how
two different identification heuristics can be supported.
Profile bootstrapping — ER generates user profiles based on relevant work products or
work byproducts. This is one solution to the problem of bootstrapping
recommendations systems. This approach trades the problem with sparse or
nonexistent ratings for dirty and inconsistent real world data.

The implementation includes appropriate supervisors and modules to support expertise
recommendation at MSC. The supervisors are fairly generic code that tie together the
modules which each supervisor handles. The individual supervisors are likely to be
applicable to other organizational settings. The specific modules that comprise profiling,
identification, selection, and interaction management differ in their level of specificity to
the organizational setting. The heuristics and algorithms used for identification and
profiling are very organizationally specific. While these identification heuristics might be
used in another organization, the implementation is for MSC and the specifics of their
identification mechanisms are particular to that setting. The modules that make up
selection appear organizationally specific because they are tailored to the social and
departmental character of an organization. Yet, these modules have some flexibility and
can be adapted to other organizations given the appropriate data. Lastly, the modules in
interaction management are perhaps the least organizationally specific. The modules in
interaction management have a face validity that stems from a basic understanding of the
requirements of expertise location. As the MSC implementation shows, ER-Arch handles
this combination of organizationally specific and generic mechanisms for expertise
recommendation.
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Recommendation systems are slowly moving from large publicly available systems to
smaller social settings. ER begins to show how recommendation systems can be adapted to
work for smaller numbers of participants in an organization. ER incorporates
organizationally specific heuristics and social norms to reflect the natural aspects of
people’s behavior in the organization. ER avoids a one-size-fits-all approach by allowing
the designer and implementer to add new heuristics as necessary. Lastly, ER’s profiling
techniques lower the barrier of participation by removing the burden of providing explicit
ratings. All of these features are important to adapting technology to augment natural
behaviors.

7.2.5 Evaluation/Adoption
The evaluation/adoption phase of the socio-technical design cycle reflects back on the
prior phases, challenging the understandings, requirements, and resulting system.
Different methodologies can be applied to address different issues that range from
short-term utility to long-term adoption of the resulting system. The evaluations of ER
were designed to address two specific issues. The evaluations validate the efficacy of the
specific identification heuristics used in ER and social aspects of the selection heuristics.
The evaluations attempted to gauge the utility of each of these functions as independently
as possible.

The contributions reflect back on ER and the work that produced the system. Both of the
identification heuristics, as implemented, performed well. The expertise selection
heuristics that were implemented in the MSC version of ER generated mixed results.
Participants struggled with the social implications of the social network technique as ER
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makes explicit aspects of the social network that do not match with individuals’
expectations. The selection heuristic based on organizational criteria was seen as useful,
but participants had specific ideas for improvement.

The evaluation points to the need for future research with ER-Arch and the
implementation. First, as the discussion of the identification results suggests, the
identification heuristics work relatively well, but do not perform as well as a human
expertise concierge. Identification could be improved by combining two or more
identification heuristics. In this technique the results of the independent heuristics can be
composed to identify individuals (or other recommended items) on which the
independent heuristics agree. The compositional approach allows a system to triangulate
the features and clues from more than one profiling source to improve accuracy.

As well, future work must consider how to further personalize the selection heuristics
employed in systems like ER. The feedback evident from the evaluations suggest that
people have specific and personal ideas about how social matching should work. Whether
this personalization is incorporated by parameterizing how the matching algorithms work
or through some kind of learning and feedback techniques is an open question.

7.3 SUPPORTING NUANCE

IN

GROUPWARE SYSTEMS

In Chapter 1 the “wicked” problem of supporting nuance in groupware systems was
defined. Expertise location is a socially nuanced behavior which has facilitated an indirect
view of supporting nuance in groupware systems. The design and implementation of the
Expertise Recommender has attempted, in some small way, to support expertise locating
with a sensitivity to the nuance present in a natural setting. There are two places where the
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system may be seen as incorporating nuance: in the expertise identification heuristics and
in the expertise selection heuristics.

Nuance in Identification
Identification is not completely algorithmic when performed by people. As rules of
thumb, the participants apply one or more heuristics until they are satisfied that they have
found a few people who likely have expertise. But a system can not be quite so
unsystematic. The positive side of this is that ER identifies people who would likely never
be identified in other situations. The negative side is that these same people who would
likely never be identified are not often seen by their peers as having the right expertise. In
a few of the evaluations, a participant would explicitly say that a person who was
identified would never have expertise, then reconsider, saying that the person in question
may have the expertise, but that other people were more current.

The comments by Carlos regarding how the change history identification heuristic was
working are instructive (“Change History Heuristic” on page 234). At one point, he is
commenting on the subtleness of the identification heuristic, effectively claiming that it is
not very subtle. For his purposes, the heuristic, as implemented, is lacking nuance. But
Carlos also begins to do a little design, claiming that there are a couple of subtle variations
that could be employed to improve the heuristic. This is demonstrative of the claim of
wickedness made at the outset. In Carlos’ first words the explicitness has somehow broken
how he expects the heuristic to work. Carlos then engages the direct problem by
attempting to continue to enhance the design exposing further problems.
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Nuance in Selection
The system also attempts to support nuance through the use of socially motivated
matching techniques. The idea is not to simply send a person looking for expertise to the
person who may have the most expertise, but to send a person to another who is likely to
have the right expertise and be a good social match.

Participants had mixed reactions to the selection heuristics. However, the reaction by Liz
demonstrates the wickedness of this problem (“Social Network” on page 238). Liz is
adamant that the technique is inappropriate in a work setting. At times, she relies on her
social contacts to guide her selection, yet in ER it would never be appropriate. The act of
making the social network an explicit selection heuristic somehow destroys for her the
subtleness of what her social network actually does for her.

There is another way of considering the wickedness of this specific problem. By designing
a solution (the use of an aggregate social network) the nature of the problem shifts. The
problem moves from the ability to employ a social network to perform socially sensitive
matching to the problem of collecting and representing each individual’s social network.
Using an individual’s social network might perform better, but as a “wicked” problem, it
raises a set of yet unforeseen problems with monitoring, collecting, and representing
individualized social networks.

7.4 BRINGING

THE

PIECES TOGETHER

The combination of the fieldwork and system development, through the application of the
socio-technical design cycle, engages the problem of moving results from qualitative
studies into groupware design. The problems and opportunities in moving between the
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social space and design space lay in the mismatch in the levels of abstraction. The
problems arise when specialists in one discipline incompletely or shallowly engage the
other discipline. The mismatch will not be aligned. Instead, it must be used to ask relevant
questions which each discipline is incapable of addressing alone.

The act of designing and building a system based on the results of a social study
demonstrates both problems and opportunities. It is an opportunity for the designer to
engage details of a social setting in a way that can result in groupware that is socially
sensitive. However, coding a system around human behaviors requires a level of specificity
and detail that is not observed or often understood. Schutz argues that social science
model building is fraught with problems of detail and overly general assumptions. Coding
a system based on the results of a social inquiry exposes understandings which are
incomplete and not detailed enough for a system to be built. This is a problem for any
system designer. Any method of filling in detail that is based on assumptions may or may
not bear out in the way the resulting system is utilized. This, as well, is an opportunity for
a social scientist to more deeply investigate the social setting and forces the social scientist
to understand the gaps and omissions that must be filled before a system can actually be
built. The social scientist must internalize the problem that the system designer or the
social scientist will not be able to ask and answer the right questions.

In my thesis I have attempted to directly address these problems and opportunities in the
context of expertise location. The iteration in the design cycle facilitates an investigation
that begins to address the mismatch in levels of abstraction and create effective, helpful
systems oriented toward user’s needs and practices.
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APPENDIX A
Identification Evaluation
Instrument

This appendix contains reduced page images of the identification evaluation instrument.
The scenarios and prompting are important to the resulting ranking that the subjects
perform. The evaluation that uses this instrument is described in “Evaluation:
Identification” on page 210.
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Recommendation Ranking Evaluation
Background
Thank you for helping evaluate the Expertise Recommender (ER). ER is a system for
recommending individuals who are likely to have some expertise in specific problem area. A
user gets recommendations from ER by picking a topic area and entering a few words or key
terms about a problem. ER responds with a list of individuals who are likely to be able to help.
Expertise Recommender currently has two topic areas which overlap slightly, but which are
based on different data and use different recommendation techniques. The areas are:
•

Change History — This recommendation topic area is based on MSCprogram change history
information from January 1, 1991 through December 4, 1998. This topic area currently
supports requests for help with medical program files (M.*) and a few other related files.

•

Tech Support — This recommendation topic area is based on the main records in the support
'SU' database from January 1, 1995 through December 31, 1998. This topic area can handle
requests with clients (client mnemonics), many of the program files (e.g. D.* and M.* are
present), and problem symptom descriptions.

Instructions
On the following pages are lists of recommendations from ER. Some recommendations are better
than others. Your task in this evaluation is to rank order the recommendations so that we can
determine which recommendations are the better ones.
Each question proposes a brief scenario to motivate the topic of the recommendation. Each
question then presents a randomized list of the individuals who were recommended (left column)
and a set of ordered blank spaces (right column). Please copy the name and/or mnemonic of the
individuals in the left column to the right column in order of "most likely to know" to "least
likely to know."
Additionally, at the bottom of the left column is a blank space. If you feel that a particularly
knowledgeable person was missed in the recommendation, please add their name to the blank
space and rank them along with the other people in the list.

Figure A-1. Instructions for the ranking instrument.
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1. A client has contracted for some changes to Patient Insurance Update. You are assigned this
task and want to check that the changes are straight forward. You use the ER to help find
someone knowledgeable. You pick the Change History topic area and enter the request
"M.003 Patient Insurance Update" and ER returns the list below. Rank the list in order from
"most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Oscar King (OHK)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Kim Winters (KKW)

2. ___________________________

Daralee Ota (DO)

3. ___________________________

Marc Carren (MCA)

4. ___________________________

Gary Aamodt (GSA)

5. ___________________________

Van Au (VA)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

2. A client has asked a question about which patient fields are required for QUIC forms
processing. You are a little unsure, so you use ER to find someone who might help you. You
choose the Tech Support topic area and enter the request "QUIC Fields" and ER returns the
list below. Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Robert Southern (RRS)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Harold Rosenson (HRZ)

2. ___________________________

Traci Smith (TS)

3. ___________________________

Carol Hales (CAH)

4. ___________________________

Paula Hutchings (PHU)

5. ___________________________

Ira Cholodenko (IBC)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-2. Questions 1 and 2 of the ranking instrument.
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3. A client is asking for assistance with setting up overnight processes. You have not done this
before so you use ER to find someone who might help. You pick the Tech Support topic area
and enter the request "Overnight Setup" and the system generates the list below. Rank the list
in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Alicia Garcia (AGA)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Elise Erickson (EER)

2. ___________________________

Jamie Stewart (JS)

3. ___________________________

Marc Carren (MCA)

4. ___________________________

Donald Spencer (DSP)

5. ___________________________

Getahun Assefa (GAM)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

4. A client is reporting a problem with schedule maintenance. You are assigned the task of
debugging and fixing the problem, but you have never worked in the scheduling subsystem.
You pick the Change History topic area, enter "M.031 M.034 Schedule Maintenance" and
ER generates the list below. Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least
likely to know" (7).
Teri Ferguson (TEF)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Hatem Saidane (HS)

2. ___________________________

Barry Spolter (BMS)

3. ___________________________

Harold Rosenson (HRZ)

4. ___________________________

Kun Yee (KY)

5. ___________________________

Jackie Welch-Knight (JW)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-3. Questions 3 and 4 of the ranking instrument.
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5. A FQHC client is asking about generating Medicare reports. You are not familiar with the
way QSI handles FQHC or Medicare. You pick the Tech Support topic area and enter the
request "FQHC Medicare" and ER generates the list below. Rank the list in order from "most
likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Barry Spolter (BMS)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Getahun Assefa (GAM)

2. ___________________________

Rebecca Schwarz (RSC)

3. ___________________________

Kim Winters (KKW)

4. ___________________________

Harold Rosenson (HRZ)

5. ___________________________

Bill Jenson (WJE)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

6. Recent changes in the medical insurance industry require changes to QSI insurance file
format. You are assigned the task of modifying the insurance file maintenance user interface,
but you have never worked in this code. You pick the Change History topic area and enter
the request "M.086 M.087 Insurance File Maintenance" and ER generates the list below.
Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Jackie Welch-Knight (JW)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Van Au (VA)

2. ___________________________

Donald Spencer (DSP)

3. ___________________________

Corey Moore (CMO)

4. ___________________________

Judith Epstein (JSE)

5. ___________________________

Kris Lang (KL)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-4. Questions 5 and 6 of the ranking instrument.
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7. A client has requested a modification to label printing. You are assigned the task of
modifying the label reports to satisfy this request. You pick the Change History topic area
and enter the request "M.054 M.055 Reporting Labels" and ER generates the list below.
Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Haim Modiano (HMO)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Robert Southern (RRS)

2. ___________________________

Tim Olsen (TO)

3. ___________________________

Van Au (VA)

4. ___________________________

John Cheraz (JC)

5. ___________________________

Jeff Kulik (JKU)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

8. Client BAAN is having a problem with collections. As a new support representative working
with BAAN you would like help. You pick the Tech Support topic area, enter the request
"BAAN Collections" and ER generates the list below. Rank the list in order from "most
likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Alicia Garcia (AGA)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Tim Olsen (TO)

2. ___________________________

Kun Yee (KY)

3. ___________________________

Van Au (VA)

4. ___________________________

Kris Lang (KL)

5. ___________________________

Jamie Stewart (JS)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-5. Questions 7 and 8 of the ranking instrument.
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9. A client is reporting a problem with corrupted date fields. You know that QSI uses a Jullian
date format, but you need help. You pick the Tech Support topic area and enter "Jullian
Dates" and ER generates the list below. Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1)
to "least likely to know" (7).
Getahun Assefa (GAM)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Judith Epstine (JSE)

2. ___________________________

Elise Erickson (EER)

3. ___________________________

Oscar King (OHK)

4. ___________________________

Marc Carren (MCA)

5. ___________________________

Traci Smith (TS)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

10. You have been assigned to find a reported bug in MX.BAL, but the code looks fine. You
decide to use ER to find another person to help you. You select the Change History topic area
and enter "MX.BAL Balance Calculations/Distribution" and ER generates the list below.
Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Jim Hilburn (JRH)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Robert Southern (RRS)

2. ___________________________

Alvar Gonzalez (ALG)

3. ___________________________

Haim Modiano (HMO)

4. ___________________________

Lanjing Jin (LJJ)

5. ___________________________

Kim Winters (KKW)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-6. Questions 9 and 10 of the ranking instrument.
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11. A new version of the QSI medical system will include changes to managed care. You are
assigned to assess the impact of the changes and estimate the number of hours in the project.
You decide to use ER to find some assistance. You pick the Change History topic, enter the
request "M.1X61 M.1X63 M.1X64 Managed Care" and ER generates the list below. Rank
the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely to know" (7).
Preet Takkar (PMT)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Judith Epstein (JSE)

2. ___________________________

Jamie Stewart (JS)

3. ___________________________

Charlotte Johnson (CJ)

4. ___________________________

Haim Modiano (HMO)

5. ___________________________

Dipali Vasavada (DVA)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

12. A client is reporting problems with a hard disk. You have not had a client report this problem
before. You select the Tech Support topic area, enter the request "Hard Disk" and ER
generates the list below. Rank the list in order from "most likely to know" (1) to "least likely
to know" (7).
Ira Cholodenko (IBC)

1. ___________________________ (most likely to know)

Preet Takkar (PMT)

2. ___________________________

Barry Spolter (BMS)

3. ___________________________

Alicia Garcia (AGA)

4. ___________________________

Charlotte Johnson (CJ)

5. ___________________________

Gary Aamodt (GSA)

6. ___________________________

________________________

7. ___________________________ (least likely to know)

(Optional, write in)

Figure A-7. Questions 11 and 12 of the ranking instrument.

APPENDIX B
Selection Evaluation
Protocol

This appendix contains reduced page images of the protocol used to prompt the
participants in the selection evaluation of the Expertise Recommender (see “Evaluation:
Selection” on page 223). The pages of the protocol have been reduced to fit in the format
of the dissertation.
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Expertise Recommender (ER) Selection Evaluation Protocol
Introduction
This describes the step-by-step protocol for assisting participants with the selection evaluation.
The protocol for the selection evaluation is composed of a short system orientation and a set of
comparisons. The orientation describes and demonstrates the functionality of ER that will be
used for the evaluation. The orientation is performed once and the participants questions are
answered. The comparisons section is performed four times, once for each of the randomly
selected scenarios (recommendation requests)1.
Each participant will be assisted through this protocol by the interviewer. The interviewer will
speak/say/read aloud the protocol to the participant answering questions and allowing the user to
operate the system.
System Orientation
1. Is it alright for me to tape this session? The first part of this evaluation is to give you an
orientation to ER and the functions necessary for completing the evaluation.
2. Go ahead and launch the ER client, if it's not already running. ER has been configured to
run in this environment, so it will automatically connect to the ER server. When ER has
started running you will see a login window over the top of ER's main window.
3. Type your mnemonics, and type "*" as your password. Right now ER is not configured
for password protection, so the "*" character allows anyone to login on any account.
Click the OK button to finish the login.
4. You can now see the ER main window and menu bar. The blank pane in the middle of
the main window will contain a list of the recent prior requests which you have made.
Since you've not yet made any it is blank. The menu bar lists a number of options, most
of which have been disabled for the purposes of this evaluation. Today we are going to
focus on how recommendations are made.
5. Pick "New Request…" from the "File" menu. This opens the New Request dialog.
6. The New Request dialog has five components that I will describe. The Topic Area popup menu allows you to choose the recommendation technique that will be used for the
request. The Filter pop-up menu allows you to choose the type of filtering that will be
applied to the recommendation request. The Request text area allows you to enter text
descriptive of the problem, program files and/or client mnemonics. Different
recommendation techniques will handle the request text differently. Text that you enter,
but which is not recognized by a recommendation technique will be ignored. The Cancel
button simply cancels the request and closes the dialog. The Recommend button is used
to make a recommendation request.

1

See the Selection Evaluation Participant/Question Conditions document for the randomized conditions for each
participant.

Figure B-1. Page 1 of the selection evaluation protocol.
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Currently the system lets you choose from among two topic areas:
Change History — This topic area is based on MSC program change history information
from January 1, 1991 through December 4, 1998. This topic area currently supports
requests for help with medical program files (M.*) and a few other related files.
Tech Support — This topic area is based on the main records in the support 'SU' database
from January 1, 1995 through December 31, 1998. This topic area can handle requests
with clients (client mnemonics), many of the program files (e.g. D.* and M.* are
present), and problem symptom descriptions.
The system also lets you choose from among three different filtering mechanisms:
Social Network — This filter attempts to select people who are socially closer to you;
people who you likely know best.
Departmental — This filter attempts to select people who are either in the same
department as you, or people who are in a department that is close to the department that
you are in.
No Filter — This is the simplest filter. Effectively it does very little filtering at all. It
removes people who are no longer employed and QSI from the recommendation.
Let's try a sample recommendation
7. Pick "Change History" from the Topic Area pop-up menu. {For support personnel, have
them pick "Tech Support"}
8. Pick "Social Network" from the Filter pop-up menu.
9. Type "M.013" in the Request text field. {For support personnel, have them type "I/O
Error 16"}
10. Click the "Recommend" button. After a short wait, the system displays the Request
Response dialog. As well, you may notice that the main window now has an entry that is
a very brief version of your request.
11. The Request Response dialog has several key components that I will describe to you. The
top portion of the dialog displays the topic area and filter that were selected for this
request and the text of the request. The middle section contains a scrollable list of
recommendation panes; the list only scrolls when there are more than three
recommendations. Each recommendation pane contains the name and mnemonics of the
person being recommended, their office number, office phone extension and email.
Because of office moves and changes in the email some of the data displayed may not be
correct, but it can be simply changed. So please don't worry about that.
The recommendation panes also contain a "Contact" button. If one of the recommended
people was also logged into the ER server, then the Contact button would be active. If the
button were active, you could click the button and send a quick synchronous message to
the person.
The Request Response dialog also has three buttons; Escalate, Change, and Close. The
close button closes and hides the dialog. The change button will close the dialog and
re–open the New Request dialog filled out with the request information that you see here.

Figure B-2. Page 2 of the selection evaluation protocol.
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From that point the request can be modified or changed completely. The Escalate button
is used to broaden a recommendation request. Escalation relaxes the constraints on
identification and/or selection to include more and more people, but recommendations
may then include people who might not be as knowledgeable. After an escalation, the
Change button will be disabled.
There are times when the recommendation request does not return any recommendations.
In those cases the Request Response dialog will suggest that you either modify the
request or that you escalate the request.
12. Click "Close" to close the Request Response dialog.
13. You can now see the main window with one Recent Request listed. Double click the
recent request. This opens the Request Response dialog that corresponds to the request.
This allows for quick escalation or changes. Recent requests listed in the main window
stay in the main window until they expire. Currently, requests expire after five days.
14. Click "Close" to close the Request Response dialog.
15. That covers the basic features of ER that will be required for this evaluation. Do you have
any questions?
After the participant has finished the system orientation she will be asked to complete four
comparisons using the following protocol.
Comparisons
In this portion of the evaluation Steps 2 through 21 will be iterated four times for each
participant. The iterations correspond to each participant's randomly assigned conditions. The
text of this specific protocol is set for the first iteration of the first participant. The underlined
text will need to be changed for each iteration.
1. Now I'm going to have you to compare several recommendation requests. The basic
outline is that you will make two requests and then compare those two requests. I'll give
you the specific options for each of the requests that will be compared. I would like to
have you complete four comparisons.
2. Pick "New Request…" from the "File" menu to open the New Request dialog.
3. Choose the Topic Area "Change History."
4. Choose the Filter "Social Network."
5. Type the Request text "MX.BAL Balance Calculations/Distribution."
6. Click the "Recommend" button.
7. Let that Request Response dialog stay open. You can move it if you need to. We'll be
using it a little later for the comparison.
8. Pick "New Request…" from the "File" menu to open the New Request dialog.
9. Choose the Topic Area "Change History" again.
10. Choose the Filter "No Filter"

Figure B-3. Page 3 of the selection evaluation protocol.
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11. Type the Request text "MX.BAL Balance Calculations/Distribution."
12. Click the "Recommend" button.
13. Move the two Request Response dialogs so that you can see them both, maybe side-byside if you can.
14. Could you take a moment and briefly compare these two recommendations verbally. You
can scroll the lists if there are more than three recommended people. What is different?
15. Are these recommendations accurate? Is one recommendation more accurate than the
other? If these recommendations are not accurate, who is missing? How do you know?
16. Which recommendation would you prefer? Why?
17. One at a time, escalate each recommendation by clicking the "Escalate" button in each
window.
18. Again, move the two Request Response dialogs so that you can see them both.
19. Think about the prior recommendations. Do you notice any changes? Are there any
differences between the prior recommendations and these escalated recommendations?
20. Close each of the windows by clicking the "Close" button.
21. On to the next comparison.
Upon completion of the protocol each participant will be asked some summary questions.
Summary
The summary questions are designed to solicit overall qualitative evaluation of the system.
1. How would a system like ER be received? Say, by managers? How about the technical
support representatives or programmers?
2. How do you think people at MSC would use this system?
3. If you could change something about the system what would you change?
4. Overall, what do you think of this system so far?
5. Do you have any other comments? Is there anything that you would like to add?
6. Thank you for your time. I appreciate your participation.

Figure B-4. Page 4 of the selection evaluation protocol.
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